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PREFACE
The Colorado River Regional Assessment Study for the
National Commission on Water Quality is one of eleven such
regional studie s in which the physical, technological, economic,
institutional, and social impacts of PL 92- 500 are viewed in a
comprehensive context. In examining the effects of PL 92-500
in the Colorado River Basin, the study endeavors to blend three
important perspectives:
To satisfy the requirements and design for the regional
assessment studies as specified by the National Commission
on Water Quality.
To analyze PL 92- 500 in relation to the water allocation
decisions, water quality concerns, and institutional evolution
which have, over many yea rs, brought the river to its
present state of development.
To be responsive to possible future demands on the quantity
and quality of the river in relation to energy development,
food production, recreation, environmental, and aesthetic
qualities.
Working from these underlyi~g themes, the major areas of investigation encompassed by the study are (1) the impact of PL 92-500
on the salinity problem in the Colorado River Basin, (2) the impact
of PL 92-500 on municipal and industrial point sources, and
(3) a specific site study of the environmental impact of PL 92-500.
The report presenting the analysis and results of these study areas
is organized in four parts:
PART ONE:

Executive Summary, Basin Profile, and
Report Digest

PART TWO:

Detailed Analyses: Narrative Description,
Data, Methodology, and Documentation

PART THREE: Area-Specific Water Quality Analysis and
Environmental Assesment
PART FOUR:

Appendices

In order to address the broad scope and purposes for this regional
assessment, a research study team was assembled which likewise represented broad and diverse fields of expertise. The
organization of the contractor team members into both task work
groups along disciplinary lines and problem study teams for
addressing the specific water quality impacts of PL 92-500 facilitated the interdisciplinary integration of the study. The study
team members and project organization are shown in the accompanying chart.
Because the Colorado River serves the needs of seven states
and many interests, it was deemed highly desirable to have the
counsel of an advisory group, cornprised of individuals with long
experience in working with the Colorado River Basin's water
resources and water quality problems. Appreciation is expressed
to the following advisory group rnembers for their careful review
of this work and their many helpful suggestions and recommendations.

Kathy Fletcher, Rocky Mt./Great Plains Office
Environmental Defense Fund
1130 Capitol Life Center, 16th at Grant St.
Denver, Colorado
80203

Russell Freeman, Deputy Regional Adminis.
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Appreciation is expres sed to the support staff of the Utah Water
Research Laboratory for their patience and extra effort in working
under very severe tinle deadlines. Thanks are also due to
Janles Larocca and Steven Reznek, study nlanagers fronl the
National COnlnlission on Water Quality, for their considerable
assistance in facilitating this study.
The study teanl wishes to acknowledge the federal, state,
and local public officials and private citizens who have expended
inestinlable tinle and effort over nlany years to find workable solutions to nlanaging this great resource. This report is offered in
the sanle constructive spirito
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PURPOSE
The purpose of this study is to assess the effects of implelllenting the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of
1972 (PL 92 -500) on water quality, technological, econolllic, social,
and environITlental conditions in the Colorado River Basin. This
study is one of eleven regional asseSSITlent studies, which are part
of a comprehensive study prograITl conducted by the National
COITlITlis sion on Water Quality pursuant to their responsibilities
under Section 315 of PL 92-500. The general areas of investigation covered by this study are:

1.

IITlpact of PL 92 -500 on the salinity probleITl in the
Colorado River Basin

2.

Impact of PL 92 -500 on municipal and ITlajor
industrial point sources in the Colorado River
Basin

3.

A specific site study of the environITlental impact
of PL 92-500

In this part of the report, the results of the study are briefly
SUITlmarized and discussed. The list of findings presented herein
have been abstracted for the convenience of the reader but should
be carefully read in the full context of the studies perforllled,
lllodels utilized, and constraints existing in the Colorado River.
The reader should be aware that the iITlportant issues in the
Colorado River Basin are extreITlely cOITlplex and that the findings
of this study are valid within the liITlitations of the available data
and the assumptions and analytical ITlethods used. The reader is
urged to read the included discussion of findings in this section
to understand the context of the conclusions, and to read the
ITlain report for a full understanding.

1

LIST OF FINDINGS
The findings of this study are subject to the scenarios specified for the study by the National Cornmission on Water Quality.
They reflect assumptions on best practicable (BPT) and best
available technologies (BAT). Furthermore, the study of necessity
relied on existing data and the capability of existing hydrology
and water quality models. The models used in the analysis were
the best available but still can project only general estimates of
tendencies.
Important Characteristics of the Basin
Which Irnpinge Upon the Application
of PL 92 -500
Nature of the water quality problerns.
1. Salinity is the major problern of water quality in the
Colorado River. Other problerns are localized and of far less
physical, economic, or political irnportance. Massive damages
downstrearn are attributed to the current levels of salinity in the
river and great concern is expressed for increased darnages in
the future. The estimate is that current damages amount to about
$230,000 per mg/l at Imperial Darn.
2. The salinity of the river generally increases from the
headwaters to the mouth. The increase is the result of two basic
processes--salt loading (adding salts) and salt concentrating
(consurning wate r) which result from natural conditions and rnan t s
a cti vitie s.
3. The natural and rnan-induced proces s es which contribute
to the salt load of the river are difficult to trace and quantify.
While estirnates vary, roughly two-thirds of the salt load is
attributed to natural sources and one-third to man-rnanipulated
sources.
4. About 84 percent of the salt loading is derived from
diffuse sources which are both natural and rnan-rnanipulated. The
rernaining 16 percent from point sources is rnade up of about 6
percent from natural rnineral springs and 10 percent frorn artificial drainage of irrigation return flows.
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5. Excluding the service areas below Parker Darn, only
8 per cent of the irrigated land in the basin iss erved by artificial
drainage systems, the outflows from which can be defined as
point sources.

6. There are approximately 180 municipal and 130 industrial point discharges in the Colorado River Basin, most of which
have average daily flows of less than 1. 0 million gallons per day
(MGD). In addition, there are about 65 commercial point discharges with most having average daily flow of less than O. 1 MGD.
The total biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) loading in the Colorado River Basin from municipal and commercial point discharges
is estimated at 80,300 pounds per day in 1970. This was widely
distributed in the river. Relative to the flow in the river at most
points of discharge, BOD loadings are very low. The proces ses
of dilution and biological decay quickly reduce BOD to insignificant levels in the waters downstream from points of discharge.
Socio -economic and institutional setting.
7. The economic and demographic characteristics of the
basin are dominated by the relatively sparse population and low
incomes in the Upper Basin and Little Colorado portion of the
Lower Basin as compared to many Lower Basin and export
service areas.
8. The river system exhibits a classic case of market
failure in pricing of water use. The physical and economic characteristics make it so that the upstream us er produces more than
the optimal a"mounts of pollutants, the damages from which he does
not bear.

9. The Colorado River Basin has a long history of various
federal and state government programs for water developn"lent and
management. Federal, interstate, state, and substate agencies
are all involved in a wide variety of planning and decision-making
programs which can potentially affect the river quality.
Major Impacts from the Implementation of
PL 92 -500 within the Colorado River Basin
Salinity control impacts.
1. The NPDES permit system under Sections 301 and 402
of the Act has not been clarified with respect to control of irrigation
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return flow as a pollution source, except for artificial drains which
are clearly identifiable as point sources. Because only about 8
percent of irrigated lands of the basin are served by artificial
drainage system.s, regulation under the NPDES perm.it program.
has the potential of affecting but a m.inor portion of the salinity
problem..
2. Since but a very small portion of irrigated areas can be
identified with point sourc es, it appears pos sible to rem.ove only
small quantities of salt from. the river under point source provisions of PL 92 -500. This situation has been recognized in
recent national policy concerning the Colorado River by passage
of PL 93 -320, the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Act.
3. Given the lar gel y diffuse nature of the salinity problem
and the further difficulty of EPA in specifying BPT and BAT for
irrigated agriculture, a broad set of abatem.ent controls to reduce irrigation return flows through increased irrigation efficiencies by im.proved water managem.ent, canal lining, and upgrading
technology were defined. In some cases these controls will
reduce salt loading in irrigation return flows, and thereby m.ay
reduce salt loading of the river. More specifically, increased
irrigation efficiency on a fixed acreage m.ay:
a. Allow a reduction in diversions from a water supply
in the river system
b. Reduce the am.ount of salt loading from the irrigated
area of the basin
c. Increase the salt concentration of the drainage waters
from individual farm.s or basins
d. Alter the existing exchange of salt being pr ecipitated
and solubolized and thus increase the sodium percentage of the
drainage water
e. Salinity control through irrigation m.anagement may
only be achieved through detailed investigations and development
of control strategies basin by basin, including a program of
alm.ost daily water m.anagem.ent and scheduling
4. Under the alternative developm.ent futures as sum.ed for
the study, pollutionmanagem.ent or abatem.ent schem.es for
irrigated agriculture and energy development fail to reverse
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projected salinity increases. Within the alternative futures
investigated, salt concentration is affected ITlore by taking water
out of the river than froITl adding salt to the river. Hence, ITlaintaining or reducing present concentrations requires taking additional salt out of the river to offset the effects of additional consumptive use.
5. The cost of reducing salinity in the river through capital intensive ITleasures is very high. Basin-wide investment in
sprinkler systeITls, canal lining, and in SOITle other proposed
localized prograITls would cost froITl $100,000 to over ,$4,000,000
per mg/l reduction in salinity at Imperial Dam.

6.

The estimates of costs and the asseSSITlent of effectiveness of salinity reduction through irrigation management and
related on-farm changes vary widely. The costs range from
$7,000 to $750,000 per ITlg/l reduction at Imperial Darn. There
is great uncertainty in these estiITlates.
7. In anaggregate sense the people living in the Upper
Basin and the Little Colorado subbasin of the Lower Basin are
economically and socially disadvantaged as compared to those
living in the remainder of the Lower Basin and the major export service areas. Measures which would force the cost of
meeting the provisions of PL 92 -500 on the residents of the
source areas would be regressive in nature in that the disadvantaged would be burdened with costs of iITlproving the welfare of
those who are already better off.
8. Population and income impacts of the iITlplementation
of PL 92 -500 will be overshadowed by the iITlpacts of energy
develop'ment projects in predominantly rural Upper Basin subareas.

9. Joint iITlpleITlentation of the national water quality program of PL 92 -500 and the Colorado River Salinity Control
program of PL 93 -320 demands a high degree of coordination
among state, local and federal agencies which are designed to
regulate the developITlent,manageITlent, and use of the water
resources of the basin. Although much progress has been made,
these remain potential sources of conflict in the existing institutional arrange'ments for dealing with the salinity problem.
5

10. Conflicts between the standard of "best technology" in
discharge control and the COITlmon law standard of l'beneficial
usel! will have to be resolved in the iIT1plernentation of PL 92 -500
in the Colorado River Basin.
11. In some ins tances, the iITlposition of PL 92 - 500 di scharge controls could result in a conflict with and an iITlpairIT1ent
of ve sted wate r rights.
12. With the liIT1ited applicability of the perITlit systeIT1 and
the anticipated adoption of salinity standards, area-wide planning
under Section 208 is potentially the ITlost significant portion of
theAct for dealing with the diffuse source aspect s of salinity.
Point source control iInpacts.
13. The nUIT1bers of point discharger s by category within
the Colorado River Basin which will require additional treatITlent
facilities in order to satisfy the requirements of PL 92 -500 are
estiITlated to be:

Category
Municipal
COITlITle r cial
Industrial

ApproxiIT1ate
nUITlber of point
source dischargers
in basin
180
65
130

Approximate nUITlber reqUIrIng
additional treatment facilities
under PL 92 -500
95
45
70

14. Implementation of PL 92 -500 within the Colorado River
Basin is estiITlated to reduce the BOD load froITl a current (1970)
level of about 80,300 pounds per day, to approximately 50,000
pounds per da y in 1977. However, due to potential growth within
the basin, this load could increase to more than 105,000 pounds
per day by the year 2000. Estimates of other pollutant loads
were not calculated due to a lack of reliable data.
15. The achievement of "BPT" or t'BAT" under PL 92-500
will result in measurable changes in receiving strealn water
quality (other than salinity) at approximatel y one -third of the
point discharge sites in the Colorado River Basin. For about
one-third of the sites, there will likely be no measurable changes
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in recelVlng stream water quality resulting from. achievem.ent of
tlBPT" or "BA T. tI The rem.aining one -third of the sites lacked
sufficient inform.ation to determine the anticipated changes in
receiving stream water quality.
16. The total capital cost for control of m.unicipal, comm.ercial, and industrial point discharges under the 1977 BFT
(best practicable technology) requirem.ents of FL 92 -500 in the
Colorado River Basin is e~tirnated to be about 160 m.illion dollars.
It is estim.ated that the total capital cost for achieving the 1983
BAT (best available technology) requirem.ents of PL 92 -500 will
result in an additional cost of approxirnately 35 m.illion dollars.
The total capital cost of achieving the 1985 EOD (elim.ination of discharge) goal of PL 92 -500 for m.unicipal and com.m.ercial point
discharges (excluding industrial sources) is estim.ated to be
between 80 and 95 rnillion dollars.
17. There is a significant variation in the per capita costs
of cornplying with PL 92-500 throughout the basin. Average
annual per capita costs range frorn nothing to about $20 to
service the debt on capital investm.ents on municipal, cornm.ercial, and industrial discharges in the several water resource
subareas, depending on the level of energy development and the
tirne period involved. Thes e co sts would be concentrated on the
residents of towns and cities in the subarea. Again, these costs
fall m.ost heavily on the sparsely populated, relatively disadvantaged regions.
Environm.ental site study im.pacts.
18. For the Green River environm.ental site study, no
appreciable impacts of FL 92 -500 due to BFT, BAT, or EOD
could be discerned for the param.eters DO (dissolved oxygen),
BODS (5 -day biochernical oxygen dernand), total coliform.s, or
suspended solids.
19. Many of the rnajor factors affecting water quality
pararneters of DO, BODS, total coliforrns and suspended solids
in the Green River Study Reach, such as natural or m.an-m.ade
nonpoint sources of pollution, low flows resulting frorn water use,
and natural phenornena which control flow and quality, are not
effectively dealt with by the Act. This is generally true for rnany
river reaches in the Colo rado Basin.
7

OVERVIEW SKETCH OF THE
COLORADO RIVER BASIN
The water of the Colorado River is the lifeblood of the arid
mountain west and southwestern United States. Its drainage cover s
po rtions of se ven state sand 1/12 of the land area of the 48 conti guous states. The 1440 mile-long Colorado River Basin produces
less water per unit area (60 AF/rni2) than any other major river
basin in the United States. Not only do the 2.5 million people
(including the major population centers of Phoenix-Tucson and
Las Vegas) within the hydrologic basin depend upon it for their
economic security, but so also do the large major population centers (Denver, Salt Lake City, Los Angeles, and San Diego) of
the Colorado River Basin states. Over this region, the waters of
the Colorado directly serve approximately 15 million people in
supplying water for cities, irrigated agriculture, energy production, industry, and mining, and at the same time support wildlife,
recreation, and areas of unparalleled ae sthetic value to the nation.
In order to provide some context for the summary discussion
of findings which follows, the following presents a brief overview
and sketch of the Colorado River Basin.
Physical Setting
The Colorado River Basin contains the most diverse environmental setting of any American river. High ITlountainous elevations (over 14, 000 feet) are followed by plateaus, sea level
plains and low valleys. Geological structures and formations
include deep, intricately carved river canyons, high ITlountain
slopes, large saline shale structures, and long verdant irrigated
river valleys. Superimposed on the natural physical syste"m is
the use andmanageITlent of the land and water within the basin.
A sTable 1 shows, while agricultural land area in the basin is
small, irrigation is the major consumptive use of water froITl the
Colorado River. Of the water used for municipal and industrial
purposes, a large proportion (57 percent) is exported for use
outside of the hydrologic basin.
Developm.ent and Institutional Setting
For all these varied land uses and activities, demands are
made upon the river both as a source of water and as a carrier of
residuals and byproducts of "manITlade as well as natural processes.
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Table 1.

Summary of land and water use in the Colorado River
Basin.

Land Use.!..!
Acres x 10 6 % of Basin
Rangeland
95. 1
Forest
57.4
.A griculture
Irrigated
2.9
1. 0
Dry
Urban (M&I)
•9
Other
3.2
Water Surface
1.4
(water export)
(fi sh & wildlife
163.0

~--

Source:

11

-

.

58. 3
35.2

a
a

1.8

3636

•5
•5
1.9

255

•8

100.0

21

Water DepletlonsAF (1000' s) % of Total

40

a

(evaporation)
5189 b
39
9, 119

3

57
100

Water Resources Council (1971)

~I Salinity

Control Forum (June, 1975)

aOn-site use of precipitation
b Of this, 4,538 MAF are exported to southern California,
of which about 1 MAF are diverted by the Metropolitan Water
District of Southern California primarily for M&I use, and the
balance by the Imperial Irrigation District and the Coachella
County Valley Water District predominantly for irrigation use.

Consequently, over time the quality of the water in the Colorado
has been seen to deteriorate, with the increasing problems of
water use and pollution inputs being further compounded by the
relatively small flow of the river in relation to the basin size.
Certainl y the future ability of the Colorado to sustain thes e us es
is dependent on maintaining qualities of water required for them.
Physical development. In order to satisfy the growing needs
for Colorado River water and related resources, the river system
has developed into one of the rno st highly regulated river s in the
world. The many darns and storage reservoirs, water diversion
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and conveyance systems, and aqueducts for out- of- basin exports
all attest to this fact. The water resources system is carefully
managed to maintain the balance of reservoir storage and releases
in order to deliver water for various present water uses and
simultaneously meet hydropower generating requirements in
order to attain the best utilization of the basin's limited water
supplies.
Institution~l,devel,opm~nL

To assure needed water supplies
for these many uses, the river has also become one of the most
highly developed river s from an institutional standpoint. There
are numerous and complex legal, legislative and administrative
requirements, compacts, and agreer.flents for the allocation and
use of the water between nations (U. S .. and Mexico) among the
seven basin states, and among individual water users. Consequently, decisions on management of the river range from local
is sue s to problems of international relations, including a strong
federal role and presence in the development and utilization of
the river.
The Economic and Social Setting
Much like the physical nature of the basin, the economic and
social characteristics of the people vary widely. Population density ranges from one to 650 people per square n1ile in the rural
versus urban areas o Rural farm residents comprise from less
than one percent up to about 20 percent in several of the rural
Upper Basin subareas. Sparsely populated areas are generally
where the salinity problem begins and heavily populated areas
are where the damages occur. Racial and ethnic characteristics
are also very diverse .. There are few blacks, but the SpanishAmericans range from a to 46 per cent of the population in various
county areas of the basin; and the per centage of people clas sified
as living in rural areas ranges from about 10 to essentially 100
percent.
Economic characteristics of the basin are also highly
diver se. The main population and industrial center s are located
in the Lower Basin and in the export service areas. The Upper
Basin is in extensive agriculture or mining and has sparse population. Personal income varies from about $2, 000 per capita in
the Four Corners area (where Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico,
and Utah join) to about $4, 000 per capita in the California service
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area and the industrial areas of Arizona. The proportion of total
earnings in agriculture has been declining sharply throughout the
region. The percent of people below the poverty level ranges
from 8 percent to 42 percent in various counties in the basin.
SUMMARY DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
In the following, the findings are briefly discussed. Again
it is emphasized that for a complete discus sion the full text of
the report should be consulted.
Important Characteristics of the
Basin Which Impinge Upon the
Application of PL 92- 500
Nature of the water quality problems.

1. Salinity is the major problem of water quality in the
Colorado River. Other problems are localized and of
far less plysical, economic, or political importance.
Mas sive damages downstream are attributed to the
current levels of salinity in the river and great concern is expressed for increased damages in the future.
The estimate is that current damages amount to about
$230, 000 per mg /1 at Imperial Dam.
2. The salinity of the river generally increases from
the headwater s to the mouth. The increase is the result
of two basic processes-- salt loading (adding salts) and
salt concentrating (consuming water) which result from
natural conditions and man's activities.
3. The natural and man-induced proces ses which contribute to the salt load of the river ar e difficult to tr ace
and quantify. While estimates vary, roughly two-thirds
is attributed to natural and one- third to man~manipulated
sour ces.
4. A.bout 84 percent of the salt loading is derived from
diffuse sources which are both natural and man-induced.
The remaining 16 percent from point source s is made
up of about 6 percent from natural mineral springs and
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10 percent from artificial drainage of irrigation return
flows.
At present, from the standpoint of the entire basin, the most
critical water quality problem of the Colorado R~ver is the salinity
total dissolved solids content of the water. It is also the problem
which is mos t affected by the natural background conditions of the
basin. Comparisons of salt loading and salinity concentrations at
various points on the river system have been estimated in a number of diHerent studies (USGS, 1964; Colorado River Board of
California, 1970; EPA, 1971; Water Resources Council, 1971;
U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1974; Department of the Interior,
1975),. These studies which have employed techniques designed
to identify and separate the source s of salinity in the basin have
suggested that approximately 2/3 of the salt burden and 50 percent of the concentration in the river at Lake Mead originates
from natural point and diffuse sources. Natural factors in the
Colorado system which can cause salt loading and concentrating
effects include: the arid nature of the climate; the geology of the
basin with its vast areas of erodable, salt yielding shales; the
great tracts of range and forest lands which consume water and
then concentrate the re sidual salt in les s water as it move s by
subsurface flow to the river, and evapotranspiration losses from
marshy areas and phreatophytes along the river system.
Manl s activities contribute salts and then concentrate them
through consumptive uses, such as evapotranspiration losses
from irrigated agriculture and reservoir surfaces, and through
municipal and industrial use s. In addition, the exportation of
high quality water from the basin, and its diver sion for energy
development with evaporation of cooling water in disposal ponds
has the effect of increasing downstream salinity because all of
these practices reduce water supply in the river. Thus, many
of man l s acti vitie s contribute to salinity incr ease s within the
water of the river as it moves downstream.
Damage s due to high salinity in the Colorado River are substantial. The most convenient way to characterize damages is in
damages per mg/l at Imperial Dam. The estimates are as follows:
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Use

Damage s in dollar s per mg /1
per year sustained by Lower
____B
............
asin use~ _ __

Agriculture
Municipal
Industrial

$108,400
119,500
1,500
$229,400

This totals approximately $20 per ton of salt. These estimates imply a linear relationship between the level of salinity and
damages. This is unrealistic for all ranges, but will suffice for
the salinity levels of concern for the periods under consideration.
A current study by d t Arge (1975) indicates higher damages in municipal uses. A.dditional research is needed.
5. Only about 5 percent of the irrigated land in the basin
is served by artificial drainage systems, the outflows
from which can be defined as point sources.
Approximately 1.8 percent of the total basin area is irrigated
within the U. S. portion of the Colorado River drainage. As summarized in Table 2 below, of the irrigated lands (excluding the
area below Parker Dam) only about 8 percent are provided with
artificial drains, or less than O. 1 percent of the total basin. The
remaining 92 percent of the irrigated area (or 99.9 percent of the
basin) might be considered as a diffuse source of salts.
6. There are approximately 180 municipal and 130 industrial point discharges in the Colorado River Basin, most
of which have average daily flows of less than 1. 0 million
gallons per day (MGD). In addition, there are about 65
commercial point discharges with most having average
daily flow of les s than O. 1 MGD. The total biochemical
oxygen demand (BOD) loading in the Colorado River Basin
from municipal and commercial point discharges is estimated at 80, 300 pounds per day in 1970. This was widely
distributed in the river. Relative to the flow in the river
at most points of discharge, BOD loadings are very low.
The proces ses of dilution and biological decay quickly
reduce BOD to insignificant levels in the water s downstream
from points of discharge.
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Table 2.

Summary of irrigated and artificially drained lands in
the Colorado River Basin.

Irrigated
~--""'~----""~~~""0&4

.2.P.Ee r Bas in

Drained
•

II

Percent

;;~

(Acres x 10 3 ) (Acres x 10 3 )

711.8
663 e 2
246.8

35.4
80.0
14.4

5
12
6

1,621.8

129. 8

8

358.0
(189.0)
(169.0)
28.0

162. 6
(10.4)
(152.1)
0.7

45
(5)
(90 )
3

386.0

163. 3

42

Total Basin

2,007.8

293. 1

15

T0tal Above Parker Dam

1,838.8

140.9

8

Green
Grand
San Juan
Subtotal
Lower Basin
Main Stem
Above Parker Dam
Below Parker Dam
Little Colorado
Su.btotal
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Point dischargers in the Colorado River Basin have been
clas sified as either municipal, industrial, or commercial. The
municipal discharger group is composed primarily of public
owned wastewater treatment facilities. This group also includes
a few privately owned wastewater treatment plants. The industrial group includes all types of industrial development, public
owned water treatment plants, construction, mining, manufacturing, and all agricultural discharges except those associated with
irrigation return £low. The commercial group is composed of
small businesses, schools, recreational facilities, and a few
light industrie s.
The information on point discharges was obtained rTon-' the
Regional EPA Offices associated with the Colorado River Basin
and through per sonal conver sations with state and local government
officials. Supporting information was abstracted from state water
pollution control plans funded under Sections 208 and 303 of PL
92- 500. No attempt was made to make fir sthand observations or
evaluations. Therefore, the information presented is limited by
the accuracy and completeness of data available from the various
sources.
The majority of the municipal discharges currently employ
some form of secondary treatment; however, this does not mean
they are satisfying secondary treatment standards required under
PL 92-500. Most of the commercial point discharges employ
waste stabilization ponds as a form of treatment. In addition,
most of their flows are extremely small because they result from
seasonal activities. The cost of satisfying PL 92-500, in some
instances, for these small operations (i. e., recreational camps)
may be greater than the total capital investment in the entire facility. The majority of industrial point discharges can be classified
as mining, construction, manufacturing, animal feedlots, electrical
services, water supply, fish hatcheries, and sand and gravel
operations. Many industries are resorting to total containment as
a method of treatment to satisfy PL 92-500.
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Socio-economic and institutional setting.
7. The economic and demogr aphic char acteristic s of
the basin are dominated by the realtively spar se population and low income s in the Upper B a sin and Little
Colorado portion of the Lower Basin as compared to
many Lower Basin and export service areas.
8. The river system exhibits a classic case of market
failure in pricing of water use. The physical and economic characteristics make it so that the upstream user
pr oduce s more than the optimal amounts of pollutants,
the damages from which he does not bear.
From an economic standpoint, the salinity problem is a
classic case of "market failure. ft Prices charged for use of water
do not reflect its full social net value and misallocations of water
therefore occur. Two types of market failure are: (1) !1external
effects 11 where irrigation upstream concomitantly pr oduce s
valuable cr op s and a higher concentration of salts flowing downstream, imposing higher costs on downstream water user s; in
this case, the irrigator is not forced to pay for the increased costs
imposed on downstream user s, and in fact, he may not even be
aware of them; and (2) !lpublic goods" where users are not forced
by the mar ket to pay for their consumption of such goods as impr oved water quality, but all us er s reap the benefits whether paid
for or not. The most apparent solution to market failure problems
is to substitute a simulated market system that would establish
price s at the full social value of water use. These prices could
then be used to allocate water more efficiently and to determine if
quality-improving investments were economically feasible. Investment would be feasible so long as the incremental costs of water
quality improvements were below the incremental damages caused
by poor water quality.
There is a lack of incentives for those who contribute to the
problem of salinity to do anything about it. Furthermore, they
have been producing their "goods!l and "bads" for many years and
the questions of equity in forcing a costly change are serious
matter s. Pre sumably, a per fect market situation would allow
bargaining among contributors and receivers to reach an efficient
and equitable solution, but such a market does not exist.
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9. The Colorado River Basin has a long history of various federal and state government programs for water
development and management. Federal, inter state,
state, and sub state public agencies are all involved in
a wide variety of planning and decision-making programs
which can potentially affect the river quality.
The federal government has played a central role in the
development 0.£ the West, particularly in the Colorado River Basin.
The Bureau of Reclamation has been the major agency in this
development, providing planning and construction expertise and
financial resources. Primary justifications for these programs
were political and social: To settle the last frontier and to encourage family farm development. States have facilitated these
efforts by pas sage of enabling legislation and providing an orderly
system of water rights. Potential new demands on the existing
stream flow include unquantified Indian claims, demand for ener gy
production, increasing demand for municipal supplies. Requirements for salinity control and water quality improvement place an
additional burden on the existing streamflow, leading in some
cases to evaporation of water previously returned to the river.
As the issues have changed from an exclusive concern for
water development to issues that include water quality, the question of federal responsibility toward the region again becomes
salient. Existing financial arrangements provide for federal
financing of 75 percent of the first four salinity control projects
(authorized by PL 93-320) and it may be assumed that the basin
states will support financing of future projects on substantially
the same basis. This arrangement is analogous to the municipal
wastewater treatment program (authorized by PL 92- 500) and
finds support in the fact that federally owned lands contribute a
large proportion of the system's salinity. The remaining 25 percent of the cost of the projects will be paid for out of the two basin
development funds_ In addition, the federal agencies support
extensive research, planning, and on- farm improvements. In
considering salinity control projects calling for farm water management and water conveyance improvements it may be neces sary
to pr ovide financial incentive s to the far mer s to adopt the s e
improvements. This may be particularly true for the marginal
farmer who would be unable to continue in agriculture if required
to adopt expensi ve new technology without financial and technical
as sistance.
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Major Impacts from the Implementation of PL
92-500 Within the Colorado River Basin
Salinity control impacts.
L The NPDES permit system under Sections 301 and
402 of the .Act has not been clarified with respect to
control of irrigation return flow as a pollution source,
except for artificial drains which are clearly identifiable
as point sources. Because only about 8 percent of irrigated lands of the basin are served by artificial drainage
systems, regulation under the NPDES permit program
has the potential of affecting but a minor portion of the
salinity problem.
While salinity has been documented and described as the
major pollution problem in the Colorado River Basin, it is also
clear that causes and sources of salinity are largely diffuse in
nature. The major thrust of the goals and programs of the Act is
aimed at control of point source discharges under Sections 301
and 402. Physically, only a small portion (about 8 percent) of
the salinity problem is associated with discharge from drainage
works that could be controlled under a strict interpretation of
this provision. Under these conditions the application of point
source regulations to the existing artificial drains would at best be
ineffective in contr olling s alinity levels in the river. In addition
to be ineffective, it could also be argued that it would be inequitable to apply rigid standards to the 5 per cent of the area served
by artificial drains while no regulations would be applied to the
remaining 95 percent of the areas which use diffuse routes for
return of drainage water s to the river. In addition, regulations
of this nature also would tend to be detrimental in some respects
by discouraging drainage construction in areas where artificial
drainage might, in fact, be needed for efficient agricultural production.
PL 92-500 defines Ilpoint source lt broadly enough to encompass discrete, surface return flows from irrigated agriculture and
EPA. sought to implement the Act by treating discrete irrigation
return flows as point sources and requiring NPDES permits where
at least 3,000 contiguous acres were involved. These regulations
were struck down by a federal district court in March, 1975, on
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the grounds that PL 92-500 does not authorize exemptions from
the permit requirements. Unless the court ruling is reversed or
the statute is amended, then it must be assumed that some type
of permit system will be applied to the discrete, surface return
flows of irrigated agriculture. A.s of April, 1975, only six irrigation return flow permits had been issued in the Colorado River
Basin, and these permits contained monitoring requirements only.
Uncertainty concerning the application, if not the applicability, of
PL 92-500 to irrigated agriculture is due to a variety of factors
including unresolved legal questions, the diversity of irrigation
practices, the difficulty of distinguishing between point and nonpoint sources of agricultural pollution, the commingling of water s,
the difficulty of defining ftbe st practicable control technologyfl for
irrigated agriculture, the economic impact of imposing that control technology on farming operations, and the difficulty of deciding
which irrigation-related entity should be a permitee. It must be
concluded that to date the application of NPDES to irrigated agriculture has been a general failure.
2. Since but a very small portion of irrigated areas can
be identified with point sources, it appears possible to
remove only small quantities of salt from the river under
point source provisions of PL 92-500. This situation
has been recognized in recent national policy concerning the Colorado River by passage of PL 93- 320, the
Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Act.

3. Given the largely diffuse nature of the salinity problem and the furthe r difficulty of EPA in spe cifying B P T
and BAT for irrigated agriculture, a broad set of abatement controls to reduce irrigation return flows through
increased irrigation efficiencies by improved water
management, canal lining, and upgrading technology
were defined. In some cases these controls will reduce
salt loading in irrigation return flows, and thereby may
reduce salt loading of the river. More specifically,
increased irrigation efficiency on a fixed acreage may:
a. Allow a reduction in diver sions from the
water supply in the river systemQ
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b. Reduce the amount of salt loading fr om the
irrigated area of the basin.
c. Increase. the salt concentration of the drainage water s from individual farms or basins.
d. Alter the existing exchange of salt, being precipitated and solubolized and thus increase the
sodium percentage of the drainage water.
e. Salinity control through irrigation management may only be implemented through detailed
investigations and development of control strategies basin by basin, including a program of
almost daily water management and scheduling.

It is important to note that EPA has not specified BPT or
BA.T for irrigation return £lows. Hence, these terms have no
definition in reference to irrigation return flows. Permits that
have been issued are monitoring permits only. Given EPA.! s
difficulty in developing acceptable guideline s for contr 01 of irrigation return £lows, in order to develop an analysis of impacts,
abatement scenarios are defined for the following four control
levels and as sumptions:
(1) Existing practice--system as is: This option assumes
that water flow routings are unchanged and irrigation efficiency
continues as is.
(2) Improve on-farm efficiency through irrigation scheduling
and system management with delivery system efficiency as is
(1977): This option implies alteration in existing irrigation scheduling patterns through better system management techniques
without any capital improvements associated with improving or
changing existing methods of application (E 1 ).
(3) Improve delivery system efficiency with on- farm
efficiency as is (1983): This option entails upgrading conveyance
systems through such measures as canal lining and tighter control.
On-farm efficiency continues as is. The burden of this option
would fall on the water supplying entity and the individual farmer (E2).
(4) Improve on-farm efficiency through both management
and upgrading of methods of application where appropriate, and
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improve efficiency (1985): This option represents upgrading to
the maximum extent feasible both the physical conveyance and
delivery system and also management (E3).
With this approach, the findings with regard to irrigated
agriculture are placed in the context of control level scenarios to
the maximum extent possible. In the absence of EPA guidelines
and definitions it is difficult to predict practice or treatment options
and how they may be imposed on irrigated agriculture. Therefore,
it is neces sary to make the best judgments pos sible on what controls
(practice or treatment) may be imposed, and then attempt to describe the impacts of such controls within the scenarios used. However, it remains highly problematical as to if and how any of these
technology controls might be implemented under the Act.
The procedures used in the basin-wide aspect of the study
involved the formulation of predictive models. Because of the
wide variation in conditions throughout the basin, a characterization of both natural and irrigated land areas is made on a subbasinby-subbasin basis. For agriculture this includes irrigation methods,
land topography, general crop varieties, soil and geologic characteristics, streamflow patterns, and drainage facilities (if any).
In addition, certain basic as sumptions are developed concerning
the water and salt flow systems.
(1) That salt is removed from a soil through two primary
processes (Van Schilfgaarde, 1974): (a) The leaching of indigeor residual salts which have accumulated in the soil profile, and
(b) the dissolution or weathering of the soil material.
For the basin-wide steady state model the total salt load
added within a subbasin is apportioned between the natural and
irrigated lands on the basis of the average quantity of water which
was estimated to flow through the soil of each area. From this
apportionment a leaching factor for irrigated lands was derived
as a rate of salt removal in tons per acre per foot depth of
leaching water. If a steady state condition for salt removal has
been reached in the agricultural soils, the derived leaching factor might be expected to equal the base weathering rate of the
soil materiaL. However, it is likley that for many irrigated areas
within the basin the removal of residual salts is still occurring,
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and under these conditions the derived leaching factor lies somewhere above the base rate.
(2) That for a long-term average, the removal of salt from
a soil is directly proportional to the quantity of water leaching
through the soil profile. The concentration of the leachate is dependent upon the parent material from which the soil is derived and
upon the quantity of re sidual and indigenous salts stored in the
soil horizon.
These assumptions as to leaching proces ses imply that the
model is linear to changes in the quantity of water plas sing through
the profile and that long term average concentrations tend to remain constant at the bottom of the soil column regardle s s of the
quantity of water passing through the profile.
Salinity levels in terms of both total salt loads and concentrations are examined for various pos sible levels of resource use
and management alternatives. As previously indicated, resource
use is expressed in terms of projected increments or changes
from conditions in 1972, which was taken as the base or reference
year. Three rates of resource use or development were assumed
to occur, namely, low, medium (most likely), and high. The
effects of management alternatives were examined for three time
periods, 1977, 1983-85, and 1990-2000, which in effect represent
levels of development. The rate of development of a particular
resource is a question of policy and economics, so that "alternative futures ' ! are representative of various possible combinations
of resource development at a particular point in time which could
be effected by an array of public and private policy decisions.
The impacts of agriculture on salinity within the Colorado
River have been related to irrigation efficiency under the assumptions given previously. The results of this analysis are aggregated
in Table 3 which indicates the predicted average annual salt loading by agriculture (tons per acre per year) for levels of irrigation
efficiency.
These results suggest that canal and lateral lining along
with increased irrigation efficiencies could reduce salt loading
from some diffuse or nonpoint sources. While the absolute values
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Table 3.
-

Estimated average annual salt loading by agriculture in tons/acres.

--

- -

-----

1977

1972

E3 Base

11. 421 1.41

1. 07

. 95

• 35 1.45

1.04

• 86 • 33 , 1. 49

1.09

o. 97

. 89

• 84 • 32 10. 97

. 75

.65 .27 1.00

. 77

Upper Main Stem
I
1I
(UM) 12.07 I 2.08
San Juan (US)

3 I Base
i

I

El

E2

E3

.86 • 34
• 66

• 27

1. 27 1.22 .35 2.01

1.22 1.18.33

.47.33 1. 32

1. 29

• 62 .44 11. 53

1. 51

.71.37 0.78

• 65

• 73 .40 0.78

• 65

1.28 1.23 • 35 2.07

10.9410.97.94

1

E2

E

E2

ge
GreenRiver (UG) ,0. 99

N

E

1990-2000

El

Base
pp

1983

• 71

• 51

VJ

Lower Basin A.verage 10. 7510.77

L

J

.65

.73 .41

of these results (Table 3) should be interpreted with some caution,
increased irrigation efficiency on a fixed acreage may:
(a) Allow a reduction in diversions from the water supply
in the river system o
(b) Reduce the amount of salt loading from the irrigated
area of the basinu However, without careful water management
to maintain a salt balance, there could be a salt build-up in the
soil profile resulting in losses of agricultural production.
(c) Increase the salt concentration of the drainage waters
from individual farms or small basins. This condition could be
harmful to the aquatic biology of small receiving water s and for
other user s immediately downstream which now depend upon these
return flows.
(d) Through the base exchange processes in the soil increase
the sodium percentage of the drainage waters. This change reduces
the value of water for irrigation but might increase its value for
municipal and industrial uses.
(e) Salinity control thr ough irrigation management, however,
may only be achieved through detailed investigations and development of control strategies basin-by-basin, including a program of
almost daily water management and scheduling.
In order to gain an insight into the complex nature of the
hydrosalinity flow system within the soil complex, a detailed or
high resolution model was applied to three areas of the basin,
namely the Palo Verde irrigation district, the Grand Valley, and
the Duchesne River Drainage. When this model was operated
under the same assumptions as were applied for the basin-wide
model, the results from the two models were very comparable.
However, the subbasin studies did emphasize the very sitespecific and complex nature of the salt pick-up and precipitation
processes which occur within the soil profile. Thus, the study
sugge sted that the re sults of the one- dimensional, basin-wide
model should be interpreted with caution. It is pos sible that
increased confidence in salinity management predictions for irrigated agriculture might be achieved only by the application to
each subbasin of high resolution models which are capable of
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representing the base exchange processes for specific ions within
the s oil- water complex.
4. Under the alternative development futures assumed
for the study, pollution management or abatement
schemes for irrigated agriculture and energy development fail to reverse projected salinity increases.
Within the alternative future s inve stigated, salt concentration is affected more by taking water out of the
river than from adding salt to the river. Hence,
maintaining or reducing present concentrations requires
taking additional salt out of the river to offset the
effects of consumptive use.
The bar graphs of Figure I provide a general idea of the
effects of alternative future developments in the basin including
agriculture, energy, and water exports. These cases are all
for a base flow of 14 million acre-feet in order to have comparability. The base-line case is taken as medium levels for developll1ent with no control (Run I .. D. rtA rr). Taking energy as an example, the effect of expanded development is an increase in water
depletions. The water diverted from the river contains a certain
amount of salt, so in effect, diversions for energy are unloading
the river by taking salt out with water. Apparently the response
of energy related industry will be to comply with the 1985 EOD
goal by following a total containment policy. Hence, the water is
evaporated after it is used for cooling and the salt does not turn
to the river. However, the unloading effect of water diver sions
for energy is not enough to off- set the consumptive use of the
water, and the concentrations can be expected to increase over
baseline conditions (compare runs I and K with A).
Again, in examining Figure 1, a critical point is that while
it may be possible to reduce the salt load from agriculture by
more efficient water use (or from energy by total containment),
there is still an increase in salt concentration at Imperial Dam
(for example, note the 1983 vs. 1990- 2000 concentration levels
for B, C, D, G, and I). This is because controls are not able to
reduce salt load enough to offset the concentrating effect of additional depletions that are projected to occur in the system over
time. In other words, water is being taken out of the river faster
than the salt load is being reduced by any of the management
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practices. Hence, the ratio o£ salt to water (which is the concentration), continues to increase. Cases B, C! and F show that it
will be difficult to meet the salinity standard proposed for Imperial
Dam of 879 parts per million, with strictly agricultural controls
if the as sumptions of the study are reasonably accurate. Energy
development cases I, N, and 0 indicate the same result.
The effect o£ the salinity control program of the Bureau of
Reclamation in conjunction with other measures, is also illustrated
by the cases in Figure 1. Case G shows the result of application
of the first four salinity control programs that have been authorized under PL 93-320. The projects do take salt out of the river,
but concentrations, again, continue to increase as a result o£
water depletions under the assoicated moderate development alternative future. Cases Hand P show the combined application of
irrigation management and technology and the salinity control
program. With these controls, it appears possible to achieve the
salinity standard (879 ppm) at Imperial Dam.
Figure 1 shows only the cases, in the order o£ decreasing
e££ectivene s s for controlling salinity concentrations at Imperial
Dam, for an assumed virgin flow at Lee Ferry of 14,000 acrefeet per year. 1£ a higher average flow were to be experienced
in the futur e, the s e concentr ations would be lower and, conver s el y,
a lower £low would result in higher concentrations. The relationship between £low and salinity concentration is not a linear one so
the values shown in these figures should not be used to extrapolate
for different flow conditions.
Historical variation in the natural system due to fluctuations
in annual £lows is indicated approximately by the arrow representing two standard deviations obtained from preliminary runs of the
Colorado River Simulation Model (CRSM) o£ the Bureau of Reclamation. Becuase of the wide variation in the natural system and the
simplicity of the linear as sumptions used in models to date (Ribbens,
1973; Salinity Forum, 1975; and the SALT model used in this study),
a great deal o£ care must be exercised in interpreting model results.
Some further observations are as follows:
(1) The as sumptions o£ linearity in these models probably
make salinity control projects (including irrigation management)
appear to be more effective than actually will be realized.
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(2) Ideally, statistics of uncertaintie s should accompany
discussions regarding the effects of proposed projects of river
salinity ..
(3) Due to uncel'taintie s caused by nonlinearities and large
variations in the natural system, it will be difficult to assess the
impact of management alternatives even after they have been implemented. For example, it is very doubtful that the effect on
salinity at Imperial Dam of the Crystal Geyser project alone
could be measured.
(4) Research to increase insight and understanding about
the natural system should continue so that better predictions can
be made in the futureo
5. The cost of reducing salinity in the river through
capital intensive measures is very high. Basin-wide
investment in sprinkler systems, canal lining, and
some other proposed localized programs would cost
from $100, 000 to over $4, 000, 000 per mg/l reduction
in salinity at Imperial Dam.
The following represent tentative and approximate values:
Cost of Reduction of a
mg/l at Imperial Dam

Method
Univer sal application of sprinkler s
Canal lining
Phaseout of problem areas
(Grand & Uncompahgre)
Paradox Valley Program
Grand Valley Program (USBR)
Las Vegas Wash
La Verkin Springs
Desalting plants (such as
Yuma complex)

$1,952, 000 - $4,158, 000
138, 000 372,000
155, 000 300,000
100,000
258,000
333,000 408,000
356,000
333,000

Many of these costs exceed the damages that occur.

6. The estimates of costs and the assessment of effecti vene s s of salinity reduction through irrigation management and related on-farm changes vary widely. The
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costs range from $7, 000 to $750, 000 per mg/l reduction at Imperial Dam. There is great uncertainty in
these estimates.
The methods studies and the costs of salinity reductions at
Imperial Dam a . .:e as follows:

Cost of Reduction of a
mg /1 at Imperial Dam

Method

Grand Valley Irrigation Management
$ 15,000 - $ 24,000
(Leather s and Young)
Grand Valley change in cropping pattern
(Leather s and Young)
200,000 - 750, 000
Grand Valley cropland retirement
100,000 - 150,000
(Leathers and Young)
7,000
USBR Irrigation Management at $3. 00 /acre a
USBR Irrigation Management at $11. 50 per
125,000
acre-footb
aIncrease in efficiency from 44 percent to 55 percent. Total
application decrease by 11 inches. Reduces salt by five tons per
acre.
bCalculated at an increase in cost of $11.50 per acre-foot
of water not deliver ed.
Difficulties arise in these estimates because they are not
well established in the physical parameters and because there
are no incentives to adopt these practices, especially those which
are lower cost and impinge in individual farms. Monitoring and
enforcement, especially of the lower cost options, would be very
difficult.
Since the economic justification of many irrigation improvements to control salinity and avert damages appear s marginal, a
careful evaluation and selection of salinity control programs for
cost-effectiveness should be carried out on a project by project
basis. Undertaking such improvements should also be justified
on the basis of benefit to the irrigator and good conservation practiceo
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7. In an aggregate sense the people living in the Upper
Basin and the Little Colorado subbasin of the Lower
Basin are economically and socially disadvantaged as
compared to those living in the remainder of the Lower
Basin and the major export service areas. Measures
which would force the costs of meeting the provisions
of PL 92- 500 on these residents of the major source
areas would be regressive in nature in that the disadvantaged would be burdened with costs of improving
the welfare of those who are already better off.
The poor people and socially disadvantaged groups would
be forced to engage in costly measure s which would generally
benefit the more wealthy groups downstream. A s an example of
the problem, more than a third of the population in the Little
Colorado area already lives below the poverty level. Any mandatory investment in irrigation technology or water- saving practices would impose a tremendous hardship on this segment of the
population.
8. Population and income impacts of the implementation of PL 92- 500 will be over shadowed by the impacts
of energy development projects in predominantly rural
Upper Basin subareas.
Energy development programs can be expected to have unprecedented impacts in predominantly rural Upper Basin subareas.
9. J oint implementation of the national water quality
program of PL 92-500 and the Colorado River Salinity
Control program of PL 93- 320 demands a high degree
of coordination among state, local and federal agencies which are designed to regulate the development,
management, and use of the water resources of the
basin. A.lthough much progress has been made, there
remain potential sources of conflict in the existing
institutional arrangements for dealing with the salinity
problem.
PL 92-500 is being applied by EPA to require water quality
standards for salinity, including numeric criteria. PL 93-320
authorizes the construction of projects to control the infusion of
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salt from selected point sources. PL 92-500 proclaims general
no-discharge and enhancement goals which may not be compatible
with the 1972 anti-degradation level implicit in the EPA Salinity
Control Policy and PL 93- 320, pos sibly posing an issue of statutory interpretation for the future. The permit program of PL
92-500 is primarily regulatory in nature, imposing costs directly
upon the discharger, whereas the thrust of PL 93-320 is toward
the construction of public works. The two A cts lodge authority
in different agencies of the federal government--PL 92-500 in
EPA and PL 93- 320 in the Department of the Interior--which
creates possibilities, variously for institutional competition,
conflict and cooperation. Interagency coordination will be necessary if the compatible and complementary phases of the two congres sional programs are to be implemented. The Colorado River
Basin Salinity Control Forum has been instrumental in providing
such coordination and in welding and two acts in a comprehensive,
basin-wide approach to the salinity problem. It appears that the
states of the basin, working cooperatively with the Bureau of
Reclamation and EPA, have arrived at a consensus on numeric
criteria and a plan of implementation for dealing with the problem
of salinity.
The institutional arrangements for dealing with the salinity
is sue reflect both the decentralized character of the American
political system generally and the plurality and diver sity of interests in the basin. Federal, inter state, state, and substate public
agencies are all involved in the process of planning, decisionmaking, and implementation. EPA clearly has legislative authority to impose water quality standards but it recognizes the
neces sity and wisdom of capitalizing on the collective experience
of sub-national agencies and negotiating differences. The work
of the Colorado River Salinity Control Forum and the Committee
of Fourteen, revived in recent year s to deal with the salinity
is sue, represent inter- basin institutional arrangements which
have been effective in gathering information, achieving a unified
posture, and gaining agreementat the federal level on the salinity
issue, particularly in Congress and with EPA. These are solid
achievements in a basin that has a long history of discord and
litigation. Such cooperation should be encouraged and should not
be disrupted by too hasty an application of somewhat arbitrary
regulations.
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The federal role in dealing with water quality is nevertheless cruciaL. Present salinity control projects and planning for
future projects assumes the availability of federal funds for their
realization. In addition, federal agencies such as the Bureau of
Reclamation and EPA are presently providing the planning, research, and construction support [or dealing with the salinity
problem.
At least five sources of dissatisfaction can be identified
that might arise out of existing institutional arrangements and
potentially lead to conflict. (1) The Upper Basin states make the
explicit as sumption that they have compact- apportioned rights
to water development which must be realized at the same time
that water quality goals are pur sued. If the Forum's salinity
control program fails in practice to reflect this state entitlement
in the Colorado River, the Upper Basin states may seek relief
elsewhere. (2) EPA must monitor all programs for achieving
the purposes of PL 92-500. To the extent that the plan does not
achieve the Act's stated goals, EPA will be compelled by the
present law to take remedial action. (3) Environmental activists,
ill-disposed to an institutional arrangement which gives them no
direct voice, could bring suit against EPA and the states to enforce water quality standards under the Act. (4) Many Indian
tribes in the basin have as yet unquantified rights to the water in
the Colorado River and their pursuit of water development could
have important implications for both water development and water
quality programs. These tribes, like the environmentalists, have
no direct voice in existing institutional arrangements for dealing
with the salinity pr oblem. (5) The Lower Basin state s and Mexico
are concerned about achieving the highest possible water quality
standards because of the potential damage to irrigated crops and
municipal and industrial interests. If standards are not met,
these interests might look to other institutional means for gaining
relief.
10. Conflicts between the standard of "best technology"
in discharge control and the common law standard of
"beneficial use" will have to be resolved in the implementation of P L 92- 500 in the Colorado River Basin.
Water has been allocated and managed in the CRE principally to satisfy consumptive users. With few exceptions, water
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quality control and abatement is not expressly regarded as a beneficial use in the water laws of the CRE States at present. The
Ilr eas onable us e II and "beneficial us e" str ains of We ster n water
law traditionally have provided that only customary methods of
applying water to the land need to be employed. In contrast
stands the national policy of PL 92- 500 requiring the graduated
use of advanced control technology by dischar ger s. If effluent
limitations are finally imposed upon irrigation return flows, this
conflict between "reasonable" or 11beneficial use" and 11best technology" will probably have to be arbitrated in the administrative,
judicial, and legislative forums where law is made. Courts and
legislatures can progressively raise the minimum standards
involved in the term "reasonable" or "beneficial use," and the
flexible terms (Ilpracticable, I1l1currently available," "economically
achievable 11 ) which qualify the "best technology" standards of
PL 92-500 similarly give courts latitutde. The end result, in
all probability, will be a set of rule s which attempt to balance
consideration of economic cost and technological change.
Legal developments within and without the CRE suggest
that in- stream values could be elevated to the status of beneficial
uses overtime. A.rguably, PL 92- 500 will support such changes
in the water laws of the eRE state s in coming year s. Other
changes in state laws likely will be needed to provide incentives
for irrigators to adopt practices and take actions which improve
water quality. The majority of basin states do not give an irrigator as surance that he will receive the right to water he has
I1 s alvaged."
To grant such a right would provide the necessary
incentive but would also eliminate the water quality benefit to
the system. And water rights transfers, including those which
might improve water quality, are necessarily restricted in some
jurisdictions.
It can be concluded that any eventual application of P L 92500 to irrigated agriculture in the CRE will require some ac ...
comodation between feder al and state law, and change s within
those respective spheres o£ law.
11. In some instances, the imposition of PL 92-500
dis char ge controls could result in a conflict with an
impairment of vested water rights.
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Both of the two maj or method s of salinity control in irrigated agriculture- -improved irrigation efficiency and return
flow treatment--impose costs on the farmer.
The zone between police power regulation and eminent d0main taking is imprecise and subject to ever-changing legislative and judicial rules and philosophies.. Legal controversies
arising in this area of the law typically are resolved on a caseby-case basis. As yet there is no body of legal precedent on the
is sue of whether, and under what circumstances, the application
of water quality controls to private property constitutes a takingo
It can be generally concluded, however, that the imposition on
the property owner of costs associated "iNith water quality abatement must be reasonable and not arbitrary. This conclusion is
supported by the fact that most state laws require the water rights
be applied in a non- wasteful manner e
The implementation of PL 92-500 water quality controls on
one water user may interfere with the water rights of another
user" One identifiable problem area relates to the possible impact on the water rights of junior water users who rely on return
flows.. When water is diverted and applied to irrigation use, a
substantial amount is not consumed and returns to the stream.
Most junior appropriator s depend upon the return from senior
appropriators. This return flow could be reduced as a result of
increased irrigation efficiences or the evaporation of water by
senior appropriators in order to prevent saline water discharges.
Thus deprived, junior approriators could enjoin the salinity control practices which re suIt in the reduced return flows.
Lively interaction between the regulatory scheme of PL
92- 500 and the exercise of vested water rights can be expected,
particularly where return flow water rights are involved.
12. With the limited applicability of the permit system
and the anticipated adoption of salinity standards, areawide planning under Section 208 is potentially the most
significant portion of the Act for dealing with the diffuse source aspects of salinity.
The Environmental Protection Agency is sued a regulation
pursuant to Section 303 on December 18, 1974, requiring the
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states of the Colorado River Basin to adopt water quality standards
for salinity. The report of the Colorado River Salinity Forum
recommending such standards is now under review. While such
standards do not directly control sources of pollution, their adoption will give impetus to the implementation of programs to control
salinity, which will no doubt impact future plans for energy or
agricultural development.
EPA and the states are obliged to undertake basin-wide and
regional (or area-wide) planning under Sections 303 and 208 of
PL 92-500, respectively. Planning under 208 has not proceeded
as rapidly as that under 303, in part because of lack of funds and
the difficulty of achieving agreement on institutional arrangements for undertaking such planning. Area-wide planning, focusing on wastewater treatment and management, and conducted by
designated agencies with the states, has the potential of providing
firm land use control of industrial development and location,
residential development, local public works, recreation and commer cial development, and even population movement. Such
planning, if it results in enforceable plans and programs, may
place the designated agencies such as councils of government
(COG's) in direct conflict with local units of governments. At the
present time, COG's do not have enforcell1ent powers and legislation may be required to provide such power s.
Point source control impacts.

13. The numbers of point dischargers by category
within the Colorado River Basin which will require
additional treatment faci1itie s in order to satisfy the
requirements of PL 92- 500 are estimated to be:

Category
Municipal
C0ll1mercia1
Industrial

Approxl.ll1ate number Approximate number requiring additional treatof point source discharger s in basin
ment facilitie sunder
PL 92- 500

180
65
130
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95
45
70

14. Implementation of PL 92- 500 within the Colorado
River Basin is estimated to reduce the BOD load from
a current (1970) level of about 80, 300 pounds per day,
to approximately 50,000 pounds per day in 1977. However, due to potential growth within the basin, this load
could increase to more than 105,000 pounds per day by
the year 2000. Estimates of other pollutant loads were
not calculated due' to a lack of reliable data.
BOD loadings were assumed for each source based on the
average daily flow and the level of treatment employed. Changes
in loadings due to population growth from energy development
were apportioned on a linear basis to each source.
15. The achievement of "BPT" or !lBATtl under PL 92500 will result in measurable changes in receiving
stream water quality (other than salinity) at appr oximately one-third of the point discharge sites in the
Colorado River Basin. For about one-third of the
sites, there will likely be no measurable changes in
receiving stream water quality resulting from achievement of !lBPT'1 or "BAT. II The remaining one-third
of the sites lacked sufficient information to determine
the anticipated changes in receiving stream water
quality.
Changes of in- stream water quality were estimated as suming each point source achieved primary treatment only. This is
a conservative estimateo The requirements of PL 92-500 are
much more stringent than primary treatment, and thus, it will
result in fewer sites with measurable changes of in- stream water
quality than estimated using the primary treatment assumption.

16.. The total capital cost for control of municipal,
commercial, and industrial point discharges under the
1977 BPT (best practicable technology) requirement of
PL 92-500 in the Colorado River Basin is estimated to
be about 160 million dollar s. It is estimated that the
total capital cost for achieving the 1983 BAT (best available technology) requirements of PL 92-500 will result
in an additional cost of approximately 35 million dollarso The total capital cost of achieving the 1985 EOD
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(elimination of discharge) goal of PL 92-500 for municipal and commercial point discharges (excluding industrial sources) is estimated to be between 80 and
95 milli on dollar s.
Costs were developed based on a IItheoretical " plant design
for each source identified by the point source' inventory data. The
costs were obtained from studies provided by the National Commission on Water Quality. Increases in costs due to population
growth and evergy development were extrapolated linearly to all
sources within the basin.
17. There is a significant variation in the per capita
costs of complying with PL 92- 500 throughout the basin.
A.verage annual per capita costs range from nothing to about
$20 to service the debt on capital investments on municipal, commercial, and industrial discharges in the
several water resource subareas depending on the
level of ener gy development and the time period involved. These costs would be concentrated on the
residents of towns and cities in the subarea. Again,
these costs fell most heavily on the sparsely populated,
relatively disadvantaged regions.
The cost of financing treatment facilities was calculated
from the estimated investment cost of treatment facilities for
each community for each level of water quality standard.
Environmental site study impacts.
18. For the Green River environmental site study, no
appreciable impacts of PL 92- 500 due to BPT, BAT, or
EOD could be discerned for the parameters DO (Dissolved Oxygen), BODS (5-day biochemical oxygen
demand), total coliform s, or suspended solids.
19. Many of the major factors affecting water quality
parameters of DO, BODS' total coliforms and suspended
solids in the Green River Study Reach, such as natural
or manmade nonpoint sour ce s of pollution, low flows
resulting from water use, and natural phenomena which
control flow and quality, are not effectively dealt with
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by the Act.. This is generally true for many river
reaches in the Colorado Basin.
The as ses sment study of environmental impacts of P L 92500 in the Colorado River Basin was to center on a specific river
reach which would be at a comparable level with other site studies
throughout the United States, performed for the National Commission on Water Quality" The area selected in this case was Green
River, which includes the entire drainage basin of the Green River
between Jensen and Green River City, Utah.
As was typical for other areas of the Colorado River Basin
not in urban countie s, industrie s, and towns in the Green River
reach study area tended to be smalL Also, annual stream flow of
the Green River and its tributaries in the study area showed order
of magnitude variations in a given year.
Population in the study area was projected to remain es sentially constant through the year 2000 if energy development did
not cause an influx of new people. Energy development in the
study area was projected to have minimal impacts on population,
wastes, and water use until 1985. By the year 2000 energy development was projected to result in a population increase of three
to eight times present levels with equivalent increases in waste
loadings. Projected flows during the critical period of the year
(August-September) were assumed to be essentially unaffected as
a result of appropriative water rights considerations.
As suming that critical flows existed and other conditions
could be extrapolated from data collected in the study area in
late summer 1973, and using a stream water quality model,
almost no impact of the application of P L 92- 500 to the six major
treatment facilities in the study area could be observed for parameters DO, BOD 5 , total coliforms, or suspended solids. The
analysis included projections to the year 2000 and without energy
development.
Only nonsalinity parameters (DO, coliforms, BOD, suspended solids) could be evaluated in terms of the environmental
effects because of non- quantified relationships between salt concentrations at levels typically occurring in the Colorado River
Basin (100-1000 mg/l) and aquatic ecosystem responses.
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Very little data on aquatic ecosystems exist within the
Colorado River Basin because the Colorado River has not been
studied on a comprehensive basin-wide basis in terms of ecosystem variables, the effects of flow alterations, biological
changes, and nonpoint water quality degradation.
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SECTION I
BACKGROUND PROFILE OF THE BASIN
OVERVIEW OF THE BASIN
The briefest characterization of the past, present, and
future of the Colorado River Basin is diversity and change. While
the natural contrasts of verdant slopes, trout stream.s, deep
canyons, and desert ranges rem.ain, m.an has wrought great change
on this m.ost arid, but m.ost spectacularly beautiful river basin.
The 1440 m.ile long Colorado River Basin which contains 1/12 of
the land area of the 48 states, produces less water per unit area
(60 acre -feet / sq. m.i1e) than any other m.aj or U. S. river basin.
The waters of the Colorado serve 15 m.illion people and m.any uses
in supplying water for citie s, irrigated agriculture, ener gy production, industry, m.ining, and in supporting wildlife, recreation,
and areas of unparalleled aesthetic value to the nation.
For all these varied activities, dem.ands are m.ade upon the
river as both a source of water and a carrier of residuals and
byproducts of m.an-m.ade as well as natural processes. Consequently, over tim.e the quality of the water in the Colorado has
deteriorated with pro b1em.s of water us e and pollution inputs
being further com.pounded by the relatively sm.a1l flow of the
river in relation to the basin size. Certainly the future ability
of the Colorado to sustain thes e uses is dependent on m.aintaining
qualities of water required for them.. The m.any com.peting dem.ands for use of Colorado River Basin resources over the years
are now reflected in a high degree of both physical and institutional
developm.ent on the river system..
The wild uncontrolled river that John Wesley Powell ran in
1869 is now highly developed and totally regulated. The Colorado
River Basin is divided for water allocation purposes into an Upper
and Lower Basin, the dividing point being Lee Ferry below Glen
Canyon Dam.. The hydrologic drainages of the Colorado River are
referred to in this report as basins. High m.ountain watersheds
in the Upper Basin support forests and m.ultiple us e activities;
other areas along the Green River and Upper Colorado River are
m.o stly rangelands varying from. poor to good quality.
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Most of the Lower Basin lands lie adjacent to the river
except for the Little Colorado River (mostly Indian lands and
relatively virgin country) and the Gila River. The Gila is completely utilized in the states of Arizona and New Mexico for recreation and water supply in the mountain watersheds, and in the
lower reaches for irrigation, municipal, and industrial uses.
Phoenix and Tucson are the major metropolitan areas. From the
lower main stem extensive quantities of water are delivered to
the Los Angeles megalopolis and to irrigation projects in California.
In this arid basin, water is in relatively short supply compared to the many possible competing uses. Consequently, as
growth and development over the years have placed greater demands on the limited supply, decisions on allocation of waters
have likewise evolved to a complex state. This body of legal,
legislative and administrative decisions governing the use of the
Colorado is commonly referred to as the "Law of the River. 11
The situation is 'unusually complicated since the Colorado is also
an international river, subject to a treaty and agreements with
Mexico as to quantity and quality of water delivered. Naturally,
the institutions dealing with this resource have also become more
numerous and diverse. These include seven states and their
agencies, federal government agencies, numerous irrigation districts, municipalities, plus the large population and decisionmaking centers of Denver, Salt Lake City, Los Angeles, and San
Diego which lie outside the Colorado River drainage but within
basin's boundaries as defined by the Colorado River Compact of
1922. In the report, the broad area served by the river is referred to as the region. For economic and demographic purposes
the region is further subdivided (OBERS) into units designated as
water resources subareas (NRSA).
WATER QUALITY PROBLEMS AND
SUBAREAS SELECTED FOR STUDY
The use of Colorado River water in a sequential manner, by
m.an and by nature, causes quality degradation down the water
cour see In an arid land river basin, such as the Colorado, man's
extensive activities in using water for beneficial purposes has an
even more pronounced effect since most of the flow originates
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on the high mountain watersheds of the upstream reaches with
only a small portion of low quality tributary inflow downstream.
General Identification of Water Quality Problems
In general, a water quality condition is deemed to be a
problem because someone perceives or experiences damages,
i.. e., the individual or society is harmed, or something valued by
individuals or society is harmed. These damages are experienced
as economic los s, degradation of environmental quality, impairment of health, social dislocations, and the like. The desire of
society to avoid these effects is reflected in the adoption of water
quality standards or criteria which are aimed at maintaining
water quality levels that are acceptable for various beneficial
uses. Using such standards, therefore, as an expression of
desired levels of water quality, a deterioration of water quality
below acceptable standards could be considered prima facie
evidence that a water quality problem exists. Thus, criteria
for initial delineation of problems were based on the federal and
state water quality standards as applied to the Colorado River and
tributarie s
$

The identification of water quality problems was accomplished by comparing current water quality data with state and
federal standards in order to develop a profile of various problem
types throughout the basin. An analysis of the water quality parameter s which exceed standards yields the general list of problem
concerns presented in Table 1-1. When viewed from the standpoint of both sources of the problem and the incidence of effects,
problems are primarily local (although they may occur in several
places in the basin), or both local and region-wide where the
problem is of a pervasive nature. Recent water quality studies
were consulted in checking this problem listing. Discussion with
the Study Advisory Group and others was also helpful.
Because of the extent and complexity of the Colorado River
Basin, the study of impacts of PL 92-500 is designed to focus
on specific issues and the related geographic areas. The problem
issue-geographic area studies are intended to give detailed consideration to the interactions of water quality, environmental
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im.pacts, technological controls and the resulting econom.ic,
social and institutional consequences of im.plem.enting the provisions of PL 92-500.
Table 1-1.

Identified water quality pro blem.s in the Colorado
River Basin.

Local
Salinity
Sources and causes
Resultant damages
Municipal pollution discharges
Eutrophication of re servoirs
Sedimentation of reservoirs
Heavy metals, acidity, pH
Temperature increase (energy)
Temperature decrease (reservoir releases)
Industrial pollution discharge
Petroleum pollution (spills)
Nutrients-N03 N -DWS
Toxics and pesticides

Basinwide

x

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

The detailed baseline descriptions of water quality and
control conditions in PAR T TWO of this report provide the documentation of problem is sues and as sociated geographic areas.
In analyzing the occurrence of water quality problems
throughout the basin as portrayed in Table 1-1, the following
three areas are identified to be of m.ajor significance and concern
in relation to the implementation and potential impact of PL 92500.
1. Salinity
2. Municipal and industrial dischar ge control
3. Site-specific environmental studies of water quality
problems
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The follovifing paragraphs further describe these major water
quality problems
the relevant geographical areas selected for
analysi s.
The Salinity Problem in the Colorado River Basin
The overriding water quality problem in the Colorado River
is salinity. All \vaters contain dissolved salts which are broadly
referred to as salinity0 High s
or total dissolved solids
(TDS), adversely affects the uses of the 'water by man.
Sources of
The salinity problem has its root in a
number of causative factors. The natural land and water system,
with its expansive and diffuse nature, contributes more than twothirds of the total salt load in the river. Natural factors in the
Colorado system which can cause salt loading and concentrating
effects include: the arid nature of the climate; the geology of the
basin with its vast areas of erodable, salt yielding shales; the
great tracts of range and forest lands which consume water and
then concentrate the residual salt in less water as it moves by
subsurface flow to the river. A significant quantity of the total
salt level at Imperial Darn is contributed by the Upper Basin.
However, this region also contributes a similar proportion of the
total water supply 'within the basin.
l'v1an s activities f particularly in agriculture, contribute
salts and then concentrate
through consumptive uses such
as evapotranspiration losses frorn irrigated agriculture and
reservoir surfaces, and through municipal and industrial uses.
Thus, many factors contribute to salinity increases within the
water of the basin as it n:loves downstream.
Y

Saline water use. In terms of man's use of water, the
kinds of dis solved salts, in addition to the total salinity level,
are important. The calcium ion is usually considered beneficial
in irrigation water but caus es the water condition known as
i1hardnes s II for municipal and industrial uses. High levels of
the sodium ion do not increase hardnes s which interferes with
industrial and domestic supplies; but for agriculture it has undesirable effects on plant growth and soil structure. Crops must
be substituted or yield losses sustained.
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Salinity control. The most difficult problem in controlling
salinity is the diffuse character of its sources. After natural
proces ses, agriculture is the largest contributor to the problem.
Irrigation technology has not been oriented to control of salinity
return flows, but rather to the application of water to the land
and control of salinity levels in the soil. An important question
is the manner in which PL 92-500 applies to irrigation and the
capability of irrigation technology to affect salinity in return flows.
Geographical areas for the salinity study. To addres s the
salinity is sue in proper per spective and context will require a
subbasin and basinwide treatment of many of its aspects. The
principal focus will be the impact of PL 92-500 on irrigated
agriculture, considering also the contributions of the natural
system.
Basinwide. At the basinwide level, the impact analysis is
directed toward aspects of PL 92-500 as they affect the region
as a whole. These include:

1.

Technological pos sibilities (levels of control) and impacts on salinity conditions.
a. Agriculture - Interpretive analyses of the impact
of levels of control as affecting the basinwide salinity
problem.
b. Ener gy - ener gy development technology options
and impacts on system salinity:
(i) Elimination of dis char ge (EOD)

(ii) Once through cooling

c.

Natural - background natural system inputs

d. Combined effects - combined system effects of
development levels on salinity at selected points in the
basin.
2.

Economic impacts

3.

Institutional impacts
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Subbasin. In order to en'_lance insight into the operation of
the agrIcultural system, the subbasin studies provide detailed analyses to supplement the basinwide interpretive analyses. These
developed quantitative estimates of the effects of irrigation control
levels on actual systems, and thus established, for the particular
subasins studied, relationships between irrigation control levels
and the resulting salinity concentrations at outflow points from
the respective subbasins.
An accurate as ses sment of the impact of irrigation return
flow controls required well-defined subbasins for which adequate
physical data were available. Included in the data requirements
were present water quantity and quality, water diversions for
irrigation, irrigation methods and efficiencies, and crop types.
Also within the subbasin there were major diversions for irrigated agriculture in relation to stream flow, with the outflow
stream containing significant salt concentrations
G

Three subbasins meeting these criteria were studied, namely,
the Duchesne River drainage in eastern Utah, the Grand Valley
at the junction of the Gunnison and Colorado Rivers in Colorado,
and the Palo Verde Irrigation District on the Colorado River near
Blythe, California. The final selection of these three study areas
was based on: (1) Availability of data. (2) The degree to which
the subbasins are representative of different areas which contribute to the salinity problem within the Colorado River Basin.
In this respect, the Duchesne River Basin might be regarded primarily as a water producing area, the Palo Verde as a water
consuming agricultural area, with the Grand Valley falling somewhere between these two. (3) The proportion of the land which
is irrigated within each of the study areas.
(a) Duchesne River Basin. Duchesne River above Duchesne
Utah, subbasin. This subbasin lies in the upper portion of the
Duchesne River system and is drained primarily by the Duchesne
and Strawberry Riverse Some hydrologic (streamflow) and
salinity data are available for most of the major inflows to the
basin. Exports from the subbasin are by way of the Duchesne
Tunnel into the Provo River, and the Rocky Point Canal which
supplies irrigation water for lands lying downstream from the
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subbasin. A considerable portion of the entire water supply for
the developing Central Utah Project originates within this subbasin, with the Strawberry and Starvation Reservoirs constructed
as components of this system.
Although subject to some question, recorded data on water
diversions for irrigation are available for use in the model
verification. Irrigation flows maintain a near capacity soil
moisture level throughout most of the growing season. The average
irrigation overall efficiency is about 40 percent. Previous studies
have suggested that the practice of irrigation contributes approximately one-seventh of the total salt outflow from the subbasin.
Duchesne River above Randlett, Utah, subbasin. This subbasin encompas ses the lower part of the Duchesne River and its
tributaries, most of which drain the south side of the Uintah
Mountains. The hydrologic inputs are well defined. The salinity
inputs also have been well monitored. This subbasin includes
a large agricultural area, and the effect of irrigation on the outflow of both water and salt is pronounced. The area includes
Rocky Point Canal near Duchesne, which imports water into the
subbasin, and the Pleasant Valley and Pelican Lake Canals which
export water from the subbasin. In addition, there are several
small reservoirs within the subbasin such as Lake Boron and
Monterey Creek. Again, previous studies suggest that natural
salt loading contributes approximately 55 percent of the total
salt load increase within the subbasin.
(b) Grand Valley Subbasin. The Gunnison and Colorado
Rivers join within this subbasin, and the flows of both rivers are
recorded daily. Water for the approximately 80, 000 acres of
irrigated land in this subbasin is diverted mainly from the two
major rivers. Most diversions are measured and appear to be
accurately recorded. Agricultural development is probably the
most extensive of any area in the Upper Basin, and the annual
cropland evapotranspiration averages approximately 200, 000
acre-feet. In addition, consumptive use by phreatophytes is
estimated to be 75,000 acre-feet annually (Hyatt, et al., 1970).
Irrigation diversions apparently m.aintain the available soil
m.oisture at near its capacity level most of the tim.e. A total
annual salt load of approxim.ately one m.illion tons originates
within the subbasin from. both natural and agricultural sources.
~.
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In addition, small amounts of salt are added from other sources,
such as industries in the Grand Junction area. Groundwater
salinity concentrations are high, ranging between 2, 000 and
8,000 mg/l. Approximately 2 percent of the total water and salt
outflows from the subbasin occur as subsurface m.ovement beneath the gage. The s e flows amount to an average of approximately 100,000 acre-feet of water and 300,000 tons of salt per
year.
(c) Palo Verde.. The Palo Verde irrigation district includes 104,000 acres, of which 92,000 were reported as being
under irrigation in 1973.. Alar ge open collection drain service s
the area and discharges into the Colorado River. Outflows from
this drain are measured in terms of water quantity and quality
(salinity).
Municipal and Major Industrial Point Sources
Problem background. Although the population density within most of the hydrologic basin is low and the impact of waste effluents on the main stem of the river is now small, the vast energy
development potential of the basin could considerably increase
water demands, and impacts from both municipal and industrial
(including mining) uses. Burgeoning population in areas of energy
development could require abatement facilities to avoid serious
deterioration of stream quality. Consequently, there may be a
large impact associated with PL 92-500 required construction of
treatm.ent facilities in the basin.
Geographic region for study. Problems directly identified
with municipal and industrial effluents occur in areas of growing
population concentrations scattered throughout the basin. Because of the specific provisions for regulation of point source
discharges prescribed in PL 92-500, m.unicipal and industrial
effluent control will be implemented basinwide. In this context,
que stions as to the local costs and economic impa ct of treatment
facilities were examined and summ.arized for the basin as a
whole, and also compared wi th the effective im.provement of instream. water quality in the specific localities and the basin as
a whole.
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Site Specific Environmental Study of Water
Quality Problems
Other water quality problems are serious in specific locales.
Acid mine drainage and heavy metal pollution in tributaries of the
west slope of the Rockies, energy impacts on water quality,
reservoir eutrophication and sedimentation problems, BOD-DO
interactions below treatment facilities, and health problems from
pathogens as evidenced by coliforms, all affect the stream environment. These effects may interfere with rare and endangered
floral and faunal species and recreational pursuits. Meeting the
provisions of PL 92-500 will also require attention to these local
problems. Site - specific water quality problems were evaluated
in order to select a region that was particularly well suited for
the environmental analysis conducted in conjunction with study
areas II and VI-C of the National Commis sion on Water Quality.
A number of candidate areas in both the Upper and Lower Basins
were examined, since time and resources allowed for the study
of only one area, the Green River from Jensen, Utah, to Green
River City, Utah. This river reach and region includes small
communities, agricultural and recreational activities. Extensive
energy development with consequent increases in population is
projected. The river and tributaries reaches include streams
which will be heavily impacted by energy development on the
White River, population increase and energy development on the
Duchesne and Green Rivers, and natural and agricultural salinity
inputs on the Price River. The reaches also include areas of
significant recreational and ecological value which will be impacted by those uses (Ouray National Wildlife Refuge, Desolation
and Gray Canyons on the Green River, White River Upper
Plateaus, upper reaches of the Duchesne and the Price Rivers).
These reaches serve as baseline reference points against which
projected pollutant inputs are contrasted.
I

DESCRIPTION OF THE REGION
THE PROBLEM CONTEXTS
Nature of the Colorado River
AnOverview
The natural physical setting of the Colorado River Basin
is best characterized by the word diversity. The descriptions
of Powell (1895) as he explored the Colorado River and its canyons, eloquently depict the intiITlate relation of the river to the
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lands from which its flows arise:
All winter long snow falls on its mountain-crested
rim, filling the gor
s, half burying the fore sts,
and cover
the crags and peaks with a mantle
woven by the winds from the waves of the sea.
When the summer sun comes this snow ITlelts and
tumbles dO'\Nn the mountain sides in ITlillions of
cascades. A million cascade brooks unite to forITl
a thousand torrent creeks; a thousand torrent creeks
unite to form half a hundred rivers beset with
cataracts; half a hundred roar
river s unite
to form the Colorado. Consider the action of one
of these strean'ls. Its source is in the mountains,
\.vhere the snow'S fall; its course, through the arid
plains
N ow if at the river I s flood storms were
falling on the plains its chan.nel would be cut but
little faster than the adjacent country would be
washed, and the general level would thus be
preserved; but under the conditions here ITlentioned,
the river continually deepens its beds; so all the
streams cut deeper and still deeper, until their
banks are towe
cliffs of solid rock o
For ITlore than a thousand rniles along its course the
Colorado ha s cut for its elf such a canyon.
This strange and Inarvelous relation of water and land
which has etched out the basin over geologic time represents a
truly unique water and land resource system aITlong the river
basins of the country. A description of the physical characteristics and land use in the Colorado River Basin follows.
Water Resources and Water
Use.
A broad range of climate and streaITlflow conditions exist within
Colorado River Basin. Annual precipitation varies from over 50 inches in the high-elevation headwaters
to less than 6 inches in desert areas of the southwestern portion
of the drainage. Most of the streamflow is provided by the
nlountainous areas, which produce high rates of runoff during the
snownlelt period each year. Becaus e almost 50 percent of the
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Upper Colorado River Basin receives les s than 12 inches average
annual precipitation, most of the interior tributary streams are
ephemeral, with water flowing in them only after infrequent
storms.
Historic unit discharge rates on the main stem, as shown
by the tabulation in Table 1- 2, decrease rapidly as the tributary
streams flow from their headwaters at high altitudes into the lesshumid areas and finally into desert areas. Part of the decrease
in unit discharge as the river proceeds downstream can be attributed to exports from the region, depletions for irrigation and
other consumptive uses, losses to groundwater recharge, transpiration, and evaporation. However, most of the decrease is due
simply to lower contribution from the downstream areas.
Large variations in annual discharge occur also from year
to year due to year ly variations in precipitation, and over periods
of years due to long-term climatic trends. The average annual
discharge of the Colorado River at Lee Ferry was 12,426, 000
acre-feet for the 52-year period 1914-65, with extremes of
21, 894, 000 acre-feet in 1917 and 4, 396, 000 acre-feet in 1934.
For the l7-year period 1914-30, the average discharge was
15,919, 000 acre-feet per year, while for the 26-year dry cycle
1931-56 the average discharge was 11,183, 000 acre-feet per
year. These are residual flows reflecting upstream depletions
approximating 1,800, 000 acre-feet in 1914 and increasing to
about 2,800, 000 acre-feet in 1962. The average annual virgin
flow at Lee Ferry, as unaffected by the activities of man, is
estimated at 14. 872 million acre-feet over the 52-year period
1914-65. This contribution would average about 2.5 inches in
depth over the entire Upper Basin.
The Upper Basin divides naturally into three major drainage basins designated as the Upper Main Stem, the Green, and
the San Juan (Figure 1-1) comprised of some 39 hydrologic subbasins. The Upper Main Stem (US) consists of the drainage area
of the Colorado River above its junction with the Green River, the
entire Green River drainage comprises the Green (UG) and the
San Juan (US) is the drainage area of the Upper Basin between
the junction of the Green River with the Colorado River and Lee
Ferry, Arizona. These three divisions follow the representations
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Figure 1-1.

Upper Colorado River hydrologic subbasins.
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Table 1- 2.

Drainage area and historic unit discharge Upper
Colorado Basin '"
Record
prior to
1965
Years

Cfs/Sq. Mi.

46

0.922

4, 560

66

• 596

Colorado River near Cameo,
Colorado
8,050

32

.484

Colorado River near
Cisco, Utah
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• 327

52

• 155

Gaging Station

Drainage
area

Square Miles
Colorado River near Grand
Lake, Colorado
103
Colorado River at Glenwood
Springs, Colorado

24, 100

Colorado River at Compact
a
point, Lee Ferry, Ariz.
109, 580

Unit
discharge

aDrainage area as measured in connection with this study; other
area figures are from USGS Water Supply Papers
Source: After Appendix V, Comprehensive Framework Study

used by Iorns et ale (1964 and 1965) and facilitate summarization
of information about an extensive and diverse area.
When unaffected by the activities of man, runoff is referred
to as "natural or virginll flow. Except in the headwater reaches,
few streams in the Upper Colorado River region now carry
natural flows. Artificial diversions (including out-of-basin
exports) and regulatory action in lakes and reservoirs affect the
regimes of many streams within the region.
Water is presently (1972) exported from the region through
approximately 40 transmountain canals and tunnels, mostly located at the headwaters of small tributaries. Several of these
diversions have operated for many years and in 1965 the diversions
totaled 513, 000 acre -feet. There is one small diversion into the
region from the East Fork of the Sevier River in southern Utah
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averaging 2, 600 acre-feet per year. As of 1967 there were 117
storage reservoirs in the region having usable capacities of
greater than 1,000 acre-feet and a total usable capacity of more
than 29 million acre-feet.
The total area of the Lowe r Colorado Riv~er Basin is about
141,000 square miles. Almost the entire stre·amflow input to
this basin is the Colorado River itself at Lee Ferry in northern
Arizona. Two major tributaries are the Little Colorado River
and the Gila, but the flows which reach the rnain stem of the
Colorado River from these two sources are negligible. Average
annual runoff varies widely, averaging 0.05 inches or less in the
deserts to 8 inches or more in the mountains (Low'er Colorado
River Framework Study, Appendix V, 1971). In its natural state
the Colorado River would gain about 1 million acre -feet between
Lee Ferry and Hoover Dam. Below this point there is a streambed los s of a bout this same quantity.
Like the Upper Basin, the Lower Basin also divides naturally into three major subbasins, which are designated as the
Lower Main Stem, the Little Colorado River, and the Gila River,
(Figure 1-2), consisting of 23 hydrologic subbasins. The hydrology of the three drainages, described by Appendix V of the
Framework Study (1971), is summarized here. The water supply
available within the Lower Main stem (LM) subregion consists
of (1) natural runoff originating within the basin; (2) releases from
Lake Powell, and (3) groundwater. Groundwater withdrawals
exceed half a million acre-feet each year, and overdraft is
occurring in some areas, particularly in southern Nevada.
The Little Colorado subregion consists of the drainage of
the Little Colorado River (LL) which rises on the north slopes
of the White Mountains and flows in a northwesterly direction to
its confluence with the main stem of the Colorado River at a
point abou.t 78 miles downstream from Glen Canyon Dam. The
average annual undepleted water supply for the subregion is
estimated at about 420,000 acre-feet at the mouth of the Little
Colorado River. Of this quantity, about one-third (220 cfs) is
contri buted by Blue Springs which are situated near the mouth
of the river. The water from these springs, however, contains
lar ge quanti tie s of sodium chloride and thus is of a poor quality.
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Figure 1- 2.

Lower Colorado region hydrologic subbasins.
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Only minor development of groundwater has occurred because
of low yields and generally poor quality. At the present time
groundwater withdrawals amount to approximately 75, 000 acrefeet annually, with about 20 percent of this wate r being used for
industrial purposes and the rernainder for irrigation.
The Gila (LG) Basin drainage consists primarily of the
area drained by the Gila River above Painted Rock Dam. The
total area of the subregion is 57, 600 square miles, of which
4, 000 square miles are in Mexico and an additional 4, 000 square
miles consist of closed basins. The subregion extends from the
Continental Divide in west-central New Mexico to Yuma, Arizona,
and encompasses most of the southern half of Arizona. Annual
undepleted runoff varies from as much as 8 inches in the headwater areas to 0.1 inch or less in the deserts. Almost all available surface water is utilized within the subregion, and outflows
from the GilaRiver to the main Colorado River at Yuma are now
insignificant. The Salt and Verde Rivers produce about 70 percent of the surface water supplies of the subregion, and six major
reservoirs on these two streams control the runoff. Groundwater
supplies in the subregion are extensive and generally are of good
quality. Current groundwater pumpage exceeds surface water
diversions by several times, and now stands at about 4.5 million
acre-feet annually. These withdrawals have produced an overdraft which is estimated to be 22 million acre-feet annually, including overdraft in the Gila River Basin of approximately 1. 8
million acre-feet annually. This large overdraft is causing declining groundwater levels, land subsidence, increased pumping
costs, and some degradation of water quality.
Resource development and water use. Superimposed on
the natural hydrologic system is the use and management of the
lands which comprise the watersheds of the Colorado River. The
land uses for the basin are summarized in Table 1-3. A more
detailed description of the physical characteristics and land use
in the basin is contained in PART FOUR, Appendix I-G. Man's
activities on the se lands and the water which is diverted from
the river system to sustain these activities serves to change and
modify the wate r quality of the natur al sy stem.
Estimated values for water uses are shown for 1973 in
Table 1-4. In 1973, agriculture accounted for the major water
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Table 1-3.

Land use - Colorado Basin.
lal

Area

\acren/

Foresl

Alpine

e

Urban

I! Inge

Barren &

Water

Other

31, l·B, 000

712,000

2SH,OOl)

';::'-l, \li,lO

Q,881,OOO

19, [·75, 000

156,000

966, 000

Upper Main Stem Subregion

16,764,000

619,000

209,000

HOS,OOO

'), ')71, ,lOr)

-t, ; 19,01)0

132,1)1)0

646, 000

b3,OOO

San Juan Colorado Subregion

24,732, 000

291,000

483,000

170,000

8,529,000

13,506,000

80,000

1,472,000

201,000

72,639, 000

1,622,000

950, 000

1,329,000

27,Hll,OOO

37,500,000

1)1)0

3, 084,000

405,000

16,000

Upper Colorado Basin

Little Colorado Subregion

17,265,000

28,000

Gila Subregion

36,868,000

895,000

Lower Main Stem Subregion

36,194,000

407,000

5,000

90,328,000

1,330,000

21,000

162,966,000

2,952, 000

971, 000

Total Lower Colorado Basin

'"

U~t::'

Green River Subregion

Total

U1

CroEland &: Pasture
Dry
Irrigated

Lan(\

Grand Total of the Colorado River

- --

~l)~,

- --

7,311,000

9,859,000

19,000

- --

13,731,000

21,223,000

365,000

- --

8,955,000

26,504,000

---

29,997,000

57,586, 000

57,378, 000

95,086,000

81:\1,000

1,329,000

I-tl,OOO

- --

32,000

50,000

604,000

129,000

26,000

309,000

513,000

76,000

945, 000

3,160, 000

1,350,000

(b) Land Use (percentages)
Area
% of
Total

CroEland &: Pasture
Irrie:ated
Drv
% of
% of
% of
% of
Re"ion Total R",,;on Total

Alpine
% of
% of
Region Total

Forest
%

of

Region

Rarl.'(e

"I. of

% of

~h of

Total

Regior Total

Urban
Barren &: Other/
Water
Total
% of
% of
% of
% of
of
% of
% of
Region Total Region Total Regior Total Region

Green River Subregion

19.1

2.2

24.1

0.8

26.5

1.1

26.6

28.5

15.4

63.1

20.6

0.5

17.7

3.1

30.5

0.4

10.4

100%

Upper Main Stem Subregion

10.2

3.7

21.0

1.2

21. 5

4.8

60.5

59.5

17.3

25.8

4.5

0.8

14.9

3.9

20.4

0.4

4.6

100%

San Juan Colorado Subregion

15.1

1.2

9.9

1.9

49.7

0.7

12.9

34.5

14.8

54.6

14.2

0.3

9.0

6.0

46.5

0.8

14.8

100%

Little Colorado Subregion

10.5

0.2

0.9

0.1

1.6

- --

- ---

42.3

12.7

57.1

10.3'

0.11

2.1

- --

- - --

0.19

2.3

100%

Gila Subregion

22.6

2.4

30.3

- --

- ---

- --

37.2

23.9

57.6

22.3

1.0

41. 4

0.14

1.5

1.6

44.7

100%

Lower Main Stem Subregion

22.2

1.5

13.8

---

0.5

- --

- - -- - --

24.7

15.6

73.2

27.8

0.36

14.6

0.07

0.8

0.85

22.8

100%

1.8

100"/.

0.5

100%

0.8

100-:;,

35.2

100%

58.3

100%

0.5

100%

1.9

100%

Toq.1 of the Colorado River Basin 100%
-

-

-

-

~~

0.8

100%

Table 1-4.

Estimated water depletion for the Colorado River Basin, 1973 (1000 AF).

Agriculture

M &: I

Energy

Fish/Wildlife

Exports

Total

3
1, 245
117
536
274

4
19
13
29
26

0
20
25
1
13

a
a
a
a
a

0
480
46
118
7

7
1, 764
201
684
320

2, 175

91

59

651

2,976b

910
541
10

13
1
76

0
0
15

39
0
0

0
4,538
0

962
5,080
101

1,461

90

15

39

4,538

6, 143 c

3,636

181

74

39

5, 189

9, 119

Upper Basin
Arizona
Colorado
New Mexico
Utah
Wyoming
Subtotal by Use
Lower Basin
0"-

a

Arizona
California
Nevada

Basin Totals

aFish and Wildlife use included with M &: I on Upper Basin estimates.
b Does not include Colorado River Storage Project reservoir evaporation estimated by
USBR to average 520, 000 acre-feet per year.
c Does not include main stem reservoir evaporation and stream losses estimated by the
Salinity Forum to average 1.4 million acre-feet per year.
d Does not include deliveries to Mexico.
Source: Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Forum (June 1975)

d

depletion in the Upper and Lower Basins. Municipal and industrial water depletion is relatively small in the Upper Basin.
Consumptive use by energy industries in the basin are becoming
a major source of water depletion. It is anticipated that future
growth will stimulate even greater depletions.
Water exported from the Lower Basin has great importance
to southern California. In 1901, irrigation began in the Imperial
Valley, (the Imperial Irrigation District now comprises 910,000
acres) with Colorado River water. In 1949, a branch of the AIIAmerican Canal delivered water to the Coachella Valley of California, where now about 52,000 acres are irrigated by water
from the Colorado. In all, Colorado River water is used to irrigate some 700, 000 acres in the Imperial, Coachella, Palo Verde
and Yuma Valleys of California. The Lower Basin also exports,
by means of the Colorado River Aqueduct, sufficient water to
provide about 50 percent of the water needs of the population on
the coastal plain of Southern California.
Since the quantity of water in the Colorado River is finite,
to secure orderly use all water has been allocated to the Upper
Basin, the Lower Basin and the Republic of Mexico. It is vital in
sustaining cities, industry, mining, agriculture, recreation, and
natural processes. The mineral, energy, and agricultural resource development of the basin are all dependent on the availability of water of sufficient quantity and quality. Any large
resource development program not considered in the original
allotments will likely require a serious adjustment in water use
priorities within the Colorado River Basin. Further consumptive
use of water would also cause a decrease in flow quantities and
an increase in the salt concentrations of the remaining water.
In addition, development of new irrigated areas within the basin
on soils having residual salts would increase the total quantity
of salt being carried by the river. For this reason, water imported to increase irrigated acreage would have to include measures to offset additional salt loads so that concentrations would
not be detrimental to the lower users. In viewing the development of the bas in, certainly the maj or les son is that quality and
quantity of flow cannot be separated in water management programs and decisions for the Colorado River.
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WATER QUALITY CONDITIONS AND POLLUTION SOURCES
The highe st quality water in the basin is found in the higher
elevation mountain streams. These pristine waters are known
for their clarity and high productivity of trout.
As these streams
move into the valleys, man I s influence and natural erosion begins
to affect the quality of the water.
While there has been accumulation of water quality data,
the first comprehensive studies of water quality conditions in
the Colorado River were accomplished in 1964. Salinity has long
been recognized as the major quality problem of the Colorado,
and since 1970, a number of studies have been completed which
have examined the mineral quality (salinity) problem. Although
not fully reflected in these studies, considerable effort has been
made at the state level to deal with other water qua lity problems.
Moreover, with continued basin development it is certain that
other parameters will be affected more and mor e and, therefore,
must be considered in light of potential future problems.
Figure 1- 3 shows areas of the basin having relatively stringent and les s stringent water quality standards with respect to
bio-chemical and physical properties. It should be pointed out,
however, that states have not adopted numerical salinity standards
for the Colorado River and tributaries. Areas of les s stringent
water quality standards are those which may have significant
warm water fisheries. Reservoirs in these regions are relatively
clear while the streams carry significant sediments. The principal urban complexes also lie within this area and the watersheds
are poorly vegetated. Areas of stringent water quality standards
are those which have significant cold water fisheries and pristine ambient quality. These regions are characterized by altitudes
a hove 5, 000 feet, significant precipitation events and protected
watersheds. This area, comprising approximately 20 percent
of the land, is. sparsely populated.
The water quality standards of the seven states which are
found within the Colorado River Basin have many common requirements (see PART FOUR, Appendix I-B). The most obvious
similarity is in the more philosophical requirements, such as
non-degradation, updating of standards, discharge permits, and
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general standards applied to the following residuals: floating
solids, oil, grease, odor, odor and taste of fish, hazardous
substances, radioactivity, pathogens, temperature, and turbidity.
The variability between standards, which are quite significant in
certain cases, appear to be due to beneficial use criteria on which
the state! s water classification was based.
Sources of Salinity in the
Colorado River Basin
With respect to some parameters, the average quality of
the waters of the Colorado River is superior to that of many
streams in the eastern United States. However, the limited
quantity of water in the Colorado River, in the face of present
and future demands, necessitates an increasingly careful attention
to quality within the basin. At present, the most crucial water
quality parameter s (in the context of a basin-wide analysis) is the
total dis solved solids content of the water or salinity.
A summary of the estimated average annual salt loads and
the corresponding salinity levels contributed by regions in the
Upper Colorado River system and the activities to which these
are attributed are given in Table 1-5 by Hyatt et al. (1970). Salt
loadings as summarized from a report by the Environmental Protection Agency, Appendix A (1971) are shown by Table 1-6. On
the basis of the figures shown by the table, approximately 68 percent of the salt loading within the Colorado River originates from
natural sources (diffuse sources and mineral springs), irrigation
and industry contribute an estimated 30 percent and one percent,
respectively, and minor quantitie s are added by mining and municipal activities. Comparisons of salt loading at various points
on the river system as estimated by three separate studies are
shown in Table 1-7. Through analysis of this kind, critical
river sections are identified. For example, the t able indicates
a major increase in salt load between the Cameo and Cisco
Stations. Data from various studies on salinity concentrations
for historical and present conditions, for estimated river conditions as modified by proj ect developments, and for proj ected
future developments, ar e shown in Table 1- 8. In the context of
a basin-wide analysis, it has been documented by thes e studies
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Table 1-5.

I.

Sources of salinity at Lee Ferry, Upper
Colorado River Basin. a

By subbasins
Green systenl
Upper Main Stenl
San Juan systenl

2, 650, 000 tons /yr
4,710,000 11
"
1, 210,000 11
11

475 nlg/.~
640 nlg/£
390 nlgle

8,570,000 tons/yr

579 nlg/£

Total
II.

Origins of this salt
Measured sources
Ungaged tributary inflows
Irrigation return flows
Natural diffused and point
sources

1,700,000 tons/yr
1,070,000 "
11
1,530,000 "
"
4, 270,000

Total

11

11

8,570, 000 tons /yr

III. Water uses (Annual)
Irrigation diversions
Irrigation (crop) ET
Phreatophyte ET
IV.

4.8 Ac-Ft/Ac
1. 9 11
11
3. 7 11
11

Salinity contributions (nlg / £)
22 nlg /i
113
11

Reservoir evaporation
Agricultural ET
Salt pick-up by return
flows
Phreatophyte ET
Natural diffused and
point sources

104

Total

239 nlg/£
45
11

41 percent
8
"

295

11

51

579

11

100

"
"

aEstinlates are based on average adjusted flow conditions for
1931 to 1960 and are obtained fronl the results of a nlodel study
by Hyatt et al., 1970.
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Table 1-6.

Sub-basin

-

Salt loading

Natural (tons/day)
Mineral
springs

Diffuse

Upper and Lower Colorado River Basin. a

Man- induced (tons / day)
Ir rigation

Industry

Mining

Municipal

Total
load
(tons/ day)

Upper
Colorado
30

0

0

1,250

UG 4

632

200

0

0

0

832

UG 6

317

30

UG 7

403

481

0

0

0

886

0

0

UG 1,2,3

1194

26

348

-1,190b

UG 8,11

2337

UG 9,10

950

24

103

17

UG 12

599

51

230

32

0

0

912

UG 13,14

636

4

1350

0

0

0

1,990

UG 15

951

2

20

177

0

0

1,150

UG 17

1400

0

0

1,400

243

0

UG 16

189

680

13

UG 18

606

290

0

0

UM 1,3

694

122

0

0

817

UM 2,4

1384

310

10

0

3,064

420

30

40

0

490

90

2.000

44

16

2,150

3100

0

14

36

4,670

0

0

1,600

20

0

1,660
1,080

UM 5
UM 6,11

UM 7,8,9,10152.0
1600

UM 12

780

UM 14

976
1037

US 7

2490

Sub Totals

2\205

% of Load

63%

1360

0

UM 13

US 1-6

0

1, 100

0

0

885
897

695

46
96

0

0

0

25

362

46

15

10

1,495

0

0

0

-9,726 c

9723

498

2199
6.5%

119

29%

55

66

17,760

0

0

2,420

0

0

439

1.5%

Lower
Colorado
LM 1

920

1500

LL 3

439

0

0

LM 2.

')4

286

112

LM 3

17

0

0

LM 4

9,082

204

0

0

LM 6

74

LM 7
LM 8

10,512

% of Load

56%

Grand Tota131, 717
%()f Total
60.5%

1990
11%
4189
8%

17

0

0

0

0

43

9,331
74

0
5,900

Sub Totals

452
0

0

0

b,08t;

0

0

5,900

43

r8,633

109

36,393

330/0
15,809
30.5%

498

55

1%

a Adapted from Environmental Protection Agency, 1971.
b An estimated 3,770 tons/clay of salt were stored in the Flam.ing Gorge River.
c
An estimated 12,216 tons/day of salt were stored in Lake Powell.
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Table 1-7.
i

i
SubBasin !

UG-6

1

!
UG-ll
UG-14

Summary of salt loading at selected stations on the
Colorado River.
Station

Green River near Green
River, Wyoming.

,
Green River near
I Greendale, Utah
I
I
I

Duchesne River near
Randlett, Utah

Salt Loading, Tons/Yr. x 1000
USBR D (long USU C (long I Colo. Rivera
EPAa
(1965-1966) term avg.) term avg. )
Brd. of Cal.
945

558

494

1177

956

1222

726

405

422

UG-17

Green River at Green
River, Utah

3167

2644

2405

UG-18

San Rafael River near
Green River, Utah

327

221

243

Colorado River near
; Glenwood Springs, Colo.

639

593

610

1595

1524

1540

1704

1474

1647

4672

4145

4713

359

204

197

1496

998

1010

6446
(release)

8566
(inflow)

8570

7289

9676

1

\UM-3

IUM _ 5

Colorado River near
Cameo, Colorado

UM-I0 , Gunnison River near
; Grand Junction, Colo.
UM-13

Colorado River near
Cisco, Utah

US-2

San Juan River near
Archuleta, New Mexico

US-7

San Juan River near
Bluff, Utah

UM-l4

Colorado River at Lee
Ferry, Arizona

LM-1

Colorado River near
Grand Canyon, Arizona

LM-2

Virgin River at
Littlefield, Arizona

165

348

LM 4

Colorado River below
Hoover Darn, Ariz. -Nev.

7983

10410

8120

LM-6

Colorado River below
Parker Darn, Ariz. -Calif.

6617

8813

7120

ILM-7

Colorado River at Imperial
Darn, Ariz. -Calif.

6851

9074

7470

Colorado River at U. S. Mexico border (Arizona)

8994

I

8430
(inflow)

\

I

-

I

!LM-8

I

6020
(release)

i

a Appendix A (1971) Environmental Protection Agency
bU. S. Bureau of Reclamation, Progres s Report No.7, Jan. 1975.
c Hyatt et al., 1970.
d Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Forum (Unpublished).
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Table 1-8.

Estimates of salinity concentrations by various studies.
At LEE FERRY

DATE/STunY/AGENCY

Water
1964 Resources of USGS
the Upper CR B
Basic Data
Need for
1070 Controlling
'
Salinity of the
CR

I

below HOOV ER DA M

At IMPERIAL DAM

I

C
0

III

m

e

-- 1-----.jist Pres Modif 1980 20no 12030 Hist Pres Modif 1980 2000 2030 Hist Pres Modif 1980 2000 2030
,

.

Ifs

I
250 500

I

I

CRBC

730

830

1090

850

1070 1340 1390
-,.

0"00

1963 Quality of
1973 WatereRB

DOl

560

764':'

610

690

970':

745

760

852

1205':

*Assuming
'1T/Ac. from
nr\\· irri~atcd
land ~nd no

control

The Mineral
1971 Quality .
Problem in
the CR

EPA

Upper Colorado
1971 Region
WRC
Framework
Study
Lower Colorado
1971 Region
WRC
Framework
Study
Colorado River
19 4 Water Quality
7 Improvement
Program
Historical
Present
Modified
1980-2030

USBKI

760

880

..
'}90

870

1060 1220

,;, Year
2020

820':'

586

Year
'"
2010

l)l'!.~d

en

~~t1-r~6
650

760

820

"

950 1010 1050'

1260 1290 1356"

865

930 1160

Average value over years of record 1941-1970
Average for the year 1970
Historical average modified to include developments as if operational over full period of record
Projection based on future development with no salinity control program

r
';'ioeto

that mineral pollution is the primary water quality problem in the
Colorado River Basin. This also is the problem most affected
by the natural background conditions of the basin.
Previous studies which have employed techniques designed
to separate the sources of salinity in the basin (Tables 1-5 and
1-6) suggest that approximately two-thirds of the salt load at
Lake Mead originates from natural point and diffuse sources.
While the Upper Basin is the major contributor of salt, it is important to recognize that this is so because it is also the major
contributor of water which mobilizes these salts.
Earliest published records of total disolved solids in the
river (Forbes, 1902) were for samples taken daily at Yuma,
Arizona for the period January 10, 1900 to January 24, 1901.
Over this period, salt concentrations varied widely, ranging from
210 ppm during the period of June 24-29 to 1250 ppm for the period
of October 2-13. The character of these fluctuations is described
as follows:
Beginning with the year, during January, February, and March, the winter waters ranged from 88
to 101 parts of salts in 100,000 parts of water,
averaging about 93. During April, as the river
began to ris e with the water from distant melting
snows, the flow became purer in character, averaging 67 parts for that month. During May and
June, while the river was at its highest from this
cause, the water averaged but 32 parts of solubles;
then 36 parts from July 1 to August 21; rising with
low summer water to an average of 71 parts from
August 22d to September 25th. Under the influence
of rains in the latter part of September, at least
partly on the watershed of the Little Colorado,
the soluble salts increased during the time from
September 26th to November 19th to an avera~e
of 105 parts in 100,000 fa1ling to 87 parts thereafter until January 24, 1901.
From the sparse data available at that time, Forbes (1902) estimated a profile of the annual flow of the Colorado River at Yuma.
Using thi s pr ofile and the salinity data collected during 1900, a
very rough idea of the flow weighted average river salinity can
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be constructed (See PART FOUR, Appendix II-B, Table B-1).
These calculations indicate that during this period a total salt
load of 8,912,000 tons was transported by a flow of 12,896,000
acre -feet, for a flow weighted yearly composite salinity of 508
ppm. A "normal flow, estimated on frangmentary data" was
thought to be resulting from about 15,000,000 AF annually, an
average runoff of about 1. 25 inches of rainfall from the watershed.
For the same salt load and a flow of 15 MAF, the flow weighted
annual average salinity would be about 440 ppm. Today the salinity at Imperial Darn, near Yuma, is about 850 ppm.
An approximation of salt movement in the basin (CRBC,
1970, p. 26) on a pro forma basis with a virgin flow of 14 MAF
and 1963-7 development levels indicated a total annual salt load
of 10,980,000 tons. Similar salt mass balances for 1972 conditions with a virgin flow of approximately 12 MAF were developed
by USBR (1973 ) and the Salinity Forum for their salinity modeling
studies (See PART TWO, Table II-6)0 These data show a total
annual salt load of 10, 220, 000 tons. Comparing these figures
with the 8,912,000 tons reckoned for the year 1900 suggests
values on the order of 1. 3 to 2 million tons of salt loading attributable to man's activities. In analyzing salt loading in the Upper
Basin above Lee Ferry for 1914-1957 flows adjusted to 1957,
Iorns et ale (1965) estimated the probable contributions of irrigated agriculture to be 3.44 out of a total of 8.68 million tons.
Bas ed on a 1931-1960 average and somewhat different as sumption,
Hyatt et a1 (1970) estimated the contribution from agriculture to
be L 5 million tons. From these various studies estimates of salt
loading range from 1 .. 3 to 3. 5 million tons over what might be
considered "natural" conditions$ If that natural condition were
something on the order of 9 million tons per year, these values
would represent an increase of from 14 percent to 40 percent in
salt load due to man I s activities e By the way of contrast, during
the period from 1900 irrigated acreage has increased over 230
percent, while the salt load has apparently increased by a much
smaller proportion.
6

All of the estimates from various studies cited in this discus sion are of course, based on different sets of as sumption and
different periods of recorded data. Also, during these periods,
control and development have changed the river tremendously.
Given these problems of the present data and limited knowledge
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of com.plex system. it is difficult to describe, even in average
terms, the sources and m.agnitude of salinity by more than a
range of values. At the sam.e time, the extensive character
and wide variability within the natural system also tends to overshadow the sensitivity of data to man's activity and suggests that
the natural base for the salinity of the Colorado may be underestim.ated using the existing techniques of hydro-salinity modeling.
The obvious im.portance of the natural sources to stream salinity
and the unique and largely unresolved problem.s they create in
terms of control measures warrant that special attention be given
to the definition of the natural base in the analysis of water quality
pro blems in the Colorado River.
Estimates of Municipal Pollution Loading
Estimates of pollution loadings from. m.unicipal sources,
given in Table 1-9, were developed by OBERS water resources
subareas (see Figures 1-4 and 1-5). The values in the table were
obtained by estimating the m.unicipal water consumption for 1975.
by extrapolating 1965 Framework Study data with OBERS Series
E projections assuming that approximately one-third of the total
water dem.and is consumed, municipalities would discharge a
volume equal to twice their consumptive use. The quality of the
discharge was assumed to be typical of m.ost municipal discharges.
The loadings were then calculated using twice the consum.ptive
use values in Table 1-9. This does create some error because
some of the municipalities may not be sewered and thus would not
have a discharge.
Table 1-9 indicates that water resources subarea 1405 is
the major source of m.unicipal loading in the Upper Colorado
River Basin. The table reflects the larger population concentrations in the Lower Basin where the majority of m.unicipal loading
occurs. However, municipal pollution loading in the Lower Basin
generally does not return to the m.ain stem. of the Colorado. For
example, subarea 1504, the major area of municipal loading in
the Lower Colorado River Basin is the Gila River Basin which
is dry in the lower reaches and seldom has a discharge to the
Colorado River. Discharge permits obtained from the Denver
and San Francisco Regional EPA offices are utilized for m.ore
thorough analysis in PART TWO of the report.
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Table 1-9.

OBERS
Region

Estimates of municipal pollution loadings
for water resources subareas (1975).
Water Consumption

BOD
lbs /yr

Salinity
tons/yr

Total
Phosphorus
Ibs /vr

Nitrate
lbs /yr

Upper
Basin

1401
1402
1403
1404
1405
1406
1407
Upper
Basin
Total

2, 320
1, 070
2,490
1, 380
5,410
1, 630
2,900

202,100
93, 300
216,700
119,800
470,500
141,400
48,800

2,460
1, 140
2,640
1,460
5,730
1, 720
590

303,200
40,000
325,100
179,700
705,700
212,100
73,200

17, 200

1,544,900

18,830

2,317,500

701,000

34,700
5,470
7, 330
74,910
16, 260
12, 650

1,100,400
3,017,800
637,600
6, 515, 300
1,414,400
475, 300

13,410
36,780
7,770
79,400
17, 240
5, 790

1,650,500
4,526,400
956,300
9,772,200 4,
212,100
713,200

687,700
188,600
398,500
071, 900
884,000
297,200

I

126, 300
58,300
135,400
74,900
29,400
88,400
30,500

Lovver
Basin

1501
1502
1503
1504
1505
1506
LoV'!er
Basin
Total

151,320

13,160,80C 160,390

17, 830, 700 6,527,800

REGION
TOTAL

168,520

14,705,700

20,148,200 7, 228, 800

72

179,220

Figure 1-4.

Upper Colorado River Basin - water resources
subareas.
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Figure 1-5.

Lower Colorado River Basin water resources
subareas.
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Economic and Demographic Structure
of the Region
General economic situation.
Summary data on the economic structure of the several water resources subareas (shown in
Figures 1-4 and 1-5) in the Colorado River Region for 1950 and
1970 are presented in Table 1-10. For completeness, the Colorado River service areas in California (subareas 1808 and 1810'>
are included in this summary. It should be noted, however, that
WRSA 1808 extends from Santa Barbara south and from the ocean
to the California-Arizona state line. Hence, the data for this
area are not fully representative and a large portion of it is outside
the region served by the Colorado River. With the exception of
the subareas dominated by large cities (i. e., Phoenix, Las Vegas,
and Los Angeles), agriculture is an important sector, in some
cases accounting for more than one quarter of total earnings.
If the indirect effects of agricultural production (i. e., the effects
on those industries that are closely linked to the agricultural
sector like food processing and transportation) were included in
the calculation this sector would be of even greater relative importance. In all but two subareas, agriculture's relative importance is greater than that at the national level.
Mining is also an important sector especially in the upper
and central parts of the region. In one half of the 16 subareas,
this sector accounts for more than 10 percent of total earnings.
It is of major significance in the Lower Basin subarea of Arizona
but of little importance in the subareas of California. The expansion of energy production in the entire region will undoubtedly
lead to significant increases in both the absolute and relative importance of the mining sector. An expansion of coal mining is
already taking place in the region and indications are that it will
accelerate over the next decade. Interest in phosphate fertilizer
and oil shale production will tend to accelerate the growth of
mining employment and earnings.
Although manufacturing accounts for more than one quarter
of economic activity in the United States, it is not of importance
in most subareas
With the exception of the Phoenix and Los
Angeles subareas (1505 and 1808), this sector is relatively unimportant as it accounts for les s than 10 percent of total earnings in all regions except the two just mentioned. Clearly, the
0
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Economic structure of water resource subareasin the Colorado River
System, 1950-1970.

Table 1-10.

1950
Percentage of total earnings in:
Popula- Agri- l'viin- Manufac.
.
Govt.
tion
culi r e lng
tunng

Water Resources Subarea

n

38,719

12.1%

19.3%

3.6%

18.9%

10.7

18.103

33.8

12.1

1.9

15.9

4.8

14.0

24)810

27.2

13.9

5.9

22.7

4. 7

3.9

15.9

90) 370

8.5

5.9

7.2

19.8

37.1

15.9

2.2

10.8

28,752

20.0

15.4

6.9

20.1

47,872

22.8

13.1

2.8

18.1

88.697

7.3

8.0

7.0

20.8

1408 Colorado - San Juan

14,115

49.8

4.7

2.2

12.1

16,797

15.9

13.8

9.8

27.3

1501 Little Colorado

85,469

21. 4

5.6

10.5

19.7

124,129

7.3

11.1

7.7

33.3

]502 Colorado - Lake Mead

95,386

3.0

3.6

5.8

22.2

367,lB9

0.6

0.5

4.9

20.4

1503 Upper Gila

56,635

24.7

45.1

3.2

8.E

56,203

15.4

34.5

3.2

17.3

1504 Gila - San Pedro

227,165

18.0

9.7

4.4

17.2

501,584

4.0

11. 2

7.4

28.8

1505 Gila - Salt

384,177

15.1

3.3

8.2

1,045,971

4.4

1.1

21. 7

17.0

28,246

51. 4

0.2

2.6

13.0

61,497

25.6

0.1

3.5

35.5

5,538,141

3.4

1.2

24.2

13. 7

11,3/~4,489

1.2

0.5

27.1

18.4

63,515

61.5

0.0

5.8

9.3

74,8 1.4

50.9

0.0

5.0

19.4

236,648

9.1

2.0

29.0

11.4

203 2 857 2 864

3.5

1.0

27.8

17.7

21.3%

19.1%

3.2%

19,604

36.3

10.2

2.2

1404 Gunnison

25,446

39.3

2.0

1405 Colorado - Headwater

61,827

23.0

21,801

1407 Upper San Juan

1401 Upper Green

-41,1 1,7

1403 Lower Green

1406 Colorado -J
0"-

•

1970
Percentage of total earnings in:
Popula- Agr:- Min- ManufacGovt.
.
.
tioD
culture mg
turing

Dolor~s

1506 Colorado - Lake Mohave
1808 South Coastal
1810 Colorado Desert
United States
Source:

151~

9.2%

15.6

U.S. Department of Comw~rce, 1974. 1972 OBERS Projections; Regional Economic Activity in the United States.
(Washington, D.C.) U.S. Government Printing Office.

economy of the region is substantially different than that of the
nation. It is heavily dominated by resource oriented activities
such as agriculture and mining. Continued urbanization and
industrialization in the region, however, probably will result in
a more important role for manufacturing and related service
activities in the futur e.
Between 1950 and 1970 there were significant changes in
the structure of the region economy. The agricultural sector
declined in all 16 subregions, although as indicated above, it still
remains the dominant sector in many of the subareas. Mining
maintained its relative position, but there were substantial intraregion shifts in the location of this activity. There was a modest
increase in the relative importance of manufacturing activity
during the 20 year interval, and it is likely that this trend will
continue into the foreseeable future as the region shifts from
being so heavily dependent on agriculture.
Government is also a relatively important sector in the
region, typically accounting for more than the national share of
econom.ic activity. This sector has grown rapidly at the national
level and even more rapidly in the region. In fact, growth in
government has probably accounted for m.uch of the growth or
lack of decline in many of the subareas under study here.
Growth of population and personal income in the subareas
is summarized in Table 1-11. Population growth was much more
rapid in the Lower Basin areas. In fact, those subareas in the
uppermost part of the basin (1401-1404) all lost population during
the 20 -year interval being studied.
Agriculture. Because of the importance of agriculture in
the Colorado River region, it is essential to provide a detailed
description of farm characteristics. Summary data on the agricultural sector are provided in Table 1-12. In general, the
region is characterized by lar ge average farm size s. At least
they are large relative to many parts of the United States. The
average farm sizes range from a low of 303 acres in the South
Coastal subarea (1908) in Southern California to an average in
excess of 26,000 acres in Northern Arizona (1501). Much of the
acreage in farms is rangeland; in some cases only a small percentage is harvested farmland.
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Table 1-11.

Growth of population and personal incom.e in water resources subareas in the
Colorado River System., 1950-197 O.
_____ POEulation

\~a[er

Personal

In co r.,e'"

Percentage change

Resources
SubClrea

1950

1401

Upper Green

41,147

38,719

1402

Yampa-White

19,604

1403

Lower Green

1404

1970

1950-1970
1950
1970
Percentage change
_______~~~------------~~~~------~~~~------J~9~Q-l~9~!~O~---

4/.6%

-5.9%

84,805

125,188

18,103

-7.6

33,570

61,193

82.3

50,153

41,215

-17.8

65 t 120

98,451

51.2

Gunnison

25,446

24,810

-2.5

33,487

60,116

79.5

1405

Colorado-Hea&~aters

61,827

90,370

L;6.2

105,518

254,305

141. 0

1406

Colorado-Dolores

21,801

28, 752

31.9

35,625

77.442

117.4

1407

Upper San Juan

47,872

88,697

85.3

67.575

213,184

215.5

1408

Colorado-San Juan

14,1l5

16,7')7

19.0

18,890

33.409

76.9

1501

Little Colorado

83,469

124,139

45.2

94,106

252,917

168.7

1502

Colorado-Lake Mea~

95,386

367,189

284.9

217 ,06 7

1,321,245

508.7

1503

Upper Gila

56,635

56,203

-0.8

113,201

166,256

46.9

1504

Gila-San Pedro

227,165

501,584

120.8

423,527

1,583,302

273.8

1505

Gila-Salt

384,177

1,045,971

172.3

717,060

3,492,645

387.1

1506

Colorado-Lake Mohave

28,246

61,497

117.7

76,176

148,721

95.2

1808

South Coastal

5,538,141

11,344,489

104.8

14,228,670

44,868,796

215.3

1810

Coloracio Desert

63,515

74,844

17.8

174,138

296,253

70.1

151,236,648

203,85~,864

3r•• 8

312,147,612

708,583,931

127.0

-J
(X)

United States

a In thousands of 1967 dollars
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, 197Ll •
United States.
(H8shington, D. C.)

1972 OEERS Project~ons; Regi9na1 Economic,Activity in the
Government Pr~nting Ofhce.

u. S.

Table 1-12.

General agricultural characteristics, Colorado River Basin water resources
subareas, 1969.

Average
Land in
farm
Water Number
size
Resources of
Farms
Subarea 11'arms .(1.000 acres) (acres)

-J
..0

1401
1402
1403
1404
1405
1406
1407
1403
1501
1502
1503
1504
1505
1506
1808
1810

Source:

1,087

826
1,583
1,145
2,041
1 ,08~
1, 795
670
598
873
986
1,676
2,384
658
14,949
896

4,125
2,490
2,515
739
1,594
1,011
3,612
1,000
15,898
9,193
6,666
8,489
5,434
507
4,52!.
608

3,795
3,014
1,589
645
781
928
2,012
1,492
26,585
10,531
6,761
5,065
2,279
770
303
679

Market value of
Agricultural sales
Total
($1.000)

Average
per Jann __

$ 30,674
23,239
17,163
17,454
32,152
17,730
19,305
7,409
14,606
19,667
34,585
194,305
274)419
98,922
767,097
292,243

$28,220
28,130
10,840
15,240
15,750
16,280
10,750
11,060
24,420
22,530
35,080
115,930
115,1 :'0
150,340
51,310
327,000

u.S. Department of Agriculture, 1973.
U.S. Government Printing Office.

Cattle and Calves

Milk Cows

Pigs

number of
farms number
wi.th:

768
513
902
519
796
159
786
373
272
429
575
662
828
61
1,699
186

number of
number of
farms number farms number
(l--,OOO)~ ~~Ji_th~ (1.0_0Q) \vi th: (1.000)
181.0
106.4
100.8
89.4
147.1
364.5
78.2
53.4
61. 2
113.9
174.7
367.6
473.8
110.0
544.8
465.0

U.S. Census of Agriculture, 1969.

407
188
414
217
365
213
305
133
85
132
154
127
253
7
726
25

5.6
0.7
5.8
1.5
3.5
1.7
2.3
0.6
0.4
5.9
1.3
2.7
37.0
0.1
190.7
1.5

81
58
216
114
200
148
103
88
25
33
68
100
99
13
192
18

(Washington, D.C.)

1.0
1.2
5.3
3.7
6.8
4.6
3.7
1.5
2.5
1.9
21.5
26.7
21.1
1.4
28.7
0.6

The level of agricultural sales in each subarea is indicative of the relative iITlportance of the agricultural sector. Total
sale s of agricultural products range froITl ITlore than $7 'million in
the Colorado-San Juan subarea (1408) to over $750 ITlillion in the
South Coastal subarea. Average agricultural sales per farITl
ranges froITl about $11, 060 in the Upper San Juan (1407) to ITlore
than $327,000 per farITl in the IITlperial Valley area. Livestock
and dairy operations are also lITlportant in the region. Data on
cattle and calves, ITlilk cows, and pigs on farITls are included in
Table 1-12.
As shown in Table 1-13, substantial quantities of COITlITlercial fertilizers are used on the regionts farITls. The intensity of
fertilizer application increases draITlatically as one ITloves from
Upper Basin areas to those in the Lower Basin. For exaITlple,
in the YaITlpa - White area in northwestern Colorado, fertilizer
outlays per acre of harvested land is only $1. 09 whereas it is in
excess of $23 per acre in Colorado Desert subarea (Imperial
County, California). Average total outlay for fertilizer in the
latter area is $14,330 per farm.
Because of the arid nature of the entire region, especially
in the Lower Basin, the use of irrigation water on cropland is
alITlo st e s s ential fo r any s ignifi cant production. Da ta on aITlount
of land under irrigation and water us ed also are reported in Table
1-13
As was the case with fertilizer, the intensity of water
application increases significantly froITl the Upper to Lower Basin
regions. The range of application rates, ITleasured in acre-feet
of water applied per acre per year, ranges from L 79 in the
Upper Green (1401) in southwestern WyoITling to 5.08 in the Colorado-Lake Mojave subarea (1506) in the southwest corner of
Arizona. According to the U So Department of Agricul ture l s
Census of Agriculture, total water withdrawals for irrigation
purposes in the basin totaled almost 12 ITlillion acre-feet.
0

0

Recreation. The recreation industry has a significant impact on the econoTIlic environment of the Colorado River Basin.
Water related sports and recreation account for considerable
gross sales in total, although the impacts are often site specific.
Based on 1970 data for both participation rates and expenditures
per person, gross expenditure data have been developed as presented in Tables 1-14 and 1-15. Non-local recreation expenditures
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Table 1-13.

00
.....

Fertilizer use and irrigation, Colorado River Basin water resources
subareas, 1969.

Water
resources
subarea

Number
of
farms
using

1401
1402
1403
1404
1405
1406
1407
1408
1501
1502
1503
1504
1505
1506
1808
1810

262
235
827
745
1, 269
658
898
266
145
362
319
775
1,282
581
9, 126
698

Commercial Fertilizer
Average Outlay per
acre of
Outlays
outlay
harvested
per
for
farm
land
$338,000
192,000
511,000
673,000
1,027,000
799,000
550,000
81,000
83,000
253,000
796,000
5,659,000
7,112,000
4,654,000
13,436,000
10,000,000

$1,289
817
618
903
809
1,214
613
304
573
699
2,496
7,302
5,548
8,010
1,472
14,330

$1. 16
1.09
4.47
6.90
6.36
5.61
3. 12
1.25
2.64
6.97
10.89
15.85
16.34
23.23
22.94
23.30

Irrigation
Irrigated
land
(1000
acres)
385.7
109.3
196.4
140.4
223. 1
108. 9
137. 5
37.3
17. 0
35.0
82.5
375.2
462.6
213.0
454.9
449.0

Water used Water-use
rate
(1000 acre
feet)
(Acre -feet/
acre)
691. 1
269.6
564.0
411. 6
659.3
283.6
340.5
107.7
34.3
131. 8
271. 2
1,482. 3
2,049.6
1,083.0
1,592.2
1,822.0

Source: U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1973. U. S. Census of Agriculture, 1969.
(Washington, D. C. ) U. S. Government Printing Office.

1.79
2.47
2.87
2.93
2.96
2.60
2.48
2.89
2.02
3.77
3.29
3.95
4.43
5.08
3.50
4.06

are shown in Table 1-14 while local expenditures are outlined in
Table 1-15. The non-local expenditures represent a significant
basic industry on which rnany service industries depend.
Urbanization. The Upper Colorado part of the region is
sparsely populated with an average density of about three persons
per square mile. In 1970 there were only seven town in the upper
region with populations greater than 5,000. Only two of these
seven towns had populations greater than 20,000. A sum.:mary of
the number of towns by the ranges of population size in each of
the eight water resource subareas is shown in Table 1-16. The
cities having populations in 1970 greater than 5, 000 are listed in
the table, along with the 1970 population. Of the cities, 72 percent
in the Upper Colorado Region have populations of les s than 500,
and only 9 percent of the cities had populations greater than 2,000.
Less than 3 percent had populations greater than 5, 000. Farmington, New Mexico, is the largest city in the Upper Colorado Region
with a 1970 population of 21,979.
The lower part of the region within the hydrologic basin is
also spars ely populated, having an average density of about 14
persons per square mile. This is a density of almost five times
greater than that found in the Upper Colorado Region. In 1970
there were 33 cities in the lower region with populations greater
than 5, 000. Ten of the 33 cities had populations greater than
20, 000 and six cities had populations that exceeded 50,000. Of the
cities in the Lower Colorado Region, 68 percent have populations
of less than 500, and only 6 percent of the cities had populations
greater than 2,000. Approximately 6 percent of the cities had
populations greater than 4,000 and less than 1. 5 percent had populations greater than 50, 000. Threernetropolitan areas had
populations in excess of 100, 000. These were Phoenix, Arizona,
Tucson, Arizona, and Las Vegas, Nevada. Phoenix is the largest
city within the Colorado River Basin with a population of 582, 500
in 1970.
In addition to the population within the basin, through exports, the Colorado River serves several major centers in the
region which lie outside the drainage basin, including Denver,
Salt Lake City, Los Angeles, and San Diego. The rnajor service
areas in southern California are within water resource subareas
1808 and 1810. At present, the Colorado River in one way or
another serves upward of 15 rnillion people.
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Table 1-14.

Non-local recreation expenditures, Colorado River
Bas in, 1 97 o.
Visitor
days

Expenditures2:l

Lower Colorado Region

5,406,200

$70,281,000

Lower Main Stern

4,703,900

61,151,000

602,300

8,870,000

20,000

260,000

3,147,800

40,947,000

1,391,300

18,087,000

647,900

8,423,000

1,110,600

14,438,000

Area

Gila
Little Colorado
Upper Colorado Region
San Juan
Upper Main Stern
Green

~/

Based on an average visitor-day expenditure of $5.40.

Source: U. S. Bureau of Re clamation, 197 O. Statistical Appendix
to the Annual Report (Washington, D. C.). U. S. Government Printing Office.

Table 1-15. Local recreation expenditures, Colorado River
Basin, 197 O.
Visitor
days

Area

Expenditure ~/

Lower Colorado Region

4,464,800

$28,574,000

Lower Main Stern

3,666,000

23,462,000

Gila

698,800

4,472,000

Little Colorado

100,000

640,000

1,217,200

7,790,000

San Juan

434,600

2,781,000

Upper Main Stern

220,600

1,412,000

Green

562,000

3,597,000

Upper Colorado Region

a/

Based on an average visitor-day expenditure of $13.00.
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Table 1-16.

Colorado River Region PopuLation Ranges - 1970.

/waterRe
sources
,Subarea < 500

Population

> 5,000

Cities of Population
> 5,000

1

Rock Springs- U 657

1

Price- 6, 218

1

Gra nd Junction20,178

Ranges

500-999 1,000-1,999 2,000-4,999

--

Upper
Coloradc
2

1401

43

5

1402

25

L

2

2

1403

32

7

5

3

1404

20

3

1

2

1405

42

9

1

4

1406

19

5

1

1

Montrose - 6,496

L407

30

9

2

1

3

Farmington- 21,979
Durango- 10,400
Cortez- 6,032

1408

21

1

2

L

REGION
181
TOTAL

40

8

16

7

Lower
C010radc
L501

62

17

3

3

2

Iwinston- 8,066
~allup- 13,779

1502

71

L6

3

2

8

fst.

1503

28

3

2

2

2

~lifton- 5,807
l3afford- 5,333

1504

72

12

5

7

15

George- 7,097
iF1agstaff- 26, 117
Boulder City- 5,223
lHenderson- 16,395
lEast Las Vegas6,501
Las Vegas- 125,787
North Las Vegas36, 216
Kingma n- 7, 312

A.jo- 5,881
F'ort Huachuca- 6,659
Douglas- 12,462
81endale- 36,228
Phoenix- 582,500
T'empe- 62,907
Scottsdale- 67,823
lMesa- 62,583
Chand1er- 13,763
Eloy- 5,3U
Casa Grande- 10,536
Lake Ha va su City10,000
South Tucson- 6,220
Tucson- 262,933
Nogales- 8,946

l505

50

tl

3

12

5

Coolidge Dam6,417
G 10 be - 7, 333
iPrescott- 13,030
Blythe- 7,047
iAvondal- 6,304

1506

12

2

1

1

1

Yuma- 29, 007

REGION
295
TOTAL

61

17

27

33
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Environmental and Ecosystem Profile
A physical perspective of the basin environment. The
Colorado River Basin is a diverse as well as large ecosystem
and dividing it into geographical subareas requires an analysis
of the types of parameters which could be logically used to characterize the basin (Parker and Armstrong, 1974). These physical
characteristics, which relate closely to the natural communities
of the river, define biological subbasins.
Biological subbasins are defined primarily based on fish
distributions which are, in turn, based largely on physical
characteristics which affect fish distribution. To a great extent
stream elevations will describe the distributions of fish because
of the relationship between elevation and temperature. Although
fish species operate within a temper ature range, in some cases
quite wide, temperature is a maj or variable controlling species
distribution.
Other factor s than temperature have a significant effect on
ecotype. Silt loads, stream gradient, and food chains also have
major impacts on fish communities and these are reflected in the
ecotype classification (for streams only, Figure 1-6). If significant input of natural or man-induced concentrations of materials
which affect adult fish directly, their life cycles, or their food
chains and their habits occur, then the fish will not be found in
that particular ecotype. Thus, the distributions shown in Figure
1- 6 would be characteristic of the stream community for "natural
conditions II if there were no loading by man of deleterious materials (exclusive of thermal discharges).
Other reaches provide habitat which is not typical of trout
but which are no less "natural!1 for the particular environmental
conditions which exist. Reservoirs are classified separately
and range from principally lake types of trout populations such
as in Flaming Gorge, Blue Mesa, and Navajo Reservoirs, to the
mixed fishery of Lake Powell and Lake Mead, and to the warm
water fisheries of the reservoirs downstream of Hoover Dam.
Land use patterns are affected by elevation, climate, industry, and agricultural uses, as well as the natural history
and political-cultural developments in the region. Land uses
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of specific fishes in the Colorado River Basin
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affect water quality (1) as runoff enters streams, (2) from human
habitation and related activities, (3) recreational pursuits, and
(4) agricultural uses, and industrial-mining energy activities.
Salinity, nutrients, sediments, BOD and coliforITls, heavy metals,
and toxic organics all result from these activities and certain
problem areas in the basin can be linked with quality parameters
which are affected by the activities. Except for a few specific
areas (i. e., Maricopa (Phoenix) and Pima (Tucson) Counties in
Arizona and Clark (Las Vegas) County, Nevada) population densities in the basin are generally les s than four per square mile.
Thus land uses are those associated primarily with rural environments and are generally well spread out within the basin having
diffus e impacts rather than point impacts.
Man 1 S effect on the Colorado River environment. The
Colorado River does not exist as the river John Wesley Powell
floated. Thus, there is no historical context which is valid for
comparison to the present condition of the Colorado River. Man l s
effect on the environmental characteristics of the Colorado River
Basin can be broadly categorized into two areas: (1) effects
caused by water resource management (darns, hydroelectric
power, flow control, inter- and intra-basin diversions), (2)
effects caused by the introduction of alien floral and faunal species
and other changes in the biotic conununity; these changes are
often related to the water resources management controls above.
Physical effects. The consequences of constructing the
present dams have been to reduce the silt-carrying capacity,
reduce flows downstream, increase salt concentrations (from
increased evaporation), change the types and quantities of biota
resident in the river, change rE1creationa1 potential (amount of
use and type of use), and have led to increased development of
agriculture, industry, recr eation, mining and ener gy development, and urbanization all of which increase the pollutant loads
on the river. Many, if not all, of these effects have had an
influence on the maintenance native biota in the aquatic system.
At this time these effects and how they are compounded by interactions with other environmental changes are poorly understood.
Changes in community structure. Many species of fish
and some macroinvertebrates have been introduced into the
Colorado River system, some deliberately (e. g., state and
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federal hatchery systeITls) and other s through accidental ITleans.
These fish and other introduced organisms m.ay have ecological
niches siITlilar to the natural organisms or are more tolerant to
changed or changing conditions than native species. For var ious
reasons such as physical changes in the river, niche cOITlpetition,
greater tolerance to poorer quality water, changes in the food
web, predation, and hybridization, SOITle of the introduced species
have replaced or reduced native fish populations ~ At least six
and possibly seven fish species are extinct and a ITlinimuITl of 13
others have disappeared locally and are in danger of being exterlllinated as a species. Benthic insect populations are not as
lllobile; SOITle stages leave the aquatic system during the life
cycle but the other stages and other species reITlain essentially
residents of particular stream reaches. These organisITls are
affected greatly by streaITl bed type as well as quality.
Based on ITleasurements of metals concentrations and other
studies of water quality, benthic insects, and estimates of algae
growth, an analysis was ITlade of the ITlany major tributaries of
the Colorado River in an attempt to characterize streaITl reaches
(data sumITlarized in PART THREE, Appendix C). For example,
as shown in Figure 1-7" for main stem Colorado River drainage,
mining and sewage (including food proces sing wastes) problems
were defined for the Eagle River, the Roaring Fork River, Red
Mountain Creek on the UncoITlpahgre River and the upper reaches
of the Dolores and San Miguel Rivers o Food wastes and other
industrial-municipal effluents Vile re obs erved to have significant
effects on benthic insects near Delta on the Gunnison and near
Grand Junction near where the Gunnison joins the Colorado Main
Stern. Algal problems due to nutrient enrichment (eutrophication)
were observed near Grand Junction. Pos sibly irrigation return
flow and salt effects could be assessed relative to known salt
effects on benthic insects at stations near Delta" Paonia, Gateway, and Grand Junction.
That the Colorado River Basin is a unique, diverse, and
ecologically isolated system is emphasized by the biological diversity and the great number of unique species
This river
system has the largest list of rare and endangered species in
the United State s.
0
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Figure 1-7.

Benthic insects indicate specific problem. areas in Main Stem. Colorado
River drainage.

Although the objective of PL 92-500 is the restoration and
maintenance, in part, of the II p hysical integrity!l of water (Section
lOl(a)), the Act does not appear to recognize or regulate the
problem of water
reductions directly caused by water pollution controls and technologies. Some processes and uses represent comsumptive loss es of water V\Thich in turn affect the quantity
of flow and the availability of water for downstrearn uses (maintenance of fish and wildlife habitat, recreational, and other uses
by society including cons
INSTITUTIONAL SETTING
r Allocation and the "Law of the

rll

Generally speaking, the flow of the Colorado River is divided
among users on the basis of beneficial consumptive use. What is
apportioned are rights to consume certain amounts of water for
purposes reco
zed to be beneficial under the law. These rights
to divert and deplete the flow of the system are allotted pursuant
to formulae, criteria, and priorities em.bodied in numerous laws.
The allocation system for the Colorado River and its tributaries
operates at four levels: international, interregional, interstate,
and intrastate.
International al1ocation~ A formal division of water be-------tween the riparian nations was accornplished in the Mexican Water
Treaty of 1944. (II Treaty Between the United State s of America
and Mexico Respecting Utilization of the Colorado and Tijuana
Rivers and of the Rio Grande,1i 50 Stat. 1219, T~S. No. 994.
Eigned on February 3, 1944, the treaty becarne effective on
November 8, 1944.) Mexico \vas guaranteed an annual amount of
1.5 me a. f., except in tim.es of extreme shortage (Article 10).
The treaty contained no expres s provision for water, 1 although
continued agricultural use of the 'water in Mexico was clearly
contemplated. (See Treaty,
ra note 6, at Art. 27.)

1

ltTreaty Between the United States of America and Mexico
Respecting Utilization of the Colorado and Tijuana Rivers and of
the Rio Grande,il 50 Stat. 1219, T.S. No. 994. Signed on Feb. 3,
1944, the treaty became effective on November 8, 1944.

Interregional allocation and management. The 1922
Colorado River Compact divided the basin states into the Upper
Basin (composed of the "upper divisionlt states of Colorado, New
Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming, as well as a portion of Arizona)
and the Lower Basin (com.posed of the "lower division" states of
Arizona, California, and Nevada as well as portions of New
Mexico and Arizona.
The Compact, as consented to by Congress, purported to
give each basin a perpetual right to the lIexclusive beneficial use
of 7,500, 000 acre-feet of water per annum • • • ,,2 The Lower
Basin was given the right, in addition, to increase its annual
beneficial consumptive us e by one million acre -feet. However, in
the way the Compact was written, the Lower Basin was as sured
that depletions by the upper division states would not prevent at
least 75 rn. a. f. of aggregate flow per ten-year period from reaching the Lower Basin at Lee Ferry. 3 The Lower Basin received
a guaranteed ten-year, not annual, 4 minimum flow. The states
of the upper division became guarantors in the sense that their
depletions may not reduce the ten-year aggregate flow below the
75 m.a.f. figure. In the absence of surplus flow, each basin is
required to assume equally the burden of the Mexican Water
Treaty.
Interstate and tribal allocation. Congress, whether it
fully appreciated it then or not, apportioned the consumptive use
of the waters of the rnain stream in the Lower Basin among the
lower division states through the Boulder Canyon Project Act of
1928. According to the majority opinion in Arizona v. California,

2Ibid ., at Article 10.
3 According to Weinber g, lit Salt Talks I United States and
Mexican Style tl (mirneo, 1973), at 48: tilt is impossible to escape the conclusion, when examining the record of the negotiations of the 1944 water treaty, that the parties feared that if they
had had to deal explicitly with the issue of water quality, the
treaty would not have materialized. 11
4

See Treaty, supra note 16, at Art. 27.
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Congress decided that a .fair division of the first
7,500, 000 acre-feet of such lTIainstreaITl waters would
give 4,400, 000 acre-feet to California, 2,800, 000 to
Arizona, and 300, 000 to Nevada; Arizona and California would each get one -half of any surplus. ~:<~:o:<Di
vision of the water did not . .
depend on the States'
ag
to a compa
for Congress gave the Secretary
of the
rior adequate authority to accoITlplish the
di visiolle
S8 did this by giving the Secretary
power to.make contracts for the delivery of water
and by providing that no person could have water
without a contract (373 U"S .. 546, 565 .. 1963)"
$

By Section 301 ) of the Colorado River Basin Project Act
the Supreme Court~ s decree, in the event of deficiency, is to be
adITlinistered to give present perfected right holders, and certain
others,
over the Central Arizona Project. The upper
division states avoided litigation and reached agreement on a
forITlula for appo
rights to the flow in their part of the
basin. The
er Colorado River Basin Compact of 1948 allots
to Arizona 50, 000 acre -feet per annum and as to the balance of
the annual consumptive use available to the Upper Basin, apportions to Colorado~ 51 75 percent; New Mexico, 11. 25 percent;
Utah, 23 percent, and Wyoming, 14 percent. 5 The gross amount
of annual consurnptive use allowable in the Upper Basin, against
which these percentages apply, has become less than 7.5 m. a.£.
with the doviI:n'ivvard revision of estimates of average river flow.
Water available for Upper Basin consumptive use is now projected
by the Bureau of Re clarnation to range from 6 5 to 5 e 8 m. a. £. ,
the latter figure being a I!conservative hypothesis" used by the
Bureau
ReclaITlation for planning purposes in the event the
upper division is required to deliver at Lee Ferry 750,000 acrefeet
to meet the Upper Basin i s share of the Mexican
T
6

Indian tribes, although regarded as quasi-sovereigns under
the law, nonetheles s 'Here not parties to either the interregional
allocation of the 1922 Cornpact or the interstate allocation of the

rt. III(a), Colorado River Compact, signed on November
24, 1922, printed in Dept. of the Interior, DocuITlents on the Use
and Control of the Waters of Interstate and International StreaITls
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1948 Compact. Each of the compacts contains a negative declaration to the effect that Indian rights are outside the reach of the
interstate accord. 6 The 1948 Compact in the Upper Basin and a
court ruling in the Lower Basin declared the consumptive use of
water by native Americans is charged against the state in which
the use is made.
Tribal water claims are based on the Winters doctrine,
which holds that the right to use water is reserved as an incident
of reservation land. Since the right is not lost by nonuse, unlike
most water rights, it can persist indefinitely in an unquantified
state. Some of the Indian water rights have been quantified (either
by adjudication or agreement), some have not.
Intrastate allocation. The beneficial consumptive use has
been allocated within each basin state through the creation and
recognition of water rights. The water rights have arisen in a
number of ways, depending on the time period and jurisdiction
involved (Hutchins, 1971; Dewsnup and Jensen, 1973). Whatever
the source of the water right, or the sequence followed in establishing it, the related consumptive use is credited (Arizona v.
California, 373 U.S. 546, at 601 (1963), and the Upper Colorado
River Basin Compact, Articles III and VII, 63 Stat. 31, 32, 35
1959) against the entitlement of the basin state where the use
occurs.
WATER QUALITY AND THE
"LAW OF THE RIVER"
Until just the last decade, the "Law of the River"--an
amalgamation of statutes, compacts, treaties, court decisions,
contracts, regulations, and administrative rulings - -has dealt
almost entirely with issues relating to the development and allocation of the waters of the Colorado River Basin. Until the late
1960 1 s water quality considerations have played a minor role in
the development of the "Law of the River. 1I Until the mid-1960's

6Ibid ., at Article III(d), provides: liThe States of the upper
division will not cause the flow of the river at Lee Ferry to be
depleted below an aggregate of 75, 000, 000 acre-feet for any period of 10 consecutive years reckoned in continuing progressive
series beginning with the first day of October next succeeding the
ratification of this compact.
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the Federal la.·ws affec ting w a t .r quality in the Colorad o River
System consisted of th e 189 9 Re fus e Act and the Federal Water
Pollution C ontrol Act of 1 948, vlhich contain ed broad but largely
ineffectual proc dures for prot ecting w ater quality in interstate
and navigable wd t ers. Enforce me nt w as spotty and unsystem.atic.
Altho u gh s a linity received s ome rec ognition as a potential
problem i n th fi r st ha lf o f the c entur Y$ active concern for the
problem. was rni nima.l, a nd not wid ely publicized. The salinity
problems either wert not given significant c on sideration or were
conside red quietly in bargaining underl ying the 1922 Colorado
River C ompact, tll e 19 28 Boulder Ca n yon P roject Act, the 1944
Mexican Water Trea.ty, a n d the 1948 ·Uppe r C o lor ado River Basin
Compact. Exce pt for 5 'ltation (sedinLentation), water quality
conditi ons in the basin have grown progr essively worse. Part of
the rea son wa ter quality conditions have gro\,y-n progres sively
wors e is that the a ppropriation doctrine of "vater law--the system
of law that gen ~rally pr evail s in all of the Colorado River Basin
Stat es ( Californi a is a h y brid riparian and app ropri ation state)
and t he b asis upon w hich ·water has be en alloc ated in the IILaw of
the R iver i l - -is itself not ctccommodating to w·ater quality InanageInent.
Since this doctrine ill.a,y- not be well known to those living
in areas v.rh e re the ripari an doct rine of ·water rights prevails, a
brief 'No rd of expLlnatiCll is 1.1. o rd e •
"\Nate r Quality and the Anpropriation
-I;:.
_ ______
Doctrine V/ ater Law

_ ____ _ _ _ _ _,_.__ .."'... _ _ _ _....
~

~_ .

The app ropria tion do ctrin e is stated succinctly in the following passage f r OID Jl a.ter Poli ie s for ,the Future, the Final Report
of the Nation a l Water CornTI1iss ion:
The basic tenets of that sy st ern are that (1) a water
right can be acquir e d only by the acquiring party dive rting t b e water fr orn (;1, vilatel" course and applying
it to a beneficial use a n d (2) in accordance with :the
date of acquisiti on, an earli er acquired water right
shall have priorit y over other later acquired water
r ights . 'Water in excess o f that needed to satisfy
e xisting rig hts is v iew-ed as unappropriated water,
available fo r F.1.pp ro priati on by diversion and application of the '.vater to a ben efi cial use. The process of
appr o pri ati o n can conti mJ_e until all of the water in a
stream. is subje c t to rig.hts o f use through withdrawals
fr onl the stream. (p " 271)
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Water quality has worsened under this doctrine for a variety of
related reasons. One is that the use of water for water quality
control (e. g., dilution) is rated as a low priority us e in most of
the states, if it is recognized as a beneficial use at all. Also,
as pointed out earlier, the beneficial use of water (in municipalities, industries, etc.) almost always results in water quality
degradation. On the control side, water quality limitations on
beneficial use are almost always opposed or resisted by water
users. Some claim that rights to the beneficial consumptive use
of water imply a right to cause reasonable degradation of the remaining flows of the river system and that water quality lilllitations could constitute a IItakingll in violation of due proces s. To
avoid such ambiguity in the law and to provide incentive for compliance with water quality limitations on us e, others are proposing that the concept of beneficial us e be revis ed or reinterpreted
so as to prescribe advanced technology and management practices
in the exercise of water rights.
Early Water Pollution Concerns
At the meetings of the IISeventh Enforcement Conference in
the Matter of Pollution of the Interstate Waters of the Colorado
River and its Tributaries, II Ellis Armstrong made this statement:
Recognition of the potential water quality problems
was made as early as 1903, with the initial work to
identify desirable salinity levels for maintenance of
crop production under irrigation. At that time a
limited amount of water sampling and analysis of the
river was being performed, primarily by the Geological Survey. The main purpose of early tests was to
evaluate the suitability of the water supply for irrigation and other us es. In time it became quite clear
that there had been a general increase in the salinity
as a result of development of the water resources.
(U. S. Dept. of the Interior, 1972)
In the first half of the century, siltation was perhaps a more
serious problem than salinity. Several important reports to Congress refer to the problem of siltation and argue that specific
development projects would be useful in reducing and controlling
silt behind existing dallls and in the Imperial Valley region of
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7
California.
To a great ext e nt, development proj ects in both the
Upper and Lower Basins have been successful in minimizing or
eliminatin g rn an y of the p rob lerns associated with silt deposits. 8
Thes e developrnent pro j ects have also had the effect of damping
out fluctuations (pe riodic high concentrations) in salinity.
Salinity of any other k ind of pollution was apparently not
regarded as a se rio us problem at the tirne the 1922 Compact was
being negotia ted. A t least there was no explicit mention of the
matter in the Comp act itself and its legi s lative history.
United States -Mexi can Di sag reement over Salinity
Although the 194 4 lY1exican vVater Treaty does not specificaJly r efer to the issue of salinity, Mexico has repeatedly voiced
the belief that the Uni ted States had obligated itself to deliver to
Mexico water of the s ame quality as that delivered at Imperial
Dam. The is sue reached a head vilhen Wellton-Mohawk drainage
,vater and r educe d flO'ws associated with upstream development
caused salinity l evels in the waters reaching Mexico to increase
to 1500 pp'm in 1962" In Noveni ber, 1961, the Mexican government i nitiat ed a nother round of negotiations with the United States
seeking to r educ e the salinity of its rece ived waters0 These
negotiations r e sulted in Minute 218 (1965) and a subsequent reduction of s ali nity levels in Mexico l s received waters (1240 ppm
In 1971).

7 Use
'-

'r'
t h e ID O d ll.ler
, l'taggregate, fl in Article III(d) strongly
suggests , of course, that deliveries of less than 7.5 m. a. f. to
the Lower Basin during a given year would be permissible as long
as the 10-year cumulative floviT was 75 lIla a. f. Also, extrinsic
evidence reveal s that the inclusion of specific language guaranteeing a -minin1.urn a nnua l flo\,v 'was considered but finally rejected
by the compact ne gotiator s. An earlie r version of Article III(d)
contained the phras e, I1not below a flow of 4, 000, 000 ac re -feet
for anyone of s uch years, l! which was later deleted by the compact commission. See Olson~ The Colorado River Compact (1926),
.A pp endix II, Exhibit A.
f

0_

8 373 U. So 546, 565(1963)0
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Still dis satisfied, however, Mexico's President Echeverria
visited the United State s in 1972 and stated that Mexico will not
accept drainage water from the Wellton-Mohawk project. He
further stated that the only valid interpretation of the 1944 Treaty
is that Mexican farmers must receive water of the same quality
as that at Imperial DaITl. As a result of this 'ITleeting, President
Nixon appointed Herbert Brownell "to find a permanent, definitive
and just solution" to the problem. Brownell! s efforts led to
Minute 242 (1973).
Briefly, Minute 242 called for reduction of the salinity of
the water delivered to Mexico to a level of no more than 115 ppm
(± 30 ppm) in excess of the salinity of the water at Imperial DaITl.
This goal was to be achieved by the construction of a large desalination plant to treat Wellton-Mohawk drainage, construction
of a canal to bypass Wellton-Mohawk drainage to the Gulf of California, lining of the first 50 miles of the Coachella Canal, facilitation of financing of rehabilitation wor~ on Mexican land as
well as other temporary measures to provide immediate relief
to Mexico. The United States would bear the cost of constructing
these facilities, receiving in return agreement that the U. S.
would not be required to compensate for damages previously incurred and that this agreement would persist as a permanent and
definitive solution of the problem.
Within the Colorado River Basin states, there was a strong
feeling that the authorization for the physical facilities neces sary
to implement Minute 242 m.ust be combined with authorization of
upstream salinity control measures. This led to Congressional
passage of the 1974 Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Act
(PL 93 -320) which combined both programs into a single basinwide program of salinity control.
The Origins of Federal Water Pollution
Control Legislation
Against the background of interstate political disputes over
water quality 9 and Mexican- United States relations, water quality
concerns began to emerge in Federal legislation. The 1956 Colorado River Storage Project Act, the 1962 Fryingpan-Arkansas

9 Article III(a), Upper Colorado River Compact, signed by
the state commissioners October 11, 1948, and given Congressional consent on April 6, 1949, 63 Stat. 31.
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problems in the CRB, pursuant to the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act of 1948. The Public Health Service conducted an interstate conference in 1958 over the uranium-refining radioactive
waste problem. Between 1960 and 1972 seven sessions of a Federal-state enforcement "Conference in the Matter of Pollution of
the Interstate Waters of the Colorado River and its Tributaries"
were held and the emphasis in latter sessions was on the salinity
problem.
The Environmental Protection Agency convened the Seventh
Enforcement Conference in February 1972, with all seven basin
states participating. This conference was reconvened in April and
resulted in the following conclusions and recom'mendations, a'mong
others: that the salinity policy for the Colorado River should Jlhave
as its objective the maintenance of salinity concentrations at or
below levels presently found in the lower main stem"; that the
imple'mentation of this policy should not interfere with the prerogative and right of the Upper Basin to develop its compactapportioned waters; that programs to implement this policy should
be developed on a basin-wide basis; and that the program described
in Interior's February, 1972 report, "Colorado River Water Quality Improvement Program" should be implemented under the direction of the Bureau of Reclamation with assistance from the Environmental Protection Agency and other agencies. These particular
conclusions and recommendations were signed by both the state
and federal conferees and were approved in June, 1972, by the
Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency.
The Colorado River Basin Salinity
Control Act (PL 93 -320)
All of the foregoing events preceded and led up to passage
of the 1974 Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Act (PL 93 -320),
the most recent addition to the "Law of the River. II Title I of this
act authorizes implementation of the Brownell-negotiated Minute
242, which requires that the average salinity at the border shall
be within 115 ppm (give or take 30 ppm) of the quality of Imperial
Dam. Accordingly, Title I calls for a large desalting complex to
treat drainage waters from the Wellton-Mohawk Irrigation Project. The estimated $154.5 million tab for the desalting complex
and associated works is to be picked up by the Federal Government.
Title II authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to take positive steps to implement the conclusions and recommendations
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adopted by the Seventh Enforcement Conference. Specifically, the
Secretary is authorized to construct, operate, and maintain four
salinity control projects (the Paradox Valley Unit, Colorado; the
Grand Valley Basin Unit, Colorado; the Crystal Geyser Unit, Utah;
and the Las Vegas Wash Unit, Nevada) and to expedite com.pletion
of planning reports on twelve other salinity control projects.
Seventy-five percent of the estiITlated $125.1 million cost of these
upstream developm.ents will be funded by the Federal Government.
The other t\.venty-five percent will be paid out of Colorado River
Basin funds, which are revenues (principally power revenues)
collected with the operation of completed Colorado Rive r water
storage and distribution proj ects ..
Relationship Between PL 92 - 500 and 93 - 320
Since PL 93-320 is addressed directly to the water pollution
problem. of salinity, its relationship to PL 92 - 500 (the Federal
\~rater Pollution Control Act Amendm.ents of 1972) is im.portant to
explore. The short-term obj ectives of the 1972 am.endm.ents (PL
92 -500) and Title II of the 1974 Salinity Control Act (PL 32 -320)
appear to be mutually compatible, if not m.utually supportive.
EPAi s amended regulation (39 Fed. Reg. 43721, 1974) requires
the states of the basin to adopt numeric standards for salinity,
consistent with the policy of maintaining average annual salinity
levels in the lower main stream at or below 1972 levels, and to
submit an im.plementation plan to EPA not later than October 18,
1975. This same policy of nondegradation (or, m.ore accurately
perhaps, antidegradation) was enunciated and unanim.ously adopted at the 1972 Enforcement Conference. Since Title II provisions
of PL 93 -320 are explicitly viewed as m.eans for im.plem.enting
this same Enforcement Conference policy, the two Acts are conceptually related and m.utually compatible.
As the short-term objectives, then, the two Acts can be expressed as follows: PL 92-500 reauthorizes water quality standards for receiving waters and requires effluent lim.itations for
point sources, whereas PL 93-320 authorizes projects to control
certain point sources and thereby assists efforts at com.plying with
water quality standards. The control m.easures of PL 93-320 provide an important elem.ent in the basin-wide plan being developed
by the Salinity Control Forum to achieve com.pliance with the yetto-be-specified standards for salinity and to allow the Upper Basin
states to develop their com.pact-apportioned waters ..
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Viewed from the twin perspectives of long-term goals and
institutional relationships, however, several differences between
the two Acts might be noted. PL 93-320 is designed to alleviate
problems with Mexico; to improve water quality in the Lower
Basin while at the same time allowing for further resource development in both the Upper and Lower Basins; to take a primarily
IIfacilities" approach in reducing salinity; and to be implemented
and managed by the Bureau of Reclamation, the principal administrator of the "Law of the River." These features are essentially consistent with the "development orientation" of traditional
Colorado River Basin water institutions, and consequently, the
implementation of PL 93 -320 is expected to encounter little opposition. In contrast, PL 92 -500, with its nondegradation and
no -discharge goals, is perceived by many as a threat to the basin
states' right to develop their compact-apportioned waters; as an
interference with state responsibilities and disruption of ongoing
programs; as peculiarly unworkable in the context of irrigated
agriculture; and as managed by an inexperienced and overzealous
regulatory agency. No doubt some of these generalizations are
overdrawn and will be contested and denied by many others. They
are voiced often enough, however, to suggest that the implementation of PL 92-500, or at least some of its provisions, will face
significant opposition.
WATER QUALITY AND INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS
Water development in the basin since 1902 has, for the most
part, been undertaken under the reclamation program of the federal government, with the Bureau of Reclamation as the principal
federal sponsor in the fields of planning, construction, and financing. Local interests have worked through the Bureau, their local
representatives in Congress, and state water agencies in getting
their programs approved. As the best land was developed, federal
subsidies became an increasingly important factor in making
projects economically feasible. Irrigation development has had
strong public support in the region and has been supported nationally as part of the equitable apportionment of funds for regional
development. State agencies have played important political roles
in the process, helping to resolve conflicts, building coalitions,
and getting facilitating legislation through state legislatures.
Because of the history of conflicts within the region, the
states have not created basin-wide machinery for planning,
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decision-making, or, until recent years, even for consultation.
Differences were settled during lengthy legislative and court
battles, although ad hoc negotiations unquestionably helped resolve thorny issues as they arose. The Upper Basin states did
create the Upper Colorado River Com'mission in 1948 for purposes
of mutual consultation and to as sist in legislative and legal activities .. The Lower Basin states did not compact for these purposes but have consulted and negotiated on an an hoc basis. The
Committee of Fourteen was created to provide basin-wide consultation with respect to negotiation of the Mexican Water Treaty
but fell into disuse until the early 1960' s when the salinity issue
began to emerge and the decade -long suit between California and
Arizona was settlede
The Colorado River Basin Salinity Forum was formed by the
s even basin states to work with the Environmental Protection
Agency in arriving at a mutually satisfactory form.ulation of the
regulation requiring numeric criteria for salinity, and to submit
to EPA a plan for com.pliance with those standards by October,
1975. The membership of the Salinity Forum. is essentially the
same as that on the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Advisory Council, a group established under PL 93 -320. This continuity of membership should be a factor which is conducive to the
coordinated ilnplementation of PL 92 -500 and PL 93 -320.
PL 92 -500 dictates that the states as sume principal responsibility for water quality improvements with the Environmental
Protection Agency assuming responsibility if the states fail to do
so. Thus, states are encouraged to adopt their own permit system.
and several have done so. EPA has also strongly supported state
pollution control progra'm.s and planning efforts through 208 and
303 planning~ The salinity proble'm., however, is basin-wide in
nature and therefore involves EPA heavily in terms of standardsetting and enforcement.. EPA sponsored the creation of the
Salinity Control Forum and has worked closely with the Foru'm.t s
work group in the development of a plan to meet salinity standards.
The Bureau of Reclamation has assumed a major responsibility in the salinity control program through its development
of a long -range plan, its project planning, future construction
projects, and research and investigation of salinity improvement'm.easures ..
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In contrast with previous decades, the states have displayed
a rem.arkable unity on m.ajor policy is sues having to do with the
approach to salinity control, water developm.ent in the Upper
Basin, and the salinity issue with Mexico. This unity reflects a
dissatisfaction with lengthy legal proceedings as a m.eans of resolving disputes, and a judgm.ent that they are likely to gain m.ore
in Congress and with federal agencies through a unified posture.
It is extrem.ely im.portant to the basin states to ensure a constant
flow of federal dollars for salinity control and for developm.ent
projects and to resist what they perceive as excessive zeal on the
part of EPA in pursuing its water quality goals.
Federal, state, and local units of governm.ent all participate
in various phases of the salinity control program. through research
and field program.s. These include such federal agencies as the
Agricultural Res earch Servioe and the Soil Conservation Service,
state boards, and local irrigation districts.
SPECIAL ISSUES IN THE APPLICATION
OF PL 92-500
Relation of PL 92 -500 to the "Law of the River"
Im.pact of effluent lim.itations and perITlits upon water rights.
The appropriation doctrine is the basic rule of water law applying
to individual water rights in the Colorado River Basin, although
California has a com.bined appropriation and riparian system.. The
appropriation doctrine is based com.m.only upon a declaration that
the waters of the stream.s of a state are the property of the public,
dedicated to its use, and subj ect to appropriation.
The first one to divert the water from. a stream. and apply it
to a beneficial use acquires the prior or senior right. When water
is diverted and applied to irrigation use, a substantial am.ount of
water diverted is not consum.ed by evapotranspiration, and returns
to the stream., either over the surface or through the underground.
The sam.e thing is true, in varying degrees, to water diverted for
industrial or m.unicipal use. The Colorado River and its tributaries,
with perhaps m.inor exceptions, are over -appropriated. In other
words, there is no water to which som.eone does not have a legal
right or filing, and hence when all rights claiITled are fully exercised' there will be no water available for dilution of pollution as
there m.ay be in m.ore hum.id areas.
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Many of the existing water rights depend upon return flows
from upstream diversions for satisfaction of decrees. Pollution
control through recycling, evaporation or treatment can result in
a decrease of return flows adversely affecting vested junior water
rights in the basin. If an increased consumptive use results from
recycling, evaporation, or treatment, such use may be enjoined by
a junior appropriator who is thereby deprived of water. The only
alternative available to the senior who has increased his consurnptive use is to acquire sufficient water of a senior status to rnake
up the additional consumptive use, or to reduce his initial use to
the extent that the total of his initial use plus his increased consumptive use will equal his historic consumptive use.
This m.ay cause serious dislocations of existing water uses,
or, in the alternative, reduce substantially the initial beneficial
nonevaporative uses.
Salinity nondegradation policy and goals of PL 92 -500. The
Colorado Basin states and EPA evolved a nondegradation objective
for Colorado River salinity concentration (using 1972 as a baseline)
during the Seventh Enforcement Conference, several months before
the enactm_ent of PL 92 -500. As stated earlier, this policy calls
for measures to keep salinity in the lower main stern at or below
1972 levels while the basin states continue to develop their compact .. apportioned waters. This nondegradation principle was
reiterated by the enactment of the Colorado River Basin Salinity
Control Act, PL 93 -320.
The issue has been pos ed whether the nondegradation policy
is compatible with EPA's mandate, under Section 102(a) of PL
92 -500, to develop "comprehensive programs for preventing,
reducing, or eliminating the pollution of the navigable water ..
and improving the salinity condution of surface . . . . waters. II
Or, further, whether the nondegradation policy is consistent with
the Act l s 1983 "interim" national goal (1. e., quality J1which provides for the protection and propagation of fish, shellfish, and
wildlife, and provides for recreation in and on the water, II Section
101(a) (2)) or the 1985 ultimate national goal (1. e., no pollution
discharges into navigable waters, Section 101(a) (1)). The nondegradation policy and the 1983 goal would appear to be compatible,
as long as the 1972 level is viewed as protecting fish, shellfish,
wildlife, and recreation values contained in that goal. As regards
the mandate stated under Section 102(a) and the 1985 goal, the
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compatibility of the nondegradation policy is subject to some interpretations. Noting these issues points up that PL 92 -500 is
part of an evolving policy for salinity control and that its implementation will be affected by other legislation and institutional
actions. The significant impacts in this area are discussed in
detail in Part One, Section II, and Part Two, Section II in Chapter 6.
Enforcement. The implementation of PL 92 -500 in the
Colorado River Basin has two important aspects with respect to
enforcement:
(1) Water Quality Standards. One problem underlying the
entire enforcement effort of the CRB has been the establishment of
numeric water quality criteria for salinity. Under PL 92 -500,
EPA reviewed the subsisting salinity control criteria for the Colorado River contained in the various state water quality standards
and decided that numeric criteria were necessary. The "Colorado
River System: Salinity Control Policy and Standards Procedures, 11
issued by the Environmental Protection Agency effective December
IS, 1974, require the CRB states, by October IS, 1975, to adopt,
and submit to the EPA for approval, salinity standards, including
numeric criteria, and an implementation plan. This regulation
enunciated the policy that "The s,alinity problem be treated as a
basin-wide problem that needs to be solved in order to maintain
lower main stern salinity at or below 1972 levels while the basin
states continue to develop their compact-apportioned waters. II
In conformance with the aforementioned regulation, the Colorado
River Salinity Control Forum has developed and published (Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Forum, 1975) proposed salinity
standards for the Colorado River. Consistent with the regulation,
flow weighted average annual numeric salinity criteria are
recommended for three locations: below Hoover Dam- -723 mg/l,
below Parker Dam--747 mg/l, and Imperial Dam--S79 mg/l. The
states, as represented by the Forum, are in agreement on the
standards. A plan for implementation has been proposed and a
num.ber of region public meetings have been held. While it appears
that these standards will be adopted, problems of their enforce'ment,
in the face of wide natural system variations, further extensive
water development, and uncertainty as to the degree of effectiveness of control measures, still loom large.
(2) Discharge Permits. Two noteworthy enforcement problems are emerging in the CRB in connection with the administration
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of the point-source discharge permit system mandated by PL 92500: (1) Discharges into dry washes and (2) irrigation return flow
discharges.
In at least two situations in the CRB it is being contended
that waste can be released into dry washes without necessity of a
permit. The City of Henderson in Nevada is releasing wastes
from two substandard sewage treatment operations and as of
January, 1975, they have refused to apply for permits. The matter appears destined for the courts. In Arizona, criminal charges
have been brought by the United States against the Phelps -Dodge
Corporation for discharges 'made by its plant at Douglas into a dry
wash. The issue presented by these cases is whether such discharges, which could become even more comm.on in the arid Southwe st, in vol ve an addition of a pollutant from a point - sourc e to
navigable waters within the meaning of PL 92-500 (Sections 20l(a)
and 502(12)). In this case, a decision has been rendered in favor
of Phelps -DodgeQ
Another emerging enforcement problem is related to the imposition and administration of permits for agricultural return
flows. Until recently, agricultural pollution has been largely
overlooked in State and Federal water quality programs. The advent of public regulation can be expected to be greeted with both
skepticism and resistance by the newly affected agricultural interests in the CRB. The EPA is attempting to find a formula for
applying permit requirements to diffuse irrigation return flow.
The entity in control of or responsible for the discharge, such as
an irrigation district, will probably become the permittee. This
puts numerous local water management organizations in the CRB,
rather than individual farmers, in the position of having to meet
effluent limitations" Irrigation has been regarded as a IIbeneficial
usel! under western water laws for decades, and the holders of
agricultural water rights can be expected to argue that the imposition of costly water quality requirements amounts to a taking
of their prope rty right s without due p roc es s of law.
The Bureau of Reclamation! s Colorado River Basin Water
Quality Improvement Program points up the magnitude of the
irrigation response problem in im.proving the quality of water in
the Colorado River, under a policy of maintaining 1972 quality
levels while providing for agricultural and industrial development
in the basin. Under the program, point and diffuse proposals
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would achieve a reduction of 95 TIlg/l at Imperial Darn. Salinity
management of the five irritated areas under the program is projected to bring about a 59 mg/l reduction at Imperial Danl, and the
Bureau anticipates that a 141 mg/l reduction may be attained from
weather TIlodification, vegetation management, and desalting. This
places a reduction burden on irrigation of 110 mg/l of a total program of 405 mg/I. A major obstacle to this program is the institutional structure of Western water laws. "Water savings" may
diminish water rights if less water is diverted through tillle. Increased irrigation efficiency may not only reduce return flows in
localized areas and thus affect water deliveries to other areas that
are made up of return flows, but also the return flows may be more
saline. Natural point and diffuse runoff sources, which are a major
segment of quality effects, present a different potential than irrigation flows in terTIlS of control, solutions and responsibilities.
Natural sources of salinity are generally as sociated with public
lands, and hence, public agencies. In contrast, irrigation return
flows and associated salinity largely involve private farmers and
effective control presents a different set of problems. At this time
it is an open question as to how PL 92 -500 applies with respect to
irrigation return flows and salinity and how it may be implemented.
BASIS FOR IMPACT ANALYSIS: ABATEMENT
SCENARIOS AND ALTERNATIVE FUTURES
In analyzing impacts of PL 92 - 500, the requirements of the
act as they pertain to specific target dates 'ITlust be described
(abateTIlent scenarios) and consideration must be given to pos sible
levels of population and economic activity in the basin (alternative
futures). These two, of course, bear directly on the impacts to be
evaluated.
The goals and require'ITlents of the act can be visualized most
readily by considering the target dates for their adoption. Thes e
are presented in Table 1-17. Note that as the require'ITlents become
Inore stringent a possible deferred schedule of adoption is possible.
Differences a'ITlong lido nothing, 11 IIBPT," and/ or nBATu or If zero
discharge" are the components of incremental i'ITlpacts of the act.
Thes e schedules for adoption provide the basis for des cribing the
abate'ITlent scenarios and the alternative futures used in the impact
analysis.
A scenario is a pollutant discharge control progra'ITl for
problem sources, controllable under PL 92-500 requirements.
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The

Table 1-17 ..

Schedule of implementation of PL 92 -500 considered
in the analysis e

Basic
Scenario
Do Nothing
Best Practical
Technology

Target Date
1975

1977

1983

1985

2000

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Best Available
Technology
Zero Discharge

ITlajor components of the scenario are the effluent limitations to be
imposed, with each scenario entailing a different degree of stringency of discharge abatement.
The municipal and industrial study focus es on water quality
issues directly associated with pollutant discharge from point
sour ces cove r ed by EPA effluent guidelines and definitions" The
salinity study focuses on water quality issues associated with irrigated agriculture where guidelines and definition for control of
return flows have not been specified.. The environmental site study
contains elements of both point and nonpoint source controls.. The
scenarios, identified in the following paragraphs, are the basis for
the analysis of regional impacts:
Municipal and Industrial Foint Source Scenarios
The II 1977 IBFT!! Scenario. While conditions vary so'mewhat
from state to state in the Colorado River Basin with respect to
stream segment designation for waste load allocation and perTIlit
systeTIl implementation, the following situation generally applies to
the basin. The industries will achieve their permit conditions or
EPA guidelines on Ubest practicable technologyU and the TIlunicipalities, secondary treatment or the effluent loadings allowable on
permits. Basically, this scenario anticipates achieveTIlent of EPT
and secondary treatment in 1977 ..
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The II 1983/ BA Ttf Scenario. The guidelines defining IIbe st
available technology, economically achievable" are applicable to
indus tries. Munici pal itie swill have achieved the EPA definition
of secondary treatment. Hence, this scenario will also examine
more stringent effluent limitations for municipal discharges, if
the states have more stringent requirements, or more stringent
requirements have been developed and applied under Jlwater quality
limitedll load allocations prior to 1983. Essentially, this scenario
entails the achievement of effluent limitations in 1983.
The "Elimination of Discharge" Scenario. This scenario
as sumes that no discharger may add any pollutants to his waste
stream. There is still a question as to the interpretation as to
whether EOD means that the mass of all pollutant materials must
be no greater than that which occurs in the intake water. It appears
that res ponse to EOD in the basin will vary. The municipalities
and some industrial dischargers will continue to have a water
effluent. However, most energy oriented industries are planning
total containment systems with no discharge. This scenario will
be analyzed for the likely municipal and industrial respons es where
the impact will be different from the 1983/BAT scenario, particularly if the point source loadings are so large that the 1983 limitations do not achieve II swimable or fishable" water quality.
Salinity Control Scenarios for Irrigated Agriculture
First, it is important to note that EPA has not specified BPT
or BAT for irrigation return flows. Hence, these terrns have no
definition in reference to irrigation return flows. Permits that have
been issued are monitoring permits only. Regardless of EPAt s
difficulty in developing acceptable guideline s for control of irrigation return flows, nevertheless, the impacts of several levels
of control need to be assessed. The following set a brief background for specification of salinity control scenarios:
Salinity control from irrigated agriculture. Generally
speaking, salinity control considerations related to agriculture are
concerned with salinity in irrigation return flows. The resultant
salinity in return flow is due to either concentrating of salts already in the water through evapotranspiration, or picking up of
additional salt load as water percolates through the soil profile
back to the stream, or both. Given these salt loading and concentrating processes, it is assumed that manipulation of the quantity and constituent quality of return flow may be brought about
in three basic ways:
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(1) Reductions in ac reage irrigated
(2) Changes in irrigation efficiency
(3) T reat-ment of return flow·s to alter salinity
The starting hypothesis for scenarios, then, is that control of
salinity can be accomplished through control of irrigation return
flow. Whether 0 not this is true for the salt loading and concentrating proces ses in a
ular area or in general for the basin
depends upon many factors which must be considered in the analysis of the salinity problem.
Irrigation return flows are a result of the manner in which
the total irrigation system is de signed, constructed, and operatedo
Return flows arise in connection with:

Ie

Water storage, diversion, and conveyance and include
a.
b.

2.

gelosses
Uncontrolled water losses, management spills
and control structure 10 s s

On-farm water losses
a.
b.
c.

Deep percolation from over irrigation and nonuniform distribution
Tail water runoff and overland surface flow
Drainage system collection and discharge of a
required leaching fraction

Increases in irrigation efficiency, implying reduction of
return flows, are achieved by increases in efficiencies of the water
conveyance and on-farnl application systems. Efficiency in the
water diversion and conveyance systems is defined as
E

r delivered at farm)
c

r

Efficiency of on.,"£arm water

rted from source)
liS

e is defined as

o

E

a

=

(crop evapotranspiration)
(water delivered at farm.)

The overall efficiency for the system. is therefore
E=

The m.easurem.ent of efficiency is both crop specific and site
specific (as related to different types of soils and m.anagem.ent
factors), and the achievem.ent of highest "efficiency" in operation
of the long term. total system. m.ust also take into account perturbations of natural m.eteorological events.
Since the water available to the system. is essentially dictated by nature, any increases in irrigation efficiency can basically
be considered as a rerouting of water in the system.. In other
words, the quantities of water following the various flow paths in
Figure 1-8 may be rerouted in the system. as a result of m.odification of uses. The key question, then, is:
For a change in irrigation practice or pattern of diversion, what are the new routings (quantitative flows
over the possible paths) and the resulting new salinity
concentrations in the strealll?
Scenarios for irrigated agriculture. Irrigation practice, including changes in technology, farm. m.anagelllent, and institutional
arrangem.ent for water supply m.anagem.ent and delivery to the farm.,
are im.portant related considerations in prescribing control s cenarios for im.proving irrigation efficiency. Elem.ents of all three
are involved in developing a set of assulllptions for agricultural
return flow controls that are roughly parallel to the scenarios previously defined. Scenarios for irrigated agriculture are defined
for the following four control levels and as s um.ptions:
1.

Existing practice - system as is
a.
b.

Water flow routings are unchanged
Irrigation efficiency continues as is
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Figure 1- 8.

Diagram illustrating the disposition

0

f water diverted for irrigation purposes

e

2.

Inlprove Ea through irrigation scheduling and systenl
nlanagenlent with Ed as is (1977).
This option inlplies alteration in existing irrigation
scheduling patterns through better systenl nlanagenlent
techniques without any capital improvenlents associated
with improving or changing existing nlethods of application.

3.

Inlprove Ec with Ea as is (1983).
This option entails upgrading conveyance systenls
through such nleasures as canal lining and tighter control. On-farm efficiency continues as is. The burden
of this option would fall on the water supplying entity
and would likely be passed on to individual farmers
serviced by the entity.

4.

Inlp rove Ea through both ITlanagement and upgrading
of methods of application where appropriate, and inlprove
Ec (1985). This option represents upgrading to the
maximunl extent feasible both the physical conveyance
and delivery system and also manageITlent.

The burden for return flow control options would be expected to
fallon the individual farm operator and irrigation, drainage, conservancy or other district or entity that conveys water from or to
a point of discharge on a waterway. In cases where there are
identifiable point source discharges, salinity control in return
flows could be acconlp1ished directly by altering the quality constituents of the return flow streanl through treatment. TreatInent options for renloving or altering salinity include:
1.

Evaporation of the water with precipitation and storage
of salts, e. g., in the soil profile or water inlpoundnlents

2.

Containnlent of return flows and hence, salts

3.

Desalting and disposal of salts outside the basin

A sUnlnlary of the basic conditions defining the pollution
abatenlent scenarios is presented in Table 1-18. The findings with
regard to irrigated agriculture are placed in the context of these
control level scenarios to the nlaxi~unl extent possible. However,
recognizing that it is difficult to predict practice and treatnlent
options in the absence of EPA guidelines and definitions, and then
predict with any accuracy when and how they nlay be inlposed on
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The baseline projections to be used in the study conforITl to
the Series E OBERS data for Water Resource Subareas. These are
used as a norITlal growth case from which the alternative futures
considering the major developrnents in energy and potential changes
in agriculture are developed.
Energy developrnent possibilities. One of the biggest proj ected change s in the basin! s future is the potential for energy
developrnent. l'vluch of this will occur in sparsely settled sections
of the Upper Basin. National and international pressures are
mounting for developrnent of a variety of energy resources. Potentiall y overwhehning chang es ar e likely for m.any areas. Certainly' precise estiITlates of future developments are difficult,
particularly because of the high degree of uncertainty associated
with rnany of the technological options. An extensive review of
planned and potential energy developm.ents was cOITlpiled in order
to derive specific projection for population and water withdrawals
for various alternative futures.
Agr~cu1ture developm.enL
There are num.erous proposals
for increased developITlent of irrigated agriculture. It is evident
that far rnore suitable land is available than could be developed
·with the present water supply. Even though there is the available
land, there are and will be econo-mic and other pressures to utilize the water in higher value us es. Thus, pos sible occurrences
in the Upper Basin include both an increase and a decline in agriculture in balancing the agricultural water use with levels of
energy developrnent.

Service industry development. Since changes in water use
from agriculture and energy or other purposes usually occur in
very localized areas, the labor displacem.ent would not be serious
if the old residents are equipped to perform the new tasks. Since
higher direct labor utilization is associated with this type of
change and ernploY1Ylent ITlultipliers are perhaps in the neighborhood
of 2.0, the labor force and population changes m.ay be large. Thus
water requirements for as sociated population levels are also considered in the alternative futures.
The surnrnary of a reasonable combination of energy and
agriculture levels shown in Table 1-19 defines the range of alternative futures for the Colorado River Basin used in the impact
analysis. Constraints in determining projected limits in high
levels of developrnent would be as sociat ed with water availability
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Table 1-19.

Alternative future basis for population and CU projections.
1977

2000

1983 -5

OEERS

OEERS

I

OEERS

j

II

I
H

Energy

X

X

L

X

.....

Ag

-..]

ML
L

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

--

"=•. -"

X

X
..

~

X

X

Modeling Assumptions or Constraints:

CD

~High

Virgin

Flows~vg.

Middle
Low

X

X

X

L

X

X

X

ML

X

X

H

Export

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

I

X

X

,

X

X

H

.....

X

X

X

ML

Extreme
Cases

0,

o

77 BPT
TreatrnentL83 BAT
Levels ""'85 EOD

X

under the compacts or other institutional constraints. In addition,
to the development levels, two other key factors are taken into
account in specifying combinations and ranges for alternative
futures.. These are:
(1) Ranges for the total water estimated to be available
in the Colorado River System.
(2) Implementation of the salinity control program projects.
The analysis is not an inquiry into the relative merits of
alternative futures, but rather recognizes that projects are future
possibilities which may be significant to achievement of water
quality requirements and goals under PL 92 -500, and, therefore,
the future must be considered both with and without the projects.
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The bottom line of Table 2- 5 indicate s the proportion of the
total annual salt load at Imperial Darn which is reduced by each
level of irrigation efficiency level for each of the three development futures assumed. For a particular control level, the proportions remain essentially constant with the development future,
and average 8 percent for improved management (El), 10 percent
for canal lining (E2), 3 percent for improved technology (such as
land leveling and sprinkler systems), and a resulting total of 21
percent if all three conditions (El + E2 + T) are applied simultaeously to produce E 3 "
As indicated by Figures 2-3 and 2-4, irrigation control
practices appear to be capable of influencing salinity concentrations at Imperial Darn. Calculated changes from the base salinities at the 1977, 1983,and 1990-2000 development levels are
shown for each irrigation practice by Table 2- 6. The table also
proportions between subareas of the basin the total salinity
changes at Imperial Darn which are attributable to a particular
irrigation control level. For example, for efficiency level El
at the 1977 development level the calculated salinity change at Imperial
Darn is a reduction of 63 mg/l from the base level. Three subareas contribute a total of approximately 49 mg/l (77 percent) to
this reduction, namely Green River, Wyoming (8.7 mg/l), Grand
Junction" Colorado (23. 8 mg/l), and Cisco, Utah (16.2 mg/l). Thus,
the attainment of irrigation efficiency level El in these three subarea s would have an impact on salt concentrations at Impe rial
Darn.
Salinity Control Pro grams Impact on Salinity
Salinity control projects have been advocated for control of
point sources of salt loading in the river. The model studies incorporate the four projects which have been authorized under PL
93-320 for the initial stage of the Colorado River Water Quality
Improvement Program, namely the Paradox Valley Unit, the
Grand Valley Unit, the Crystal Geyser Unit, and the Las Vegas
Vv ash Unit. The salinity control project for the Grand Valley
Unit corresponds to a control level of about El as used in this
study. Thus, for management scenarios involving both irrigation
control options and salinity control projects (such as set H, Table
2-4), only the former was assumed to apply to the Grand Valley
area (UM-ll, Table 2-3); that is, in order to avoid "double counting,11
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Table 2-6"

Effects of irrigation control scenarios within the Colorado River Basin on salinity
conc entra tions at Imp erial Darn" a
Average Change in Average Salt Concentrations at ilnperial Daln Attributable to Irrigation
Management Changes Within Each Subarea (mg/l)b

Subarea

Sta.
No.

i--'

~

'-.0

1983 -85 Development Level

1977 Development Level
b.E

1

8. ,-

b.E

2

b.T

b. E 3

Green River, WyolTIing
Greendale, Utah
Randlett, Utah

.1

! ,S
.5

2.6

10
15

,5

1,,5

6, 9

12,11
1.2

2.5

10.9

Green River, Utah
San Rafael, Utah
Glenwood Springs, Colorado

20
25
30

4.5
,111
3.1

70 8
2,8

2.1
1.1
1,0

Cameo, Colorado
Grand Junction, Colorado
Cisco, Utah

35
40
45

.1
23.8

.6
1.;3

15.2

4.6
!5,9
20.8

,7

Archuleta, New Mexico
Bluff, Utah
Lake Powell

50
55

,3
.1

101
8.8

"4
1,8

59

Lee Ferry, Arizona
Grand Canyon, Arizona
Littlefield, Arizona

60
65
70

,0

1,4

¥

Hoover Darn
Parker Darn
Below Imperial Dam

•e

:;,3

o

,13

75
80
85

b.E]

b.E

Z

b.T

b.E

l

b. E

2

3.2
3,2

15.8
1.5
14.1

12,4
:3. :;
3.9

3.2
1.3

21 .• 0
4.7

1 •.2

\),1'1

5.8

5,5

44,4
40.1l

20,4
25.2

.7
1,6

1.1

tl.4
52.8
45.8

.5
6,0

34.8

2,8
.5

" .• 9

2.B

14.5
3.9

4.9

9 ..'5

2.5
1,2

3,4

1l .• 0
3,5

17 • I'!
4, :3

5,4

,0

7.5

1.1

8.1

3.8

5.3

.1

,6

41.0

25,7

5.0
1'7,2

1.4

37,8

11 •.5

22.5

.iI

10 9

• ;3

• <1

lftl.9

.2

1.2
16.9

,I

1,5

,1
1. :2

I,ll
1,15

,0
.1:1
.0

.1

,0

"'.1
5.7

14.0

1,4
12 .• 7

10.6
.1
2.1
•.0

.4

1,4

;',6

2,1
20.8

,2

28.6

! ,6
1.0

.1

1.7

.0

.1

1.1

.0

1.7
1.,1

, <4

1, :3

1,7

.0

,4

-.0

.1
,3

~,13

.1
.8

,0

5. ;3

-,0
".0

Q.3

;1.9

-,0

6,4

b. E 3

1.9

1.7
.5

_,0
.6

b.T

,6
8,8

.1
i ,9

9.4

,0
.0

."

1990 -ZOOO Development Level

6- E 3

,e

.7

2.3

.1
.1
1.5

1.8

,I

.il

I, ;3
7,4

.1
1.9
13.2

,0
• I'

1.2
1.9

Baseline salinity, b.CB for Ag MgITlt
- no diversion (mg/l)

62.9

77.8

22. <I

163.2

68.7

93. :3

27.4

PH, • .\)

78,6

1 US. 7

33,9

229,:'1

Calculated b.C at Imperial (interaction
of Ag M &: diversion effects) (ITlgil)

54. "

78.0

24, (1

166,0

7111.13

95,0

29.0

194.0

85.13

!24.0

39,0

248,

Effect attributable to diversion &:
reservoir precipitation (mg/l)

~

1.0

-,1

5

-2.7

"1.2

~

1.6

m1.5

"4,5

"S.il

.. 7.2

~5.;J

-18,6

772.3

956. :3

276.1

211104.7

780.7

1"l60.3

311,8

2152.6

804,8

! i 94.4

346,8

2345.8

Total change in average annual salt
3
load at Imperial Darn (tons/year x 10 )
Average water flow at Imperial Darn plus
rrlajor diversions in the Lower Basin
(ac-ft/year x 10 3 )

~1,

9033.3

8361/1, !

7527.0

am making these computations flows at ilnperial Darn were adjusted to remove the effects of major diversions in the Lower Basin (see the bottom two lines of the table).
bb. = chan~es in irrigation efficiency from:
and technology lmprovements.

El - management practices, E

Z

- canal lining, T - technology improvements, and E, - manageITlent practices, canal lining,

~

the effects of the Grand Valley Unit were eliminated under these
circumstance s. In Figure 2- 5, a comparison is made of the
medium levels of development for all factors with and without
salinity control projects (set A versus set G and set D versus
set H). It is noted that the projects produce a reduction in the
annual salt outflow at Imperial Dam for each target year to
1990-2000 as compared to the corresponding loads without projects. Concentrations, which increase with development level,
are correspondingly reduced by the projects.
Energy Futures Effect on Salinity
One of the interesting questions that has been posed relates
to the effect of energy development on the future salinity of the
river. It is generally recognized that the total containment
technology for water use in energy development will lead to reduced salt loading and to increased salinity concentrations in
the downstream reaches of the river. Several model runs of the
basin-wide model are applicable to the problem. All assume
total containment of water used in energy production.
Effects of high energy development on salinity. A comparison of increased energy utilization when flow of the river is
assumed to be 14 million acre-feet and the agricultural use is
held at the medium (most likely) level is indicated by lines A and
J of Figure 2-6. These results suggest that as energy development proceeds through time the total tons of salt decreases
relative to the base (A) system. This trend could be expected
under a total containment policy since both water and salt are
removed from the river system. Hence, the flow at Lee Ferry,
Arizona might be projected to decline from the base by an amount
of 1, 730, 000 acre -feet pe r year in 1990 - 2000 due to the increase
from medium to high rate of energy development (sets A and J in
'1 able 2 - 7). While salt tonna ge is re duce d, salt concentrations in
the river rise with the accelerated energy development. The
change from medium to high energy with all else being held constant re suIts in an increase in concentration at Impe rial Dam
(Figure 2-6). Again this effect is attributable to the reduced
flows of water for dilution.
Under conditions of low agricultural development the same
general trends occur as are discussed above (compare lines U
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development with the Colorado River Basin.
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Table 2-7.

Predicted effects on flows at Lee Ferry of various ITlanageITlent scenarios in the
Upper Colorado River Basin o a

Virgin
Flow
{M-acSet
Designation ftl yr)
Agric

Utilization
Level
Energy Export

Agrice
Eff.

Level

Salinity
Controls

Flows at Lee Ferry:
(Acre-feet/year x 10 3 )
1977 1983
1990

A (base)

14M

M

M

lv1

No

10471

9924

9177

E

14M

H

M

M

No

10471

9973

9177

J

14M

M

H

M

No

10468

9821

8740

K

141\11

M

M

H

No

10387

9822

9137

Q

14M

H

H

H

No

10292

9568

8339

y

12M

H

H

H

No

8696

7972

6743

I--'

Ul

LN

a

This hypothesized flow rate at Lee Ferry is not based on any consideration of the
"Law of the River. II

and N, Figure 2- 6). Under both scenarios there is a decrease in
salt load accompanying the energy increases over time. However,
because of the associated higher rate of energy development the
slope of curve N is steeper than that of curve U. The concentration change s for set N are relatively Ie s s than those for set J
reflecting a larger amount of water flowing in the river for dilutions unde r scenario N (for agricultural development). In
summary, the increased rate of energy development results in
an export of water which reduces the salt load, but not sufficiently
to offset the de cline in dilution water, with the re suIt that concentrations increase markedly.
The effectiveness of salinity control projects to mitigate
high energy development effects on river concentrations is indicated by comparing sets Nand 0 in Figure 2- 6. The plots suggest that the projects could reduce the salt load at the 1990- 2000
development level by 385,000 tons per year and concentrations by
52 mg/l. Because the loading changes are identical for the salinity control proje cts under all agricultural control options and
rates of energy development, the physical possibilities for abating
the salinity problem in this wa y look promising. However, cost
effectiveness will need to be evaluated.
Effects of water shift from agriculture to energy. Much of
the above discussion is appropriate to the question of the effects
of water transfers from agriculture to energy. Comparing model
set N with set A (Figure 2-6) illustrates simultaneous change to
high rates of energy development and to low agriculture use. Under
this change the tonnage of salt is reduced, while concentrations
remain relatively constant. In both cases exports are held at the
medium or most likely level. In general it appears that the development of energy would reduce the tonnage of salt in the river.
Howeve r, it appears that concentrations would increase fairly
rapidly due to consumptive use of water that would otherwise serve
for dilution.
Effects of Water Exports on Salinity
The general effects of water exports out of the basin are the
same as the use for energy under the total containment program
for energy wastewater disposal, namely a reduction in salt loading
but an increase in concentrations farther downstream. However,
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water for export generally is taken from. headwater streams where
salinity levels usually are less than at si tes down stream where
water is needed for energy. For this reason, diversions for export tend to influence down stream salt loadi ngs relatively less
and concentra t ions relatively more than is the case for energy
dive r sions. In Figur e 2.- 7, D1e d i um and high exports are compared.
Sets A and K hold energy, a gric ul ture , a nd flow constant at the
n1edium level while expo rts shift frorn medium (set A) to high (set
K). For the 1977 a nd 198 3 de v elopl'nent levels t he projected difference at the 1990-2000 de veloprnent is small. This trend is explained by the fact that salt loadin g an d concentrations are, respectively, inverse ly and d i rectl y pr o port i onal to export quantities.
For the 1977 and 1983 devel oprn.ent levels proje cted export quantities
are considerably h ighe r under H than under M, especially in the
case of the IVl:etropolitan Wate r D istric t of Southern California.
At the 1990-2000 develo prrlent, the diffe rence in total exports
between M and H is sm a ll.
Effects 0.£ Alter n a ti ve F utu re s Conlbina tions
Although the alteratives for allocating water resources of
the Colorado River to the various users seem limitless, the
utiliza tion level conlbinations discussed here are limited to high,
me diuIY't , and lovv d vel opn1 nt ra tes of ag ri c u.lture, energy, and
water e xpor t fro n1. the ba sin. T he effects on river salt loads and
concentrations of SODle of these a lternative developme nt scenarios
also are depicted by Figure 2-7 . For exarllple, cODlparisons are
sho'wn for Dlediurn levels of d eve l o p n1ent for agriculture, energy,
and exports, and. a lso fo r high agriculture and low energy. Salt
loads and concentration s both are slightly higher with the high
agr iculture (set E) and vvith lo\v energy (set V), thus reflecting
the effects of the salt picku p in agri c ultur e and the containment
policy for energy. P-'ogain the impact of agricul,ture on the system
is emphasiz ed by this figure . Ultima tely, the smallest salt loads
and the highest conce·ntrations are achieved for a cornbination
involving the high utilization level for agr iculture, ene r gy, and
export.

Effects of vi rgin f!9.::vs , The effe c ts of the average virgin
flow on the river salinity a l so were inve stigated. In order to be
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Predicted salinity effects at Imperial Darn of alternate
future uses within the Colorado River Basin.
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consistent with the studies of the Salinity Forum (1975), three
levels of virgin flow were adopted, naITlely, 12 million, 14 million,
and 16 million acre-feet per year at Lee Ferry. Figure 2-8 depicts
the impacts on salinity at Imperial Dam from the three levels of
assumed viri gn £10\"1 with rrtediurn (rnost likely) development levels.
The plots indicate that the 10"'" flO"'NS transport Ie s s total salt
than higher vi r gin flO Vif S ' but with proportionally even smaller flows
of water, thus producing highe r salt concentrations at low flows.
The effect of flows is analogous t o exports or total containment
in energy use. Water for dilution is an important factor.
Resource deve loprnent rat~ . Figure 2-8 also demonstrates
the salinity impacts of resource d evelopn'lent rates and assumed
vir gin flow Ie ve Is. The 1 98.3 sa lt concentrations range from about
790 lllg / 1 to about 1140 .mg /1. T he sere pre sent the limits from high
virign flow at low development rate s (s et S) to low virign flow at
high development rate s (set Y) . Conclusions that seem obvious
are that either a low rate of development or improvements in
irrigation efficiency or both along V\Tith high flows in the river
would be major factors in rnain ta ining present levels of concentration in the river.
F]' 0 'TV? development ~,nd _control level sensitivity. Figure 2- 9
is a comparison of several alternatives . Included are the effects
of lo"\v development levels without and 'Nith high levels of irrigation efficiency and salinity control and at a high value of assumed
vir gin flow- (curve s Sand T). Curve s Y and Z repre sent the salinity iITlpacts caused by a l ow flow, high development, without
and viith salinity co ntrol and agriculture efficiency. Note that
the conditions of the Y curve c reate the 'wor st conditions for salinity concentrations, 'which reach levels in excess of 1600 mg/l
in the 1990- 2000 era. In contrast, the c urve T, as would be expected, indicates the lovvest salt concentrations throughout the
entire time horizon, and reaching approximate ly 700 mg/l in the
1990- 2000 time period. This curve repre sents low utilization
levels, the applica tion of i rr igation efficienc y measure s, and the
installa tion of salinit y control proje cts. Curve s A, R, and X
represent base conditions for the three assumed levels of virgin
flow. Again, as also indicated by Figure 2--8, a comparison of
the s e thre e curve se ts de pic ts that the highe r vir gin flow s trans,
port lllore total salt but at a. low er concentration.
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proceedings against the heavy polluters, (4) imposition of strict
quality standards for all users, and (5) implementation of dire ct
economic incentives (generally taxes on pollution and/or subsidies
for water quality improvement).
Whateve r the inducement utilized to improve the efficiency
of the system, itis essential to consider the damages that occur
because of the market failure s and the level and incidence of costs
to mitigate these damages. Consider in order, agricultural damages, municipal and industrial damages then costs of various abateemtn schemes. Questions relate to the relative burdens on those
who may be forced to reduce external costs compared to the gains
to those who might receive improved quality of water, and also,
the cost effectiveness of various controls.
Agricultural Damages
The damage s to agriculture from high levels of salinity in
irrigation water are manifest in three ways. These are: a limitation on the type s of crops that maybe grown, a re duction in yie Ids,
and increased costs from measures to avoid crop losses. Downstream irrigators have several options. They may: (1) Do nothing
and suffer decreased yields; (2) increase water used in leaching to
reduce root zone salinity with concomitant decrease in irrigated
acreage; or (3) by increased investment or operating costs they
may install drains, line ditches, level land, or improve irrigation management to more effectively use the water in leaching.
Several estimates of agricultural damages that have and may
be expected to occur have been developed. The only comprehensive
estimates have their roots in the work reported by the Environmental
Protection Agency (1971) and by Sun (1972). The se in turn are derived from the work of the U. S. Salinity Laboratory at Riverside,
California (1964). The Bureau of Reclamation has made comprehensive estimates based on the Sun model. Valentine (1974) has
modified the USBR (l974) estimates. These two compare as follows with the EPA estimates. Each one includes estimates of
the indirect losses (local area decreases in supplying and processing for agriculture).

16E

Damages in dollars per Ing/l per
year suffered by Lowe r Basin
_ _ _~ g riculture

$ 45,900

EPA.
USBR
Valentine

108,400
129,300

There are deficiencies in these estimates. None seems to be
completely a pp r o priate , as noted in P.ART TWO, Section II, Chapter
4. The biggest problem in the US B R and Valentine approach is the
extrapolation from the Imper ial Valley situation where the soils
have rela.tively poor drainage characteristics as compared to
othe r areas in the Lo'..ver Basin. Thus, their estimate may be too
high . EPA suggests that their estim a t e rnay be low. The best
estimate available, ther efore , i s likely something in the range
between $45,900 and $108,400 per rng/l per year.
B o s te rand 1\1a rtin (1. 975) e s tilna te that the dama ge s that
would occur in Pina l County, Arizona due to delivery of Central
Arizona Proje ct water would aXTIount to less than one-tenth the
va l ues noted above , if farIners were given the opportunity to adjust cropping prograIns and irrigation ITlanagement. This, of
course , is based on only a part of irrigation water corning from
the Colorado River and the fact that present sources are fairly
salty.
Municipa l Damages
Many estimates of municipal damages have been made.
Various as sumptions have been made as to the iteIns affected
and the nature of the reactions. The actions taken could range
froIn developing neVI, higher quality ·water supplies to building
central w a te r softening plants or to doing nothing to change quality
so that the residents would conSUIne m.ore soap and detergents or
purchase horne softening u nits or replace vvater facilities and
appliances more frequently. The last assumption is m.ost frequently taken in analyse s of costs. The Bureau of Reclamation
has summarized ITlany of the estimates as shown in columns 2 to
8 of Table II-38, PART TWO.
Usin g the estimates as shown in Table II-38, the Bureau
has esimated Inu nicipal darrlages on the basis of the sam.e set of
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assuITlptions as their agricultural daITlages.
ha ve also ITlade e stiITlate s for the Colorado.

Valentine and EPA
The se are as follows:

Municipal daITlages froITl salinity
dollars per ITlg/l per year
EPA
USBR
Valentine

$

7,642
119,500
124,300

In a current study by d'Arge (1975), preliITlinary indication
froITl surveys of pluITlbing and appliance dealers and contractors are
that values for salinity daITlages ITlay be higher than the Bureau of
ReclaITlation estiITlates. The work of d'Arge is based on costs
incurred in areas with high quality water versus the costs in areas
where Colorado River water of lower quality is used. For this
study, the U. S. Bureau of ReclaITlation synthe sis is utilized.

Industrial Water DaITlage s
The use of industrial water in the Lower Basin areas where
quality is a dete rrent is priITlarily for cooling and boiler feed.
Minerals in boiler feed water causes scale forITlation on heating
units, corrosion in the systeITl, and also affect the quality of
steaITl produced. In cooling systeITls, the ITlineral content affects
corrosion and slime formation (USBR, 1974). Industrial user s have the
options of ITlore extensive treatITlent of water supply or possibly
purchase of additional ITlakeup water as an alternative to maintaining the production systeITl as it was but incurring the costs.
Their choice depends on the relative costs.
The EPA estiITlate of industrial penalty costs given in PART
TWO, Table 11-38, of $532,800 per year reduces to:

$532,800
464
= $1,148 ITlg/l/year
which compares to the U. S. Bureau of Reclamatiol1: (1974) estimate $1,500 mg/l/year.
The Bureau actually utilized the EPA
data and updated certain cost iteITls.
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ECONOMICS OF REDUCING SALT LOADING
BY IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT
Two principal management tools are available for reducing
salt loading: (1) Reducing irrigated acreage, and (2) increasing
irrigation efficiency. As efficiency increase s, smalle r amounts
of water pass through the soil, pick up salts, and carry them into
the water course. Also, less water needs to be diverted to meet
consumptive requirements of plants, and salt concentration in
the river could be reduced if the flow were to remain in the river
and not be consumptively used. Thus, other things being equal,
increasing irrgation efficiency would reduce the salt problem.
It should be pointed out however that apportionm.ent of water
under the compact is based on consumptive use, and the ultimate
inlpact on salinity depends on the nature of othe ruse s to which
the water might be put. Elsewhere, the relation of irrigation
efficiency to the control of the quantity of water applied is discus se d. In fa rm ope ra tions, wa te r control se e ms to be m.uch
better if sprinkler and drip systems are utilized. Part of the
reason may be found in the irrigation techniques them.selves,
and part may be explained in the way water is costed and allocated.
If the water is pumped through a sprinkler system there is more
motivation to turn the water off when crop needs are met than if
the water sim.ply flows through a series of canals and ditches at
essentially zero operating cost. Once a sprinkler system. is installed, the incremental cost of applying another unit of water is
still substantial since the water m.ust usually be pumped through
the system. The operating costs of irrigation will vary directly,
although perhaps not quite proportionately, to the amount of
water applied. This means that irrigators utilizing sprinklers
have an econom.ic incentive not to apply more water than is needed
for crop growth and this incentive is conducive to greater irrigation efficiency.
The incremental costs of applying more water than the plant
needs by a gravity flow surface system are small and may be close
to zero. In fact the bother of shutting off the water often outweighs
the cost of letting it run. Hardly any incentive exists to achieve
high irrigation efficiency. If water were priced according to the
quantity diverted for irrigation, rather than by flat rate assessments to cover 0 and M costs, as commonly is done in the West,
there would also be an incentive to conserve on water use and to
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Whether or not the irrigator improves his efficiency is
determined by the nature of his water right, restrictions on water
transfers to other owners, his land-water ratio, and the vigor of
a water rights market. Obviously, some of these factos are interdependent.
If the entitlement to water were in the form of a direct purchase for so many acre feet at a given price per acre foot, then
irrigation efficiency would simply reduce the acre -feet purchased
and the irrigator could reduce his water cost. He would have an
incentive to inve st in more efficient practice s so long as the benefits of the inve stment exceeded the cost. Unfortunately, water is
seldom allocated to irrigators in this fashion. The usual practice
is for the state to issue a water right, which entitles the irrigator
to either a proportionate share of the flow of a stream or to a
specified amount of water per acre of irrigated land. Some junior
rights give entitlement to water in one of the aforementioned ways
only after the senior rights have been fully satisfied. Under these
allocating rules an irrigator may have no incentive whatever to
reduce diversions. His water cost may not depend at all on the
am.ount he uses. He may have an adequate supply of water under
his present right to satisfy the needs of his crops at a very low
irrigation efficiency. Of course, if he needed supplemental water
for his crops, or if he had additional land that could be irrigate d,
then the situation would be conducive to irrigating more efficiently.
All of these considerations are internal to the farm and come under
the management purview of the irrigator. Still, the question m.ust
be answered as to whether less water is percolating through the
soil and whether the combination of concentrating and loading effects
becomes better or worse.
Alternatively, if the irrigator could sell off the water not
needed on his farm, plenty of incentive would exist for increased
irrigation efficiency .. In the Colorado Basin state, however, the water
right is generally limited to "beneficial consumptive use If and there
are restrictions on water right transfers that change the point of
diversion. The reason is straightforward. Water rights along a
water course are interdependent and some rights are dependent
on the re turn flows of othe r rights. Selling off a right that would
change the amount of water in the system might impair the rights
of others and would likely be prohibited by law or by some administrative rule. If so, the effective market for water would be to
other right holders on the same system. And they may also have
adequate water for their crop needs.
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T h lra sier i ss"ue is re a ll y comin g i nto focus in the West
becaus e of co mpeting u ses for \va t er. Anticipated energy development will r e
very large quantitie s o f v/ater, and some of it
"wi ll likely hav e to be taken from curre nt agric ultural use. But at
"\vhat te r ms? Mo r e e fficie nt i r r i ga tion prac tic es coul d legally
lead to sales tu e nerg y develo persatpr ices they seem to be willing
to pay, the vyho1e pi c t ure wo uld be changed and the lack of incentive
to irri ga te efficie ntly would ceas e to exist.
Son1e data \v re deve lo ped hy C'ubbasin to show the potential
be nefits of ac hie -ring an i rrigation efficiency o f eighty percent by
sprinkle r ir ri ga ti on. It via s assumed t hat t h e pr e sent cropping
patterns a re economically optilTIal a n d that p re s e nt consumptive
u se r e q uireme n ts a r e co n ,;:) tant at different i rr i gation efficiencies.
The hi gher efficiency would mean that s m aller quantities of water
T\V o ul d need to be di verte d. Of course, as pointed out above, the
di sposition made of the water not d ive rted is a complicate d questi on.
Chan ae s jn \.vater diversions v a ry f rom 0 t o 6.2 feet per
acre alYlong S llbbasins. But \vha t is t hi s \vate r wo r th, both to the
ir r i gato r and to so cic
The a ctual a.mo u n t is highly variable
arno n g geogra phic a reas and am ong individual farme rs . In addition to the fa.ctors discussed above , the v a lue depends on the profitabi lity of agricuJtural pr oduction in the futur e. This in turn
will de pend on a gricult ral pr oduct p r ice s and costs of production.
Opinions vary g r ea tly on these is sues .

.F:.. va l ue for water used for ir riga tion is estimated based on
the best en1.pirical ~nfor n1.atio n available. It i s difficult to generaliz e even on this lim ited i ssue f o r the Col or ado R iver Basin as a
who le. In the upper r e ac hes of t he Up per B asin where water is
u sed to floo d native pastur es , t he value p e r acre foot may be as
lovv' as o n e do llar. Tn the Irn p e r i al Valley in C alifornia it seems
to be worth $20 and even l.TIore . It is significa nt , however, that
the grea te st potential im.proverCle nts i n effi ciency due to the installa tion of sp ri n k ler s ystems a.re in the Up per Ba sin wher e water
values are on the lo:rv end of the scale.
Frorn the se c ti on o n co sts a b o v e; it w as determined that the
a ve r a ge annual inc re:rn ental co s t of insta lling and ope r a ting a
s pr i n k ling s y stern i s a bout $50 p e r acre. A t, s a y , $5 per acrefoot t he total value of the alllouIlt of Vira t er by whi ch diversions
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could be decreased would not even approximate $50 per acre. At
a price of ten dollars per acre-foot, converting to sprinkler systems
in the Eagle River and the Uncompahgre River subbasins could
generate a situation where individual users might wish to sell part
of their right to divert that would cover the sprinkler costs. Other
areas are fairly close, such as in the Upper Main Stem and the
Upper Green divisions with per acre values above $40 with water
priced at $10. It is rather unlikely, however, that water could
be worth $10 per acre-foot in most of these subbasins, unless it
c~uld be sold to energy developers.
If the yield effects could add
$10 to $20 per acre per year, the economic feasibility of sprinkling
would be more likely. But even so, if water is valued at $5, only
in a few cases would the private benefits exceed the incremental
sprinkler costs. In any case, there would almost certainly be
legal constraints based on change in place of diversion and the
overall concern with decrease in return flows from irrigation on
which other water rights are based.
The conclusion is that if the social benefits are sufficiently
great to warrant increasing irrigation efficiency by adoption of
sprinkler irrigation, the change will have to be forced or it will
be necessary to subsidize the irrigator to make it financially
a ttracti ve.
Sprinkle r cost effe ctivene s s. Furthe r analysis of the universal application of sprinkler systems yields data on cost
effectiveness in reducing salt. Total annualized cost is about
$95, 630, 000. Investment costs would be several times this amount
at about $400 per acre o Based on the "one-dimensional" river
model, total salt reduction could range from 310,000 to 516,000
tons per year depending on the year being projected. In this
analysis, the !!most likely!! projection of development by the
Salinity Forum is used. The average cost per ton of salt removed
per year ranges from $185 to $308 depending on the year of projection.
Canal Lining to Increase Delivery Efficiency
Canal lining is also expensive. Several available estimates
indicate a cost up to $100,000 per mile. The Bureau of Reclamation (1974) indicates for the Grand Valley that the cost would be
about $82,500 per mile. These are generally large canals and
laterals which must use major structures (road crossings, turnouts,
etc.). The Colorado State University team (Skogerboe and Walker,

1 972) wo rking i n the Grand VaHe y h as estirnated costs at about
$31; 600 pe r rnile.
of lhc s are d one b y the gunnite (spra ying) process and srn a.lle r fe e der ca:la.ls and laterals are included.
Certain planning and e ngineer i n g costs ma y not be included.
T he U. S. Depart.1e n t o f A gricul t u. r e (1973) in a study in the
B aver Rive r Ba sin in LTtah h~ s ef>timated c ost s between $30,000
and 5 40, 000 l-,€:r rnile for c:e\'eral pa rts of the b asin. Engineering
cost estirnate ~. £0 :( th · snjalh~st kind of later al \vithout any structures i ndi\..ate a cos t 01 abo ut $10 , 000 per mile. In D:1.aking the
esti mates :it is evident that the data devel o ped from the Census of
Irl' i ga b on a,s use d i n this s tudy i nclude many sma lle l' late 1'als.
For instanc"', the Bureau o f ReclaI a Hon data (1974) on Grand
Va lle Y7 Colo !' ado .::.on::;idere d 715 miles of canals and laterals.
T he Census d ata. (J96 9) i n clndcc app roximate ly 1,600 miles.
C onsid e. "i 1~ the va riolls estirn ates and recognizing that each
area vvill h ave d~~fere nt physic a l conditi on s and econo mic situations, it V/ a5 d ·cide d to u s e a ra.nge of lik e ly va lues. At $30, 000
p e r rY1ile~ the d.. lera ge C0St vi lining c a.nal s is $ 172 per acre irriga ted" Fe r
,000 per rnilc 5 the a verage per acre cost would
be $ 229 . Converti Lg the se to an a n n ua l. co st would give a range of
abou t ~~ l to $ 9 per a cre , dcp~ nding or.. interest rate used. For
th- vholc ba. s
the i nve s t me. t cost '.'!o u l d be between $376 million
a nd $ 502 rl}.illion d e p ~r:cling O!", the c o s t as sur.npti on.
Co n v . "t ' rg t l c",c (L i~a t o t o n s of s alt reduced indicates an inve s tment c o s t o f
14 t o $356 per t on. A n n ual costs per ton of
sa lt ran ge iron} $ 13 . 5 7 to $30.00, de p endi ng on the cost assumption, i ntere st rate , Clnd YE'= r of proje c tion .

Several Ir(:thods of c.ontr ollin g retur n flows, and thereby
altering salinity ? ca l now c c ornpa red for c osts. Capital intensiv e m e as ures ar e pre ::, ent -.:d fi rs t in T able 2-1 0 . The middle
three of t he estirnates in thc.: table need to be tempered to account
for natural salinity co ntr "butions . A ll are broad estimates, but
it appears that reducti un CJi salts exceed the combined municipal,
industrial , and a g ricu tural damage s w hich sunl to approximately
$200, 000 per rng /l/ye ar. T h-u.s, adop ting these practices might
re p resent a r eduction in the \vell -be i n g f o r the country. That is,
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Table 2-10.

COITlparison of capital intensive ITlethods of salt
reduction.

Method

Sprinkler (average of all
a pplica tions)
Canal Lining (average for
lining all pre sently
unline d canals)
Paradox Valley PrograITla
Grand Valley PrograITla
Las Vegas Wash (desalting
or eva pora tion)a
LaVerkin Springsa

Cost Per Ton of
Salt ReITloved
($ pe r ton)

$185 - 308

Cost of Reduction
of One ITlg/l
at IITlperial DaITl

1,952,000-4,158,000

14 -

30
9
24

138,000-

372,000
100,000
258,000

30 -

38
31

333,000-

408,000
356,000

(For cOITlparison the following is given below the Lower Basin
diversion points, but is proposed to iITlprove quality of water flowing to Mexico. )
International Boundary
De salting COITlplex b

30

333,000

au. S. Bureau of ReclaITlation, p. 40 (1974).
bOffice of Saline Water and Bureau of ReclaITlation, U. S.
DepartITlent of Interior, Colorado River International Salinity
Control Project, Special Report 19, 20 (1973).
the cost that would accrue to SOITleone would exceed the daITlages
averted by adopting the practices.

In Table 2-11 several irrigation ITlanageITlent and related
on-farnl change s which are not so capital intensive are cOITlpared.
SOITle of the se on-farITl practice s seeITl to be efficient. Howeve r,
the pro bleITl of private incentive s still reITlains. It seeITlS likely
that an individual would not find it in his pri va te inte re s t to incur
the costs of iITlproving his water ITlanageITlent since he cannot capture the benefits of doing so.
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Table 2-11.

Comparison of estimated costs of on-farm management methods of salt reduction.

Cost of Reduction of One
mg/l at Imperial Dam

Method
Grand Valley Irrigation Managementa
Grand Valley Sele ctive Cropland
Retirement a
Grand Valley Change in Cropping
Patte rna
USBR Irrigation Management
Programb

$ 15, 000 -

24, 000

100,000 - 150,000
200,000 - 750,000
7,000 - 125,000

aLeathers, K. and R. A. Young. Salinity Management
Options in the Colorado River: Appendix C, Upstream Management Control Options. Dr aft Report, 1975.
bU. S. Bureau of Reclamation. Shut off the Water: the Root
Zone is Full. U. S. B. R. Engineering and Research Center, Denver
Colorado, 1974. The first estimate is based on cost of $3.00 per
acre for applying the program. It assumes that irrigation efficiency is increased from 44 to 55 percent. This reduces application by 11 inches and reduces salt pickup by five tons per acre.
The second estimate is based on a cost of $11. 50 per acre-foot
of water delivery which can be reduced. Both estimates are given
in the report.
Im.pacts of the Investment and Annual
Cost Burdens
There are two sorts of que stions involved in decisions of
whether to invest in abatement measures: (1) The financial
feasibility of making the investment, and (2) if feasible, could
the funds be acquired from existing financial institutions? Obviously, the two questions are interrelated. If the investment
cannot generate enough returns to the irrigator to cover the
costs, neither he nor a funds lender would have much interest
in the project without public subsidy.
It was argued elsewhere in the report that the private returns from converting to sprinkler irrigation in the Upper Basin
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where salt loading is serious would not cover the costs, except in
unusual circumstance s
The same is likely true for canal lining
and other practices for the same reasons. For each practice, the
per acre capital costs are very large compared to the agricultural
value of the land, and this poses the question of whether or not the
irrigators could possibly raise the necessary funds. Most canal
lining in the past has been done with the government sharing the
cost.
0

The capital problem is greatly compounded by certain socioeconomic factors peculiar to the Colorado River Basin. In the
Upper Basin, farms tend to be small in terms of value of annual
sales. In Duchesne County, Utah, for example, 27 percent of the
farms had gross sales of less than $5, 000 per year in 1969. About
55 percent had sales of less than $10, 000 per year. Only 22 percent had sales over $20, 000 per year. The average per farm was
only $11, 095. Farm expenses must be subtracted from this
total to arrive at net income. By almost any standard, this is a
very low income base to support the large investments needed for
capital intensive irrigation improvements. The fact that 5 of
16 Water Resource subareas in the Colorado River Basin, almost
all of the most rural subareas, lost population between 1950 and
1970 atte sts to the economic pre cariousnes s of farming. In Me sa
County, Colorado, another county selected for closer study, the
situation is even slightly worse. Nearly 60 percent of the farmers
had sales of less than $10, 000 per year, and 34 percent had sales
less than $5, 000 per year.
Anothe r critical factor lie s in the fact that minority ethnic
groups are very prominent in the region, and significantly, in
those areas where salt loading is heavy. Over 16 percent of the
population in the entire basinis Spanish-American, and 13 of 16
subregions have significant Spanish-American populations. There
are nearly 300, 000 American-Indians in the basin, and over half
are living on 30 re servations. Both groups are predominantly in
agriculture, where the irrigated land-labor ratio tends to be very
low. These citizens are relatively disadvantaged by almost all
social and economic indicators. They are not served as well by
private funding institutions such as commercial banks, credit
unions, savings and loan associations. Any mandatory investment
in irrigation technology or water saving practice would impose a
tremendous hardship on this segment of the population, particularly
if it were financially infeasible. Many would be forced out of
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business and levels of living would be substantially reduced. Already more than a third of the population lives below the poverty
level in the Little Colorado subregion, with approximately 20
percent below in the Upper San Juan and Colorado Main Stern subregions. This kind of additional financial burden could only worsen
their comparative economic position.
The tribal social environment complicate s the situation for
Indians on the reservation. On the one hand, tribal monies are
often available for investment purposes in sizeable quantities, but
there are always alternative uses for these funds, and the alternatives may have better payoffs. But, on the other hand, tribal
decision-making is often fragmented and there is a tenuous relationship between joint action at the tribe level and private incentive
and re sponsibility at the individual level. It is not clear whether
the tribal organization of investment and economic activity would
strengthen or weaken the ability of the Indians to manage inve stITlent in improved irrigation practice s.
It is difficult to believe that farITlers simply could be required to adopt sprinkler system or canal linings without sacrificing much of the agricultural production in these areas. Some
farmers would be forced out of business. Agriculture is a very
competitive industry and existing profits are at be st only norITlal.
A.ny unexpected increase in cost of obtaining irrigation water may
reduce land rents to some extent without driving agricultural land
out of production. But if costs sharply rise relative to other competing agricultural area s long run adjustments must occur, and
som.e agricultural production will undoubtedly be sacrificed.
If reducing the profitability of agricultural production by such
an arbitrary requirement is deemed to be either inequitable or inefficient, then the introduction of sprinkler systems and canal linings will have to be subsidized. A subsidy that aovers the difference between the costs and benefits to the irrigator, would probably induce him to convert.

Such subsidies in the form of a conservation payment in
exchange for adoption of a given te chnology is commonplace in
American life, e specially in agriculture. Such a policy could be
readily incorporated as part of the Agricultural Conservation
Program. of the United States Department of Agriculture.
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INSTITUTIONAL IMPACTS
This section summarizes the study's findings concerning
the institutional impacts of PL 92- 500 in the Colorado River Basin.
The discussion is organized into three areas: The impacts of
PL 92-500 on agriculture; on water resource programs and projects; and on inter-institutional relations. These summaries are
developed and backed up by detailed analyses in PART TWO.
PL 92- 500 and Irrigated Agriculture
PL 92-500 defines "point source" broadly enough to encompass discrete, surface return flows from irrigated agriculture.
EPA sought to implement the Act by treating irrigation return
flows as point sources and requiring NPDES permits where two
conditions exist [38 Fed. Reg. 18, 000, at 18001 (July 5, 1973)J:
(1)

There is a point source of discharge (e. g., a pipe,
ditch, or other defined or discrete conveyance,
whether natural or artificial)

(2)

The returnflow is from land acres of more than
3,000 contiguous acres, or 3,000 non-contiguous
acres which use the same drainage system

The second of these two regulations was struck down by a Federal
district court in March, 1975, on the grounds that PL 92- 500 doe s
not authorize exemptions from the permit requirements based upon
acreage involved. Unless the court ruling is reversed or the
statute is amended, then, it must be assumed that some type of
permit system will be applied to the discrete, surface return
flows of irrigated agriculture.
Although EPA has not promulgated effluent limitations for
irrigation flows, its policy has been to encourage irrigators to
apply for two-year permits, to require monitoring of specific discharges, and to evaluate any available approaches for improving
the quality of return flows. Where corrective measure s are
"practicable, " they will be incorporated into the permit as a
specific condition for subsequent permit renewal.
Unce rtainty conce rning the application, if not the a pplica bility,
of PL 92-500 to irrigated agriculture is due to a variety of factors
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including unresolved legal questions 2 , the diversity of irrigation
practice s, the difficulty of distinguishing between point and nonpoint sources of agriculture pollution, the commingling of waters,
the difficulty of defining "best practicable control technology" for
irrigated agriculture, the economic impact of imposing that control technology on farming operations, and the difficulty of deciding which irrigation-related entity should be a permitee. As
of April, 1975, only six irrigation return flow pe rmits had been
issued in the Colorado River Basin, and these permits contained
monitoring requirements only. Five of the six permits were
issued to irrigation organizations; the other was issued to a private individual. 3
The major pollution problem in the Colorado River Basin is
salinity, and one of the major problems involved in the control of
salinity is that of reducing salt levels in irrigation return flows.
Although e stirnate s vary, the re is no doubt that ~griculture contribute s alar ge proportion of the total salt load to the Colorado
River System. For example, in The Mineral Quality Problem
in the Colorado River Basin (1971), EPA estimates that 52 percent of the salt load in the Upper Basin is from overland runoff
and groundwater inflow; 37 percent from irrigated agriculture;
9 percent from natural point sources; and 2 percent from municipal and industrial source s.
Pursuant to PL 92-500, EPA has issued a regulation requiring the Colorado River Basin states to formulate numeric
standards for salinity, consistent with the policy of maintaining
salinity in the lower rnain stern at or below 1972 levels, and to
submit a coordinated basin-wide plan of implementation to EPA
not later than October 18, 1975. The Salinity Forum, comprised
of appointed representatives from each Colorado River Basin
state, was authorized to work with EPA in developing these standards and a cornpliance plan. Since a 1972- based non-degradation

2Several of these are discussed below.
3
These permitees and permit conditions are discussed in
PART TWO. PART TWO also contains an inventory of organizations which furnish, apply, and/or return water from irrigated
land in the Colorado River Basin as well as a discussion of present and potential agricultural pollution control program.
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salinity policy was endorsed at the Seventh Enforcement Conference
in 1972 and again in the 1974 Colorado River Basin Salinity Control
Act, it is expected that the Forum will subITlit and EPA will approve
numeric criteria consistent with this non-degradation policy. It now
appears that the numeric criteria will not be set at state boundaries
(as originially urged by EPA) but only at Lee Ferry and selected
Lower Basin locations.
The Forum's compliance plan will rely heavily on the salinity
control projects authorized in Title II of the Salinity Control Act
(PL 93-320). It will also incorporate the effluent limitations and
permit programs of PL 92-500 as applied to municipalities and industrie s, as well as the irrigation source control program being
developed by the Bureau of Reclamation in its Colorado River
Basin Water Quality Improvement PrograITl. The latter includes
iITlproveITlents in on-farm irrigation scheduling, on-farm water
management, and water conveyance and distribution systems. The
applicability of the permit program and effluent limitations to irrigated agriculture remains a critical unknown in this compliance
plan.
A numbe r of im portant impact areas in the agricultural area
were singled out fo r al"Ja l ysis. Summaries of these analyses follow. See PART T \VQ, Section II, Chapter 6 for extended discussions, supporting a rgul i ents, and documentation.
First Issue Area: Will the iITlposition of PL 92-500
water quality controls amount to an uncompensated
taking of vested water rights or an actionable interfe rence with rights of .junior return flows?
One unstated premise underlying the discharge permit and
effluent limitation controls of PL 92- 500 is that government imposition of those controls on owners of water rights can occur
without a "taking" of those rights or payment of compensation to
the owners. Whether such a premise will survive the application
of PL 92-500 to irrigated agriculture in the CRB is an iITlportant
issue. Both of the two ITlajor methods of salinity control in irrigated agriculture - -improved irrigation efficiency and return flow
treatment- -are costly to the farme r.
The zone between police power regulation and eminent
domain taking is imprecise and subject to ever-changing legislative
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and judicial rules and philosophies. Legal controversies arising
in this area of the law typically are resolved on a case-by-case
basis. As yet there is no body of legal precedent on the issue of
whethe r, and under what circuITlstances, the application of water
quality controls to private property constitutes a taking. The few
reported decisions involving modern air and water quality controls
uphold generally such govenmental action as a proper exercise of
the police powe r.
One general rule can be stated: The imposition on the property owner of costs associated with water quality abateITlent must
be reasonable and not arbitrary.
The implementation of PL 92-500 "vater quality controls on
one water user may interfere with the water rights of another
user. One identifiable problem area relates to the possible impact on the water rights of junior water users who rely on return
flows. When water is diverted and applied to irrigation use, a
substantial amount is not consume d and returns to the stream.
Most junior appropriators depend upon the return flows from
senior appropriators. If water is evaporated by a senior appropriator in order to reduce salinity, for example, an increased
consuITlptive use results which could be enjoined by the junior
appropriator who has been deprived of water.
Finally, although condemnation powers have been used
widely in the West to implement water resources projects, it
would appear that Congress did not intend to authorize the condemnation of private property rights in connection with the effluent limitation and discharge permit program under PL 92-500.
Second Issue Area: Will PL 92-500 water quality
controls foster changes in the legal concept of
ttbeneficial use Ii or encourage more efficient irrigation practice under existing rights?
PL 92-500 can be expected to add momentum to three changes,
among others, in water rights law in the CRB: (1) The recognition
of pollution control or abatement as a new type of !!beneficial use,!!
(2) the expansion of the !!reasonable use!! doctrine to encompass
advancem.ents in farm management and water control technology,
and (3) the development of legal incentives for more efficient irrigation practices.
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Water has been allocated and managed in the CRB principally
to satisfy consumptive use 1. With few exceptions, water quality
control and abatement is not expressly regarded as a beneficial
use in the water laws of the CRB state at present. Some legal
developments within and without the CRB, however, suggest that
in- stream values could be elevated to the status of beneficial uses
over time. Arguably, PL 92-500 will support such a development
in the law.
The "reasonable use" strain of Western water law traditionally has provided that only customary methods of applying water
to the land need be employed, i. e., methods "reasonably fit" for
the purpose served. As the court stated the rule, for example,
in Fox v. Ickes, 177 F. 2d 30, 35 (D. C. Cir., 1943): "A property
right once acquired by the beneficial use of water is not burdened
by the obligation of adopting methods of irrigation more expensive
than those currently considered reasonably efficient in the locality. II
In contrast stands the national policy of PL 92- 500 requiring the
graduated use of advanced control technology by dischargers. This
conflict between "reasonable use" and "best technology" will probably be greatly litigated in the administrative, judicial, and legisla ti ve forums whe re law is made. Courts and Ie gisla ture scan
progressively raise the minimum standards involved in the term
"reasonable use, " and the flexible terms ("practicable, " "currently
available, " "economically achievable ") which qualify the "best
technology" standards of PL 92-500 similarly give courts latitude.
The end re suIt, in all probability, will be a set of rule s which
attempt to balance considerations of economic cost and technological change.
Taken as a whole, the body of law in the CRB states fails to
encourage increases in irrigation efficiency. Two basin states
follow a general rule that gives the irrigator the right to water he
has salvaged, two state s take a contrary position, and the remaining three are silent on the subject.
If salinity is reduced by methods which consume more water
than the consumption by historic irrigation practice s, a se rious
question exists as to the right to consume that increased amount,
particularly if the additional consumption results in the elimination or reduction of return flows in which junior water ti'sers claim
vested rights. Serious dislocations of existing water uses could
re suIt from s orne control te chnolo gie s.
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Third Issue Area: Will PL 92-500 water quality controls
foster changes in laws relating to the transfer of water
rights?
If the implementation of PL 92-500 results in added consumption of water, thus impacting areas of already insufficient supply,
pre s sure for the intrastate transfe r of wate r rights from lower to
higher economic uses will increase. Momentum will thus be added
to the trend toward greate r flexibility in laws relating to the transfer 'of water rights. Countervailing attempts to restrict such
transfers may be expected from the agricultural sector.
Interstate transfers, or transfers between the Upper and
Lower Basins, would require modification of the Law of the River,
and it is difficult to visualize circumstance s which would cause
such a systemic change in the forseeable future.
Fourth Issue Area: Can the National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) as applied to irrigated agriculture be implemented in the Colorado River Basin?
Assuming that the application of NPDES permits to irrigated
agriculture will not be proscribed on legal grounds (cf., the first
issue area above), other impediments to the implementation of
PL 92-500 controls to agricultural operations exist. One major
problem area concerns the diversity of irrigation and agricultural
practice and the fact that many of these practices are crop and/or
geographically specific. It is claimed, particularly by farmers
that best practicable control technologies are already in use. At
any rate, what is a best practicable technology in one area for a
particular crop rotation may be quite inapplicable in other situations. A second major problem involves the difficulty of deciding
which irrigation-related entity should be a permitee. As noted
above, EPA initially intended to require permits for 3,000 acre
units that use a common drainage system. Aside from the problem of de ciding what a drainage system is, this initial decision
did limit permitees to a manageable number of large agricultural
units and well defined drainage organizations. However, on
March 24, 1975, the U. S. District Court for the District of
Columbia (in NRDC v. Train, Civil .fiction No. 1629-73) ruled
that EPA does not have the authority to exempt entire classes of
agricultural point sources from NPDES permit requirements.
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The Court reasoned that PL 92-500 does "seem to indicate that at
least some agricultural and silvicultural sources are apparently
of a non-point nature II and that special difficulties associated with
irrigation return flows "must not stand in the way of Congress ll
mandate that a comprehensive permit program covering all point
sources be established.
If individual irrigators are required to obtain permits as a
result of the above decision, the system may well break down because of the number of permits to be issued and monitored. The
1969 Census of Agriculture lists 8, 125 individual farms with irrigated land in the Upper Colorado River Basin and 4,361 farms with
irrigated land in the Lower Colorado River Basin. This involves
1,448,050 acres of irrigated land in the Upper Basin and 1,241,907
in the Lower Basin.
The problem associated with using organizations supplying
irrigation water as permitees is equally difficult. There were
1,120 such organizations in the Upper Basin and 198 in the Lower
Basin in 1969. Most of these organizations, 791 in the Upper
Basin and 71 in the Lower Basin, are unincorporated mutual companie s which are nothing more than informal groups of farmers
who cooperated to supply their own irrigation water. The majority
of the other organizations are corporations owned by users to
supply water at cost. It is apparent that although these organizations can become permitees, individual farm operators and land
owners will, in the final analysis, be partly responsible for systems improvement and improvement of water quality in irrigation
runoff and return flow. Although only 58 irrigation organizations
rnaintained drains in 1969, it could be argued that organizations
supplying water have a legal obligation to ensure that this water
does not cause damage before it returns to a natural stream. While
the question of whether the individual or the organization should become a permitee is still unresolved, difficulties with sheer numbers
may make the organization option more viable.
The economic impacts of NPDES requirements on irrigated
agricultural operations will, of course, have a great deal to do
with the ultimate implementability of this system. Since these impacts are discussed elsewhere in the report, suiiice it to say here
that additional costs to irrigators and pe rceived inequitie s in the
distribution of the se costs will act as impediments to the implernentability of NPDES in the agricultural sector.
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Fifth Issue Area: What will be the impact of PL 92-500 on
livestock and dairy operations?
While the applicability of the point source controls of PL
92-500 to irrigated agriculture and livestock grazing operations
a re open to serious dispute, this is not the case for concentrated
livestock feeding and dairy operations. Surface water runoff
from these operations is highly visable, measureable, and generally the runoff is highly polluted.
While not all feedlots have severe runoff problems, a recent
USDA study by Johnson et al., reveals that 27 pe rcent of the feedlots in a widely distributed sample did have a water quality problem with surface runoff. Data from this study indicate that the
capital cost of runoff control per head of beef marketed would be
over $5.00 in Western feedlots with less than 1,000 head on feed,
and only 36¢ per head capital costs for such control in feedlots with
over 16, 000 head on feed. Capital costs per head not only favored
larger over smaller operations, but the study indicated that costs
would be lower in Western than in Eastern feedlots; chiefly because of the much lower precipitation and subsequent runoff in
the West.
This would indicate that if severe runoff limitations were
imposed the smaller operations would be at a competitive disadvantage and some would discontinue business or be forced to
expand the scale of operation.
In addition, shifts may occur in
the geographical location of feeding operations from east to we st,
adding to transportation costs. These increased production costs
will mandate high finished product prices, or decrease in supply,
or both.
Dairy operations face similar prospects. A recent USDA
study by Buxton and Ziegler found the following: (1) Operations
in northern regions would be placed in a disadvantaged position
if regulations prohibit winter spreading of manure on the land;
(2) smaller operations will suffer substantial negative financial
impacts; (3) increased efficiency might occur industry-wide by
forcing small farms out of busine s s and/ or into more efficient
combined operations; (4) increased costs would be absorbed, at
least in the short run, by producers in the form of reduced net
income; and (5) these increased costs would accrue in the larger
term to consumers by as much as 10¢ per 100 pounds of milk.
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PL 92-500 and Water Resource Programs
and Proje cts
This se ction will explore the potential impacts of PL 92- 500
on water resource programs and projects in the Colorado River
Basin. Included under this heading are the impacts on operating,
authorized, and planned wate r re source development proje cts;
long-range operation of the river; water augmentation proposals;
land use planning; and the Safe Drinking Water Act. Included
als 0 is a dis cus sion of the compatibility of the goals and requirements of PL 92-500 with the salinity control policy of PL 93-320.
(Again, PART TWO, Section II, Chapter 6 of this report should
be consulted for a more detailed discussion of the analyses summarized here. )
First Issue Area: What will the impacts of 208 planning be?
The purpose of Section 208 planning is to encourage and
facilitate the development and implementation of area-wide waste
treatment planning. The Governor has the re sponsibility within
his state of identifying each area that has a substantial water
quality problem. Within one year after designation an area must
have in operation a continuing area-wide waste treatment planning
process. Once the planning process is in operation, the area
has two years to prepare an initial plan. A 208 plan must identify necessary future waste treatment needs, establish construction priorities, establish a regulatory program, identify nonpoint sources of pollution, and set procedures and methods to
control nonpoint source s. Se ction 208 also require s the de signation of mana gement agencie s with the re sponsibility of ensuring
that the plan is properly implemented.
Section 208 planning is just getting underway in the C olo:rado
River Basin. A1l designations are either recent or pending. Five
areas were designated to protect rural water quality from future energy developmenL One area was de signated to protect existing recreation systems. Four urban areas are or will be designated because of
existing water qualtiy problems. In EPA. Region VIII, all designated
areas have submitted work plans and have or will be hiring contractors
to help in the development of 208 planse Large sections of the Colorado
River Basinare nondesignated. Planning for these areas will be
accomplished by the appropriate state agencies. The entire state of
New Mexico falls in the nondesignated category.
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In the Upper Colorado River Basin where energy resource
development will becorne significant in the next few years, 208
planning will be expe cte d to prote ct wa te r quality during pe riods
of construction and to playa significant role in regulating runoff from ITlined areas. Since much of the Colorado River Basin
is non-designated and the extent to which these areas will have
irnpleITlentation plans is unknown , jt is difficult to say at this time
if Section 208 can have a significant effect on ITlan-ITlade sources
of salinity. A key issue as regards Section 208 planning is iITlpleITlentation. Since it see ms p robably that some of the councils
of governITlents vvill also be de signated as iITlplementing agencie s,
it will be necessary for them to aSSUITle enforceITlent powers.
Such a shift will probably require s tate enabling legislation. The
relationship of 208 planning and enforceITlent agencie s to existing
local and state organizations could create probleITls, especially
if they are req uired by the EPA to enforce unpopular land use
policie s.
Second I s sue ~rea: What will be the irnpact, if any,
of PL 92-500 on water augITlentation proposals?
The deficienc i e s in streaITl flow in the Colorado River
System., when cornpared v/ith the expectations of those that signed
the Colorado River Cornpact in 1922, have led basin officials to
give serious consideration to projects to augITlent the natural flow
of the river. The m.eans of a ugITlentation considered have included iITlportation, wea th e r modification, phreatophyte control,
and desalination. The assurnption by the United States of the obligation to m .eet the requirements of the Mexican W·ater Treaty of
1944 was in part based on the expectation that the United States
would seek to augme nt the flow of the streaITl. Because of fears
in the Northwest that its waters would be taken for augITlentation
purpose s without adequate opportunity for the Northwe st to consider fully its stake in the matter, in 1968 Congress imposed a
ten-year moratorium on the Secretary of Interior on studying
interbasin transfers to augment the Colorado River.
For various reasons - -e conomic, environITlental, and technological--the other major alt ernatives indicated above are highly
uncertain as major instruments for increasing water supplies in
the basin, although they renlain under continuing investigation.
With the moratorium ending in 1978 the re are already renewed
signs of interest in interbasin transfers. Requirements for
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improved water quality, increasing demands on existing water
supply, and the consumption of nearly all the available water are
all likely to have an impact on public and private attitudes towards
such transfers.
Many public policy questions are being raised concerning
ownership of the water; locations for exporting, conveying, and
receiving water; distribution of costs and benefits; environmental
impacts; international equity; and institutional arrangements for
effecting the transfers. The complexity of such issues means
that such transfers are not likely to take place in this century,
if they take place at all. It is possible that domestic interbasin
transfers may, by the end of the century, be linked to international transfe rs from Canada.
Third Is sue Area: Do the goals, requirements, and
programs of PL 92- 500 conflict with the Salinity Control Policy of the CRB Salinity Control Act (PL 93320)?
The Colorado River Basin presents a unique setting for
PL 92-500, enacted in 1972, because in 1974 Congress enacted
special water quality legislation, namely, the Colorado River
Basin Salinity Control Act (PL 93-320), designed specifically
to limit and control salinity in the CRB. In their broad outline s the two Acts appear to be compatible and complementary.
PL 93-320 is directed toward controlling the infusion of salt
from selected point sources and, to that extent, it furthers the
general objectives of PL 92-500.
Comparison of long-term goals and institutional relationships, however, reveal some apparent differences between the
.Acts which may require resolution in the future.
Among the recommendations unanimously adopted by the
EPA-convened Seventh Enforcement Conference and approved
by the EPA Administrator in June, 1972, was a salinity policy
for the Colorado River system that would have as its objective
the maintenance of salinity concentrations at or below levels
found in the lower main stern of the Colorado River during 1972,
while the states continue to develop their Compact apportioned
waters. The enactment of PL 92-500 introduced a new factor
into the salinity problem and led to the establishment, by the
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basin states in Novernber, 19~3, of the Colorado River Basin
Salinity Control Forurn to provide for interstate cooperation and
to negotiate with EPA with respect to the requirernents of PL
92-500: In 1974 EPA adopted a "Salinity Control Policy and
Standards Procedure II which sets a 1972 anti-degradation level
and require s the CRB state s to corne up with wate r quality standards for salinity, including nurneric criteria, by rnid-October,
1975. Congress approved the EPA salinity control policy with
the enactrnent of PL 93-320. At the heart of the EPA anti-degradation standard is the notion that the upgrading of water quality
can be offset by developrnent which in turn degrades quality as
long as the 1972 salt level is not exceeded.
Congress expressly provided that PL 93-320 is not to be
interpreted in a manner that rnakes it conflict with the earlier
Act, PL 92-500, and yet that earlier Actproclairns certain
goals (i. e., no discharge of pollutants by 1985, and the reduction or elirnination of the pollution of navigable waters) which
appear to conflict with the notion of expanded developrnent and
associated water quality degradation. Thus, an issue of statutory interpretation is presented which rnay require legislative
or judicial clarification.
The two acts do lodge authority in diffe rent agencie s of
the federal governrnent--PL 92-500 in EPA and PL 93-320 in
the Departrnent of Interior--which creates a clirnate for possible
institutional cornpetition and conflict as well as opportunities for
cooperation. There is evidence of considerable cooperation in
research and planning to this date. The perrnit prograrn of PL
92-500 is prirnarily regulatory in nature, irnposing costs directly upon the discharger, whereas the thrust of PL 93-320 is towards the construction of public works, largely at the expense
of the general taxpayer. In this respect, the law is drawn directly frorn the Congressional decision to federally finance 75 percent
of the cost of rnunicipal waste treatrnent plants and its adaptation
to the salinity problern was strongly opposed by the Office of Managelllent and Budget.
In surn, the short-terrn objectives of the nation-wide PL
92-500 and the region-wide PL 93-320 appear to be consonant,
while the longer terrn goals rnay contain sorne discordant legal
and institutional passages.
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Fourth Is sue Area: What will be the impacts of PL
92-500 on operating authorized and planned water
resource development projects in the Colorado River
Basin and on the long-range operation of the River?
In estimating the impacts of PL 92- 500 on operating, authorized, and planned wate r re source s development projects in the
Colorado River Basin, it is assumed that the implementation
plan for meeting salinity standards will include the 1972- based
nondegradation policy as well as the water management and
salinity control measure s nece s sary to permit the state s to continue to develop their compact-apportioned water. Also, evaluations of 1972 salinity conditions and the anticipated effects of
new depletions as developed by the Bureau of Reclamation are
assumed.

The coordinated operation of the storage reservoirs of the
Colorado River System is expected to continue as required by
Section 602 of the Colorado River Basin Project Act. The operating criteria set out in this section were agreed to by all seven
Colorado River Basin states after long and arduous negotiations.
On the basis of data and information presently available and the
status of PL 92-500 negotiations, it is most improbably that the
operation of the river pursuant to these criteria will be effected
by the PL 92-500 implementation plan finally adopted. It should
be pointed out that the management of the CRB water supply by
operation of the storage reservoirs has improved the quality of
the water for many uses.
Operating projects. The expected impact of the PL 92-500
requirements and implementation plan on operating irrigation and
multiple purpose water projects will be to encourage and perhaps
impose for sorne projects better irrigation rnanagement and water
system improvements. A high degree of cooperation between irrigation districts and Federal and state agencies will be required.
Very likely, this can be accomplished only by substantial financial
assistance from Federal and state programs.
The salinity reduction program for the Wellton-Mohawk
project, authorized by PL 93-320 and providing for reduction in
acreage and increase in efficiency of water use on the remaining
lands, is one of the measures necessary to implement Minute 242
to the Mexico Water Treaty, and this program is subsidized
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alITlost 100 percent by the Federal GovernITlent. Also in this category and authorized by PL 93-320, is the lining and reconstruction
of about 49 ITliles of the Coachella Canal to salvage sufficient water
to offset teITlporarily Wellton-Mohawk bypassed drainage water.
Also a salinity reduction prograITl for the Grand Valley was authorized, and four other areas--the Colorado River Indian Irrigation,
Palo Verde Irrigation District, the Lower Gunnison Basin, and the
Uintah Basin--were designated for expedited feasibility investigations. All three of these prograITls include a cOITlbination of irrigation ITlanageITlent services and water systeITl iITlproveITlents.
They involve both technical and financial assistance by Federal
and state agencies. SiITlilar prograITls for other operating irrigation projects ITlay be adopted as investigations and studies authorized by PL 92-500 and PL 93-320 proceed.
Projects not presently in operation. Using Bureau of
Re claITlation inforITlation and data as well as repre sentations
ITlade in a February, 1975 report by the Work Group of the
Salinity ForuITl, the expected iITlpact of PL 92- 500 requireITlents
on projects that are authorized but not yet in full operation and
projects in the planning stage are briefly sUITlITlarized in the
following paragraphs.
Seedskadee Project, WyoITling. It is now anticipated that
ITlost of the water froITl the authorized Seedskadee project,
instead of being used for irrigation as originally planned,
will be used for industrial purposes in connection with
energy related industrial developITlents, and the dissolved
salts would be depleted froITl the river systeITl. The project is expected to proceed on this basis with developITlent
extending over a long period as needs arise for the water.
LYITlan Project, WyoITling. The principal purpose of this
project, now under construction, is to provide suppleITlental
water to SOITle 43,000 acres of existing farITl land. The
project is expected to go forward as planned but with ITlore
eITlphasis on good irrigation ITlanageITlent in order to ITliniITlize the adverse effect of the return flows on water quality.
Central Utah Project. Since it involves such a large diversion of water froITl the Colorado Basin to the Bonneville
Basin, the Central Utah Project will, of course, have an
appreciable effect on water quality downstreaITl. However,
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the operation of all units are expected to proceed in
accordance with post authorization planning with ell1phasis
on good water ll1anagell1ent.
Savery--Pot Hook Project, Colorado--Wyoll1ing. It is
anticipated that this authorized irrigation project will be
operated as planned. No serious water quality problell1
is expected although the depletion and return flows will
contribute to increased salinity downstreall1.
Fryingpan- -Arkansas Project, Colorado. This transll10untain diversion proje ct, now under construction and
in partial operation, will transfer about 60, 000 acrefeet of water froll1 the headwaters of the Colorado to the
Arkansas River. Thisloss of water to the basin, along
with Ruedi Reservoir evaporation and the future use of
SOll1e 24, 000 acre-feet froll1 Ruedi Reservoir for oil
shale or other industrial developll1ent and 9, 000 acrefeet for the yet unauthorized Basalt Project, will add
appreciably to the concentration of salts downstreall1.
However, it is expected to be operated as planned with
in- basin development extending over a long period of
time as the water is needed.
We st Divide Project, Colorado. The salinity problem
and increased municipal and industrial water needs have
required post authorization reformulation of this project.
It is expected that it will be constructed and operated as
now planned although stream depletion and return flows
will increase salinity down stream.
Fruitland-Mesa Project, Colorado. It is anticipated that
this irrigation project will be operated as planned. The
quality of the proje ct wa te r is good.
Dolores Project, Colorado. As originally planned, the
operation of this irrigation project would divert about
140, 000 acre-feet of water from the Dolores River with
return flows amounting to about 53, 000 acre-feet. Postauthorization reformulations of this project called for a
7,300 acre-foot increase in depletion. However~ the Work
Group of the Salinity Forum has proposed in its February
report that certain project features be changed in order
to decrease salinity by 24,600 tons.
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San Miguel Project, Colorado. Although reformulation
studies are not yet completed, it is anticipated that this
authorized multiple purpose project will be constructed
and operated as presently planned with emphasis on good
water management in order to minimize its effect on downstream water quality.
San Juan- Chama Project. The construction of this project
is essentially complete. It will eventually divert an average
of 110,000 acre-feet of water annually from the headwaters
of the San Juan River to the Rio Grande Basin. This depletion of high quality water in the Colorado River will result
in less high quality water for dilution and contribute to increa se d salinity downstream. Howe ve r, no a ppre cia ble
change in the planned operation is expected.
Navajo Indian Irrigation Project. The anticipated operating plan for this proje ct, pre sently under construction,
calls for direct diversion of some 330,000 acre-feet of
water annually from the San Juan River for new irrigation
on Indian lands. It is estimated that half of this amount
would be returned to the river. While very little data is
presently available to estimate the increase in salinity
downstream as a result of this operation, the adverse
effect on water quality will surely be substantial. However,
the project will undoubtedly be completed and operated as
planned.
Animas-LaPlata Project, Colorado--New Mexico. The
salinity problem has required post-authorization reformulation of this project. The Bureau of Reclamation proposed
in its report that its authorized depletion be decreased from
146,400 to 133,800 with a total salt reduction of 84,200 tons.
Other Anticipated Upper Basin Uses. Present planning for
future use of Upper Basin water, in addition to the projects
named, Indicates estimated increased depletions of 377, 000
acre -feet for municipal and industrial use in the basin,
80,000 acre-feet for irrigation use, and 315,000 acre-feet
diverted out of the basin. The impact, on these planned
future uses, of PL 92-500 requirements and the Colorado
River Systems Implementation Plan finally adopted cannot
be estimated at the present time.

Dixie Project, Utah. Unless offsetting control measures are
taken, the operation of the authorized Dixie project would
cause serious water quality problems for downstream water
users. Its operation is closely related to the development
and succe ssful operation of the La Verkin Springs salinity
control project authorized for study in PL 93-320. It is
not likely at this time that the Dixie Project as authorized,
will be built. A smaller water supply project for power,
municipal and irrigation augmentation may be built by the
conservancy district and the power company.
Southern Nevada Water Project. If this project is to be
fully developed and operated without causing serious water
quality problems as a result of depletion and return flows,
salinity control measures will be necessary. To help
accomplish this, it is anticipated that the Las Vegas Wash
project, authorized in PL 93-320 as a unit of the Bureau's
salinity control program, will be constructed.
Central Arizona Project. The presently planned operation
of the CAP is not expected to be affected by implementation
of PL 92-500 requirements. Water Conservation and
efficient use have been emphasized in the operating plans.
Indian Projects. The water quality problems of the Lower
Colorado River Indian Reservation will be given special
study under the Salinity Control program authorized in
PL 93-320. Stream depletion and return flows from the
Ft. Mohave and Chemehuevi Indian reservations also will
increasingly contribute to the salinity in the lower river
and better water management is needed.
Other Anticipated Lower Basin Water Uses. The Boulder
Canyon Proje ct Act contracts, with the city of Kingman,
Lake Havasu Irrigation and Drainage District and Mohave
Valley Irrigation and Drainage District will result in
eventual new depletions of about 19,000 acre-feet. It is
expected that there will be an additional future depletion
of some 31, 000 acre -feet in Nevada and 280, 000 acrefeet for small projects, but the impact of PL 92-500 requirements on these future uses cannot be estimated at
the present time.
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Fifth Is sue Area: How will the inte rpretation and enforceITlent of the Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974 (PL 93-523)
affect the iITlplernentation of PL 92-500 in the CRB?
The Safe Drinking Water Act, enacted in DeceITlber of 1974,
requires the EPA to prescribe national "priITlarytl drinking water
regulations for contaminants which ITlay adversely affect the public
health and f1secondarylf regulations requisite to protect the public
welfare; authorizes the states to enforce the regulations; establishes federal-state prograITls to protect underground sources
of drinking water; and provides for federal grants to assist enforceITlent and re search programs. The main thrust of the Safe
Drinking Water Act (PL 93-523) is aiITled at establishing cooperative Federal-State programs (1) to adopt and impleITlent adequate
standards and enforcement ITleasure s to ensure that public water
systeITls protect health to the ITlaxiITluITl extent feasible, and (2)
to prote c t unde r ground sour ce s of drinking wa te r from pollution.
Whereas PL 92-500 liITlits the discharge of pollutants into
surface streams, PL 93 - 523 extends this authority to liITlit pollutant discharges into subsurface waters. Since 208 planning is
m.andated, in part, to deal with the probleITl of groundwater pollution, it is likely that in some areas 208 planning will interface
with groundwater protection prograITls of PL 93-523. In general,
the Safe Drinking Water Act strengthens the existing authority of
EPA to control the discharge of pollutants in the Colorado River
Basin.
PL 92-500 and Inter-Institutional
Relations in the CRB
The realization of the goals of iITlproved water quality in the
Colorado River Basin will largely depend on the capability of the
institutions in the basin to plan for, iITlpleITlent, and enforce prograITls and regulations to achieve those goals. PL 92-500 places
the burden on the Environmental Protection Agency to set standards and obtain cOITlpliance but stre sse s the priITlacy of the
states as agents for accomplishing the Act's goals. Because of
the multiple facets of the water quality program and basin-wide
character of the salinity problem, a high degree of Federalstate cooperation will be required.
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The existing arrangements for dealing with water quality
problems are fragmented and decentralized in fact if not in form.
EPA, despite its legal authority, has felt the necessity of working with and through the state s in accomplishing its goals. The
Salinity Control Forum represents the collective interests of the
seven basin states. It is an instrument for negotiation among
the states with support and guidance from EPA. The product will
inevitably represent a compromise between the interest of EPA
in achieving water quality standards in compliance with the law,
the primary concern of the Lower Basin for the achievement of
satisfactory water quality for irrigation use as well as for further
economic development, and the interests of the Upper Basin in
further economic development in agricuJiure, industry and various public use s.
It is at least arguable that the existing institutional arrange-

m.ents do not represent all interests having a stake in the efforts.
Indian tribe s and environmentalists who are not part of state and
Federal govenments, and taxpayers who must pay a large proportion of the cost do not have an effective voice in existing institutional arrangements.
Existing arrangements are decentralized
and maximize the bargaining power of each party, and therefore
depend on the ability to obtain concensus. Such an arrangement
tends to be ac! hoc, dealing with one problem at a time rather
than engaging in broader evaluations of alternative courses of
action in pursuing mutual goals.
First Issue Area: Will existing institutional arrangements
in the Colorado River Basin for implementing water quality
controls be adequate?
The institutional arranagements for implementing water
quality controls in the Colorado River Basin are to some extent
uncertain at the present time owing to current discussion in the
Salinity Control Forum of its plan of implementation for maintaining 1972 levels of salinity in the Lower Basin while permitting
additional development in the Upper Basin. Nevertheless, some
elements of the institutional arrangements can be identified with
relative confidence.
The EPA is required by law to establish water quality
standards for the Colorado River Basin and to ensure compliance
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with regulations de signed to achieve thos e standar ds. It appears
to have the legal and m anpower re sources to undertake this responsibility .
States , m uni ci palitie s , irr igation di stricts, industry, and
other 'water users lYlUSt co mpl y with r egulations --in some instances yet to be p ro mu]gated - -through a nUITlber of programs:
complianc e with NPDES pe rm.its, parti cula rl y by industry and
muni cipalities; incl"us io n of v/ater quality control measures in
208 planning efforts; and adoptio n by irrigation farmers and irrigation districts of measures de si gned to reduce inefficiency in
water systen1.s and to ·m prove i r r igation m anagem.ent practices.
Current e ffo rts of EPA, the Bureau of ReclaInation and state
agencies to study i mproveme nts in irrigation agriculture may
assist the farrners in adopting irnp ro v ed practices.
vVhether the se pr ogra ms will b e adequate in achieving
water quality go a l s r11.ust re ma in problematic in a number of
respects. As yet it is un clear to 'vvhat extent irrigation agriculture ~vVi ll be su ject to the NPDES. Irrigation interests are
adamantly opposed to the perxnit system; they may resist compliance and if permit s are enforced irrigationi sts are likely to
seek changes in the la"\v. Ivr.oreover, there are many technical
uncertainties with respect to the relationship between farming
and irrigation p ra ctices and salinity co ntr ol. Secondly, the
plan pre sently being conside red by the Sa linity Control Forum
depend s on he a vy input of fe deral mone y. Congress has authorized
tha.t the Federal g ovcrnrnent pay 75 percent of the cost of the
first four salinity control projects. Federal financial incentives
will unq ue stionably be irnportant in inducing farm.ers to adopt
practices that presum.ably h elp reduce salinity. Federal financial
support for labo ratory a n d field research on the problem will be
important al so . Finally J a ccording to the Forum t s plan, if the
Upper Ba sin state s are success ful in p utting waters into developDlent, reali zation of ,}later quality goals will depend very much
on the level s of s tream flow in th e system.
The per m.i t sy ste m, as it applies to municipalities and industry, ap pea rs t o be function i n g rela tively smooth, with some
problems yet t o be s o lved suc h as the applicabili ty of permits
to federal fac ilities. Even in states not yet having their own
permit syste m s, there appe ars to be rel.ative ly good cooperation
on permit iss uance, monito ring, cornpliance, and enforcement.
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At the basin-wide level, EPA and the state s have cooperated
in the Salinity Control Forum in devising an implementation plan.
EPA is concerned with the need to identify and hold accountable
all parties having responsibility for fulfillment of the plan's goals.
It is not clear at this point to what extent the states will assume
responsibility for achieving salinity goals, especially if numeric
salinity standards are not set at state lines.
EPA and the Bureau of Reclamation are actively engaged
in supporting research on the salinity problem and are cooperating
with othe r fe de ral agencie s in the Department of the Inte rior and
the Department of Agriculture, state agencies and universities,
and local irrigation districts in both laboratory and field re search.
The Bureau is responsible for designing the salinity control program and for planning and constructing projects under the Colorado
Rive r Salinity Control Act. Definite plan reports on the four
authorized projects are due by the end of FY 76.
Ultima tely, the adequacy of the prevailing institutional
arrangement depends on its conforming to law and its acceptance
by intere sted and affected groups. If the pre sent arrangement
tha t de pends on ba r gaining and compliance doe s not produce a
plan that will achieve legally required results, then the plan and
institutions responsible for it will likely be challenged in court,
in administra ti ve procee dings, and in Congre s s.
Second Issue Area: How might significant increases or
decreases in the availability of Federal funds affect the
implementation of PL 92-500?
If the PL 92-500 implementation plan for the Colorado River
Basin is to be agreed to by the basin state s, it must include the
1972- based nondegradation policy and provide for co ntinued development by the states of their Compact apportioned waters. This plan
will necessarily involve large expenditures of Federal funds, not
only for salinity control programs but also for better water mangemente Therefore, the progress that is made in implementing the
adopted plan will be in proportion to the Federal funds made available.
If Federal funds are appropriated and used on a timely
schedule, local communities, irrigation districts, and farmers
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will be encouraged to contribute a share of the cost of improving
and maintaining water quality. If there is a delay in Federal
funding, progress toward meeting the requirements and goals of
PL 92-500 will be slowed, and the cooperative attitude and harmony
that presently exists among the states and between the states and
Federal agencies could be endangered. To some extent, requests
for funds for salinity control may compete with those for development purposes.
Funds authorized in PL 93- 320 are expected to receive
1110re expeditous consideration from the appropriation committee s
of the Congress than the funds authorized in PL 92-500. The salinity control prograrns authorized in PL 93- 320 are important
to implementation of the supplemental accords of the Treaty with
Mexico and to continued development by the state s of their Compact apportioned water. These programs continue the direction
in which the states were moving to resolve the salinity problems
prior to the enactment of PL 92- 500. Also, they take a basinwide approach and seem to provide a higher degree of financial
assistance to the states and the basin as a whole. For these
reasons, the PL 93-320 programs have the unanilllous support
of both the Federal government and the basin states. This support, plus the influential positions of the Colorado Basin states I
representatives in the Congress, should assure adequate and
timely Federal funding of these programs.
Vigorous enforcement of the salinity standards in the Lower
Basin without adequate funding of salinity control projects and
other programs oriented toward agricultural efficiency would
place the basin states in a very precarious position with respect
to furthe r development and perhaps even threaten existing developITlents in the long run. But between financial support at the 75
percent level and other levels of cost- sharing there is a wide range
of possibilities. Congress could strike a different bargain with
the basin state s whe rein local and re gional inte re sts would share
a larger proportion of the cost, a formulation preferred by the
Office of Management and Budget.
Third Issue Area: What impact, if any, will U. S.Mexico relations have on the implenlentation of PL

92 SaO?
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Minute 242 and the projects authorized in PL 93- 320 in
pursuance of United States comn:itments under Minute 242 are
designed to provide Mexico with water of quality adequate for
use in agriculture in the Mexicali Valley. The authorized works
will deal with the drainage water from the Wellton-Mohawk project either by desalinization or by a by-pass drain. Acceptance
by Mexico of water with salinity no more than 115 ppm above the
salinity of water arriving at Imperial Dam is considered a
"permanent and definitive solution" to the salinity issue between
the two nations.
It is nevertheless clear that the agreement depends

ultimately upon the ability and Willingness of the United States
and the Colorado River Basin interests to achieve the salinity
levels postulated in the EPA- sponsored conference on the pollution of the Colorado River in 1972. If the level of salinity does
not remain at 1972 levels (around 879 ppm) allowing for temporary
increases, the salinity of the water arriving in Mexico may again
exceed what irrigationists in that country deem acceptable for
agricultural purposes. If this happens, it may be expected that
Mexico will again make representation to the United States and
again threaten to take the issue to arbitration or to the International Court of Justice. Thus PL 92-500 is implicitly a
major element in the achievement of inte rnational accord on the
salinity issue.
Negotiations over matters such as the quality of water in the
Colorado River must inevitably encompass other considerations.
The Mexican Water Treaty of 1944 involved both the disposition of
Rio Grande waters and the U. S. quest for international support
during World War II. The negotiations between the United States
and Mexico over Minute 242 demonstrated a desire of the United
States to find an equitable solution to the salinity problem but also
to remove a thorny issue between the two nations that threatened
cooperation on a broader range of issues.
In a legalistic sense, Mexican- United States relations have
little to do with the acceptance of PL 92-500; it is domestic legisla tion de signe d to a chie ve both national and re gional goals. Mexico
has no enforcement powers either legally or practically~ Un the
other hand, Administrationdesiringto obtain cordial relationships
with Mexico will presumably influence attitudes with respect to
levels of support for the water quality program in the Colorado
River Basin.
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SECTION III
AN.ALYSIS OF IlVIPA.CT OF PL 92-500 ON
MUNICIPA.L A.ND INDUSTRIA.L POLLUTION SOURCES
SUMMARY DESCRIPTIOli OF POINT DISCHARGES
Intr oduction
Point dischargers in the Colorado River Basin have been
clas sified as either municipal, industrial, or commer cia!. The
municipal discharge group is composed primarily of publicly
owned wastewater treatment facilities. This group also includes
a few privately owned wastewater treatment plants. The industrial group include s all types of industrial development, construction, mining, manufacturing and all agricultural discharges except
those associated with irrigation return flowe Irrigation return
flow discharges were discussed in Section II.. The commercial
group is composed of small businesses, schools, recreational
facilitie s, and a few' light industrie s
0

The Colorado River Basin is included in three separate
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regions and encompasses
parts or all of seven stateso To compile an inventory of point
discharges in the basin, it was necessary to research the NPDES
file of each of three EPA. Regional Offices.
~ScoEe

and Limitations

The information presented in this section was obtained from
the Regional EPA. Office associated with the Colorado River Basin
and through per sonal conver sations with state and local government officials. Supporting inlormation was abstracted from state
water pollution control plans funded under Sections 208 and 303
of PL 92-500. No attempt was made to make firsthand observations or evaluations. Therefore, the accuracy of the information
presented is limited by the currently available data.
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Municipal Discharges
Based on the NPDES files of the Regional EPA. Offices
located in Denver, Colorado; San Francisco, California; and
Dallas, Texas, an inventory of municipal point discharges was
compiled. The majority of the inventory data was abstracted from
NPDES permit applications; however, supporting information
was obtained from NPDES permits in those cases where permits
have been is sued.
A summary of the municipal point discharges is reported
in Table 3-1. A complete inventory is contained in PAR T FOUR,
Appendix III-A. A total of 182 municipal point discharges were
identified within the Colorado River Basin.

A.s pointed out in the demographic description of the
Colorado River Basin, most communities have populations of
less than, 10,000 people. This fact is clearly demonstrated by
comparison of the average daily flow of each municipal point discharge in the basin. Over 46 percent of the communities have
flows of less than o. 099 million gallons per day (MGD). In addition, 85 percent of the plants have flows less that 1.0 MGD. Only
three plants have flows greater than 5. 0 MGD. The plants having
flows greater than 5. 0 MGD are located in Clark County, Nevada
(Clark County Sanitation District), Phoenix, Arizona (Phoenix
Water and Sewer Department), and Tucson, Arizona (Metropolitan
Utilities Management Agency).
The study indicated that at least 50 percent of the municipal
waste treatment plants in the Colorado River Basin will require
some form of capital expenditure to satisfy the requirements of
PL 92-500. The majority of the plants requiring additional facilitie s are considered to be II effluent limited" ; however, all plants
located in the 11 water quality limited" segments within the basin
will require tertiary level upgrading.
Commercial Discharges
A summary of the commercial discharges is pre~,ented in
Table 3-2. A complete inventory is contained in PART FOUR,
Appendix III-B. A total of 47 commercial point discharges were
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vvere i dentified in t he Upper Basin and 20 commercial discharges
in the Lower Basin £01' a total of 67 commer cial point discharges
in the entire basin . Four of the water resources subareas do not
contain any commer cial point d ischarges.
T a ble 3 - 1.

Di s tribution of municipal point discharge s
in the Color ado River Basin.

ItelTI

U pper
Basi n

(0/0 )
1"

T otal Nu mber of
P lants

2"

Plant Si ze
a. 0- o. 0 0 9 lv1GD
b o. 099- 0 0 99 M GD
c. L 0·- 5. 0 M GD
d . over 5. 0 IVfGD
e. unkno wn

3.

C-urr ent Level of
T reatrnent
a. none
b. prima ry
c ~ secondary
(exclu ding lagoon s)
d. advanced
e. lagoons
(includi ng total
containme nt)
I. no dischC:wrge
(L e., total
c ontain.ment )
g. unknown

4 0 Number o f
discharge s requiring
a dditional f acilities
(ne w plant s & upg r ading e xisting
pl a nts ) to satisfy
PL 92-500

Lower
B asin

(0/0 )

(% )

Total
Number
in Basin

Total
Basin

65 &4

34.6

100.0

182

32 9
25 . 3

14.4

47 3

86

13. 2

38.5

70

3. 8

4.4

8.2

15

0.0

1.6

1 .. 6

3

3. 3

1. 1

4.4

8

2. 2

< 0.5
6. 5

2.2

4~8

26e 3

1400

11. 3
40.3

5
21
75

106

L6

3e 2

6

23 7

9.7

33.4

62

3

0

31

9. 1

1. 6

10.7

20

34 . 4

15. 6

50.0

93

------- ----_._ ----207

Table 3-2.

Distribution of commercial point discharges
in the Colorado River Basin

Item

Upper
Basin
(0/0)

Lower
Basin
(0/0)

Total
Basin
(0/0)

100

Total
Number
in Basin

1.

Total Number

29.9

70. 1

2.

Plant Size
a. 0-0.99 MGD
b. 0.10-0.99 MGD
c. 1. 0-5.0 MGD
d. unknown

28.3
1. 5
0.0
0.0

61. 1
4.5
3.0
1.5

89.5
6.0
3. 0
1. 5

60
4
2
1

1. 5
1. 5
3. 0
17.9

3. 0
1.5
22.4
28.4

4.5
3.0
25.4
40.3

3
2
17
31

3. 0

13. 4

16.4

11

6.0

14. 9

20.9

14

23.9

43. 3

67.2

45

0

0

0

2

3.

Current Level of
Treatment
a. none
b. primary
c. secondary
d. lagoons (including total
containment)
e. no discharge
(i. e., total
containment)
f. unknown

4.

Number of plants
requiring additional
facilities to satisfy
PL 92-500

5.

Number of
discharges without
sufficient information to dete rmine
.additional facility
needs
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66

In general, the commercial point discharges are relatively
small. Table 3-2 indicates that approximately 90 percent of the
commercial discharges have an average daily flow of less than
o. 1 MGD. Only three plants have average daily flow of between
O. I MGD and Oe 99 MGD while only one plant has a flow of greater
than L 0 fv1GD. The majority of the commercial discharges currently employ secondary waste treatment or total wastewater
containment. with 31 percent being lagoons or waste stabilization
ponds of which 14 p er cent are total containment lagoons and,
therefore, have no discharge.
Forty-five of the 67 commercial point discharges identified
in the basin will require either new wastewater treatment facilities or upgrading of existing facilities to satisfy the requirements
of PL 92- 500"
Industrial Dischar g es
The complete inventory of industrial point dis char ge s is
contained in PART FO UR, Appendix III-Co The inventory of industrial discharge rs includes the location, plant name, company
narne, NP DES number, Standard Industrial Clas sification Code
(SIC Code), principal product, production level, current type of
waste \vater treatment, average daily flO'w, receiving stream, and
receiving str ea m flow characteristics. A summary of the industrial inventor y is reported in Table 3- 3.
The inventory located a total of 130 industrial point dischargers in the entire Colorad o River Basin, with 71 of these
dis char ge r s located in the Upper Basin and 59 located in the
Lovver Basin. These number s do not include those industries
which are connected to a publicly owned wastewater collection
and treatment systeme In the Upper Basin, water resources
subarea 1405 has the largest number of dischargers (21 sources
identified). In the Lower Basin, subarea 1505 had the greatest
nurnber of industrial dischargers (27 sources identified).
The data in Table 3- 3 indicate that approximately 34 percent
of the indu stri al dischargers have an average daily flow of less
than 0. 099 Iv1GD and that approxima.tely 24 percent have an average
flow of Ie s s than 0 99 MGD. Thus, over half of the industrial
point dischargers have an average daily flow of less than 0.99
$
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Table 3- 3.

Summary description of industrial point discharges
in the Colorado River Basin ..

Item

1. Total Number of
Discharges
2. Average Daily Flow
a. 0.0-0.099 MGD
b. 0.10-0.99 MGD
c. 1. 0-5.0 MGD
d. over 5.0 MGD
e. unknown
3. Estimated number of
discharges requiring
additional facilitie s
to satisfy PL 92-500
4. Number of discharges
without sufficient
information to determine additional
facility needs

Upper
Basin
(0/0)

Lower
Basin
(0/0)

Total
Basin
(0/0)

Total
Number
in Basin

,55. 3-

44.7

100

130

26.9
17.7
5.4
0.0
4.6

7.7
6. 2
3. 8
0.8
26.9

34.6
23.9
9.2
O. 8
31. 5

45
31
12
1
41

20.5

30. 3

50.8

67

2. 3

5. 3

7.6

10
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MGD. Only 13 industrial dischargers have average daily flows
greater. than 1. 0 MGDe However, there were 41 (31 percent) of
the industrial dis char gel's for which information was unavailable
to determine the average daily flow.
From the inventory, it is estimated that over 50 percent of
the industrial dischargers in the basin will require additional
facilities to satisfy the requirements of PL 92-500. Only 10
industrial dischargers lacked sufficient information for determining whether or not additional treatment facilitie s will be
necessary to satisfy the requirements of PL 92-500 (Table 3-3).
The indus trial di schar ge I' s ar e clas sified by the Standard
Industrial Clas sification Code System in Table 3-4. The industrial dis char gel's weI' e c1as sified into four br oad categorie s (viz.
mining, construction, manufacturing, and other) e In addition,
five rather specific SIC classifications were identified for those
industrial groups which contained a large number of dischargers.
These specific groups are agricultural production (viz. animal
feedlots), electrical services (viz. electric power generation),
water supply, fish hatcheries, and sand and gravel. Electrical
services were singled out because this group was ignored in
further analysis because the national study on steam electric
generating facilitie s had not been completed at the time of this
analysis" A.s shown in Table 3-4, the majority of industrial
activity is associated with mining (SIC 10-14) and agricultural
production (SIC 02) ..
Summary Description of Point Dischargers
An overall basin summary of point discharger s identified
by the study is shown in Table 3- 5. A total of 379 point dischargers were identified by the inventory.. Of those identified by
the inventory, 182 were municipal, 67 commercial, and 130
were industrial dischargers. Exactly 50 percent of the dischargers have average daily flows of less than 0.099 MGD. Only
27 per cent of the discharger s have average daily flows between
0" 1 and 0.99 MGD e
Four discharger s have average daily flows of over 5. 0 MGD.
Approximately 53 percent of the dischargers in the Colorado River
Basin will require additional facilities to satisfy the requirements
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of PL 92- 500. There exists at least 51 additional dischargers
which may require wastewater control facilities to comply with
PL 92-500; however, sufficient data were not available to determine whether or not these plants will require additional facilities.
Table 3-4.

Industrial

Summary of industrial discharges by standard
industrial clas sification code.
Classification

Description

Upper
Basin

SIC
Code

Lower
Basin

Total
Colorado
ill ver_ Basin

Mining

10-14

31

13

44

Construction

15- 17

8

0

8

Manufacturing

20-39

6

10

16

Other

40-91

4

2

6

2

2

33

35

Ele ctrical Service s
(i. e., electric power
generator)

4911

11

5

16

Water Supply

4941

12

0

12

Fish Hatcheries

92

3

4

7

Sand and Gravel

144

8

1

9

Agricultural Production
(i. e., animal feedlots)
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Table 3-5"

Summary description of point discharges
in the Colorado River Basin~

Number
De scriptive Item

of Point Discharges

Upper
Basin

Lower
Basin

Total
Basin

119

63

182

Commercial

47

20

67

Industrial

71

59

130

Total

237

142

379

A.verage Daily Flow
O. 0- 0" 099 MGD
o. 10- o. 99 MGD
1. 0-5 0 MGD
over 5 0 MGD
unknown

139
72
16
0
13

55
33
13
4
38

194
105
29
4
51

120

85

205

Municipal

0

Q

Estimated number of plants
requiring additional facilitie s
to satisfy PL 92- 500
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POLLUTION LOADS
Calculation of the load for all pollutants associated with
various levels o£ treatment under PL 92-500 and for the alternative futures associated with energy development is not possible
due to a lack of data. However, the effect of PL 92- 500 on the
pollution load can be illustrated by calculation of the Biochemical
Oxygen Demand (BOD) load resulting from municipal and commercial point sources both with low and most likely energy development ..
These futures are based on the projections shown in PART TWO,
Section I, Chapter 3.
The BOD loading for municipal and commercial sources in
the basin is reported in Table 3- 6. Analysis of the table indicates
that the reduction in BOD loadings achieved under the 1977 BPT
standard will not produce a lasting effect unless further steps
are taken. Population growth and energy development will force
the BOD loading to exceed the baseline 1970 condition sometime
between 1985 and 2000. This would sugge st that additional measures must be taken if changes in stream water quality are to be
permanent. Although analysis of the BOD load from industrial
sources could not be per£ormed~ it is anticipated that a similar
pattern would result.
Table 3-6.

Year

Total BOD loading resulting from municipal and commercial point discharge s in the Colorado River Basin,
assuming no further controls beyond 1977."
Baseline

Low
energy
development

Most likely
energy
development

(Pounds per day)

1970
1977
1983-85
2000

80,304.0
53,021 .. 5
63,111.5
89,319.3
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53,356.5
67,997.9
105, 546. 8

PROJECTED W·ATER QUA.LITY CHANGES AND
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS DUE TO MUNICIPAL
AND INDUSTRIAL DISCHARGE CONTROL
Water Quality Changes
This section will present a broad description of anticipated
water quality chang~s as sociated with the municipal, commercial,
and industrial sources.. This is not intended to be a precise, conclusive analysis, but only an initial investigation to suggest areas
of potential impact of PL 92- 500. The scale and size of the
Colorado River Basin and the lack of adequate data made it impossible to completely model or determine precisely changes in
water quality due to point source control throughout the entire
basin.
In order to conservatively assess the anticipated changes
of in- stream water quality obtainable with the implementation of
PL 92- 500, it was assumed that all point dischargers would
achieve only primary treatment by 1977. It is acknowledged
that the assumption o£ primary treatment is less stringent than
the secondary treatment required by PL 92-500. However,
primary treatment was assumed to provide a conservative estimate
of the in- stream water quality changes.
With this as sumption in mind, the expected increases in
receiving stream biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) was calculated using the record low flow for each stream where sufficient
information was available. It was felt that these results would
be easily extrapolated for as ses sing increase s in suspended
solids and coliforms. The results are presented in Table 3-7.
Evaluation of Table 3-7 indicates that approximately onethird o£ the discharges would increase in- stream BOD concentration at least 1. 5 mg /1 if only primary treatment was provided.
Under the same conditions approximately one-third of the dischar ge s would not increase in- stream BOD more than 1. 5 mg /1
and in approximately one-third of the cases studied, sufficient
information was not available to determine the impact on receiving
stream water quality.
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Table 3-7.

Number of point sources having a significant effect
011 receiving stream water quality in the Colorado
River Basin.

Effect

Munic- Comipal
mercial

Industrial

Total

Percent
of
Total

Expected increase in
receiving stream BOD
greater than 1. 5 mg II

88

9

25

122

32.3

Expected increase in
receiving stream BOD
less than 1.5 mg/l

57

30

35

122

32.3

Sufficient information
unavaila hle for
dete r mination

37

28

68

133

35.2

From the above analysis it is evident that the achievement
of either "best practicable technologyl or 'ibest available technology", as defined by PL 92-500, will result in improved receiving stream water quality at approximately one-third of the
point discharger sites. In addition, at approximately one-third
of the sites, measurable changes in receiving stream water
quality will likely not be detected. The remaining one-third of
the sites will require further data collection and analysis before
the impact on receiving stream water quality can be assessed.
The changes in receiving stream water quality associated
with each major group of point dischargers in the basin are
shown in Table 3- 8. At approximately 48 percent of the municipal point discharge sites, measurable change in receiving stream
water quality will most likely occur. However, at approximately
31 percent of the sitesl receiving stream water quality will probably
not change significantly. Change s in receiving stream water
quality associated with commercial point discharges will occur
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Table 3-8.

Summary of the effect of point source discharges on Colorado River Basin
water quality under minimum stream flow conditions

Number of Point Source Dischargers

N
......

Upper Colorado
River Basin

Lower Colorado
River Basin

Com

Com

Total Colorado
River Basin

Effect
Mun

Ind

5

50

14

Expected increase in receiving
stream BOD less than 1. 5 mg/1

27

48

Sufficient information unavailable

15

Expected increase in receiving
stream BOD greater than
1. 5 mg/l

Intermittent Discharges
Total number of plants in subbasin

Com

Mun Ind

Mun

Ind

4

38

11

9

88

25

27

3

9

8

30

57

35

22

26

13

15

33

28

37

34

0

0

1

0

0

8

0

0

34

47

120

68

20

62

60

67

182

128

-.]

at approximately 13 percent of the sites. At approximately 45
percent of the sites" detectable changes in receiving stream
water quality will probably not occur. This is due mostly to the
fact that most commercial point sources have an average daily
flow of less than O. 1 MGD. However, 42 percent of the discharges
did not have sufficient data available to deter mine the change in
receiving stream water quality. Measurable changes in receiving
stream water quality associated with industrial point discharges
would be expected at approxiHlately 20 percent of the site s. However, this analysis is based solely on BOD data. Industrial discharge s often contain toxic pollutants which may have an adver se
effect on the environment. Thus, more data is needed before a
clear and precise assessment of changes in receiving stream water
quality due to control of industrial point sources under PL 92- 500
can be made.
Sun:mary of Changes in Wate:F Quali!y
The magnitude of the Colorado River Basin prohibits the
precise evaluation of changes in receiving stream water quality
due to control of point discharges under PL 92-500. In general,
at least one-third of the point discharge sites in the Colorado
River Basin will experience a Ineasurable change in receiving
stream water quality under PI... 92- 500. Approximately one-third
of the discharge sites lack sufficient data to determine the probable change in receiving strearn water quality and approxir:'lately
one-third of the sites will probably not experience any measurable
change in receiving strearn wat er quality.
ANA.LYSIS OF CA.PITAL
COSTS A.ND IMPA.CTS
General
Costs for the various levels of treat.ment were compiled
from information supplied by the National Commis sian on Water
Quality (see PART TWO, Section III). Operation and m.aintenance
costs were available for selected industries, but were not available for municipal and commercial point dischargers. The costs
presented represent the best estilnate available with a limited
amount of data. Information was not available to determine separate costs for treatment plants and interceptor sewer s.
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The total capital costs for each water resource subarea
are reported in Tables 3-9 and 3-10. Costs were calculated for
the years 1977, 1983 (1985), and the year 2000, projecting growth
sociated with low and most likely level of energy development
scenerios for the basine Capital costs in general are relatively
small for each subarea.
for subareas 1502 and 1504.. The
projected costs in subarea 1502 are high due to the construction
of the regiom 1 advanced wastewater treatment plant for the Clark
County Sanitation District which dischar
s into Las Vegas Wash.
The Las Vegas Wash is a water quality lirnited stream and has
very stringent water
standards.
9

The costs in water resources subarea 1504 are relatively
high due to the lar ge rnetropolitan ar
s of Phoenix, Arizona,
and Tucson, Arizona (Pima County Sanitation Districts). These
are high growth areas and among the largest dischargers in the
Colorado River Region0 It should be noted, though that these
areas would not discharge into the Colorado River itself.
As shown in Table s 3- 9 and 3-10, e neT gy development will
result in a tremendous increase in capital costs to municipal point
discharges. The per capita costs are especially high in the Upper
Colorado River Basin. However, much of the cost will not occur
1983- 85 or 2000$

3-11 is a summary of the capital costs for control on
point discharges in the Upper Basin, the Lower Basin,
and the total basin. The co sts repr e sent the total, maximum cost
per plant, minirnum cost per plants which require additional facilities and the maxir.our.o and minimum cost per person for each of
the treatment
e BPT ctnd BAT) and for the alternative
futures both low and most likely rate of energy development
through the year 1985. The total Colorado River Basin cost for
control of municipal point discharges in 1977 is estimated to be
147 44 million dollar s
G

@

$

It was as sumed that for municipal dis char ge s not located on
water
limited stream segments, that the 1983 and 1985 standards v/ould be ess
the same (is e secondary treatment) ..

9

Table 3-9.

Summary of total incremental capital costs for municipal discharge s
Colorado River Basin to satisfy PL 92-500" (a)
1983(b)

1977
Water
Resource
Subarea

N
N
0

Energy Development Level

2000

Ener gy Development Level 'Energy

Most
Likely
(Thousand Dollars)

in the Upper

Develo~ment

Most
- LikE?ly

High

1401

1, 880

1,880

0

2,900

0

5,780

1402

1,340

1,340

0

2,250

0

4,800

1403

3,080

3,080

0

3,280

0

5,330

1405

8,025

8,025

0

9,440

4, 340

20,440

1406

2, 120

2, 120

0

0

0

850

1407

790

790

0

4,540

1,960

4,890

1408

500

500

0

1,445

0

1, 775

High

Most
Likely

Level

High

(a)Capital costs are for the interval between the years. They represent the investment to meet
the increasingly stringent standards and the area growth in each period.
(b)It was assumed that the discharge requirements for municipal discharges in 1985 would
coincide with the requirements for 1983; therefore no additional costs would be incurred.

Table 3-100

Sumrnary of incremental capital costs for municipal discharges in the Lower
Colorado River Basin. to satisfy PL 92-500. (a)
198 3(b)

1977
Water
Resource
Subarea

N
N
I-'

- - - .-

Ener8Y Development Level
Most
Likely

High

2000

Ener gy Develo.:ement Level
Most
High
Likel
(Thousand Dollars)

Energy Development Level
Most
LikelT

High

1501

1,894

0

0

0

1, 067

1502

81,210

12,030

12,030

14,060

14,060

1503

1, 130

0

0

0

0

1504

44,780

34,640

34,640

22,510

22,510

1505

432

17,680

17,680

44,840

80,730

1506

1,900

80

80

710

710

1808

0

0

0

0

0

(a)From Table 3-9.
(b)It was assumed that the discharge requirements for municipal discharges in 1985 would
coincide with the requirements for 1983, therefore no additional costs would be incurred.

Table 3-11.

Sununary of th0 runicipal capital costs for 1977, and the additional costs for
1983, and 1985 a in the Colorado River Region.
----

_. .

_-

---

-

-

-

-

-

Geographic area
Upper Colorado
1983- 85

1977
Energy Level
Costs

Lower Colorado
1977

Enero;y Level

Total Region

1983- 85

Energy Level

1977

Energy Level

1983-85

Energy Level

Energ":L Level

Units
Most
Likely

High

Most
Likely

High

Most
Likely

Most
Likely

High

High

Most
Likely

Most
Likely

High

High

I

I
I

$1,000

16,090

16,090

16,090

25,980

1vlaxirnum cost
per plant (b)

1,000

1,600

1,600

1,600

1,300

90,000

Minimu:n cost per
plant requiring
additions (c)

1,000

10

10

10

250

60

Total cost for
all are"as

N
N
N

Maximum cost
per person

131,350 131,350

67,450

67,450

80,000

32,000

32,000

60

730

730

1600.00 1600.00 1600.00 1131.11 3800.00 3800.00

739.81

739.81

11.61

11. 61

147,440 147,440

83,540

93,450

80,000

80,000

32,000

32,000

10

10

10

250

3800.00 3800.00

1600.00 1131. 11
i

Minimum cost
per person

18.87

18.87

18.87

II. 54

20.00

20.00

------

-

~-

--~-

-

--

--

-

18.87

18.87
-

-

-

-

11. 61

11.54

1

(a)It was assumed that the requirements for municipal dischargers for 1985 would coincide with secondary treatment achieved in 1983; therefore
no additional cost would result
(b)Applies to some areas that have greatest needs.
(c)Applies to some areas that have nearly adequate facilities

Therefore, the added cost to control municipal point discharges
in 1983 and 1985 are primarily a result of growth and not increased
effluent control requirements. The estimated capital cost of
reaching the 1983- 85 levels at a low rate of energy development
is an additional 83.54 million dollars beyond the 1977 costs. It
is anticipated that energy development will increase this cost to
93.45 million dollars.
Capital costs for control of municipal point sources in the
year 2000 with a low rate of ener gy development will require an
additional 100.36 million dollars beyond the 1983-85 levels.
With most likely energy development this cost will increase to
162 0 94 million dollars (see Table 3-14).
Commercial Costs
Capital costs for control of commercial point sources under
the requirements of PL 92-500 are summarized in Tables 3-12
and 3-13 for 1977& The total capital cost for control ofcom.rnercial
discharges in the Upper Basin is estimated to be 2.08 million
dollars and Oe 925 million dollars in the Lower Bas5.no Although
these total costs are relatively small, they often place a substantial
burden on the owner of a commercial operation. A large number
of these discharges in the Colorado River Basin are recreational
type camps, trailer parks, and mobile home units. Cost per
plant for these sources range between 10,000 to 30,000 dollars.
For a recreational camp site, this cost could exceed the total cost
of the remainder of the facility.
Costs for commercial source control are not expected to
increase significantly with 1983-85 standards since most of these
sources have domestic type wastes. Also, the growth of these
facilitie s is unpredictable. Therefore, it was as sumed that the
cost to control commercial point discharges under the various
levels of treatment of PL 92- 500 and the likely energy development
future envisioned for the Colorado River Basin will not change
significantly from those estimated for 1977 with low energy
developmenL
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Table 3-12.

Sum.m.ary of 1977 treatm.ent costs for com.m.ercial point discharges in the
Upper Colorado River Region

Item.

Water Resource Subareas

Units
1401

1403

1405

1406

1407

1408

Total
2, 080

$1,000

60

320

NA

235

175

1,290

0

Maxim.um cost
per plant

1,000

60

300

NA

200

120

90

0

Minim.um co st
per plant
($ x 10 6 )

1,000

60

20

NA

35

55

10

0

Average cost
per plant
($ x 10 6 )

1,000

60

160

NA

117.5

87.5

58.6

0

1

2

NA

2

2

Total cost

N
N

1402

~

Plants requiring addition s

Number

22

Table 3-13.

Summary of 1977 treatment costs for commercial point discharges in Lower
Colorado River Region

Item

Water Resou.rce Subareas

Units

1501

-.

01

150.3

15,04

1505

1506

1808

$1,000

750

'0

0

0

105

0

70

Maximum cost
per plant
($ x 100 )

1,000

100

0

:{}

0

70

'0

70

Minimum. cost
per plant
<$ x lOb,

1,000

350

0

{)

0

35

0

70

Ave rage cost
per plant
{$ x 106 )

1,000

56.7

0

0

{)

52 .. 5

0

10

13

0

;0

0

;0

1.

Total cost

N
N

1502

Plants .requiring additions

Number

2.

Total

925

Industrial Dischargers
Estimates of capital and operation and maintenance costs
for control of industrial point sources for" Best Practicable
Technology' and II Best A.vailable Technologyt were calculated
with cost data supplied by the National Commission on Water
Quality. However, it was not possible to estimate costs for the
1985 "elimination of discharge n provision of PL 92-500 because
the guidelines to define" EOV"' for a significant number of industrie s within the basin have not been is sued. In addition, data on
the nature and character of a significant number of industrial
discharges was not available.
Total capital cost for achieving 1977 BPT levels in the
Upper Basin is estimated to be 7. 028 million dollars. The associated annual operation and maintenance cost is estimated at
560, 000 dollars. In the Lower Basin the capital cost is estimated
at 1.45 million dollar s and the annual operation and maintenance
cost at 230, 000 dollars. It should be pointed out that these estimates
are probably low because at least 10 plants in the basin lacked
sufficient information for development of an estimate. Thus, the
total capital cost for achieving BPT in the Colorado River Basin
is estimated at 8.48 million dollars and the associated annual
operation and maintenance costs are estimated to be 790, 000
dollars. These costs were estimated with the low rate of energy
development. Since the time period is so short by 1977, the effect
of energy development on these costs is assumed to be insignificant.
The total capital cost for achieving BA.T in 1983 in the
Upper B a sin is estimated to be 1. 31 7 million dollar s in addition
to the costs incurred in 1977. The operation and maintenance
costs are estimated to be 89, 000 dollars annually in addition to
the continuation of the 1977 based operation and maintenance
costs. In the Lower Basin the estimated capital costs are 372, 000
dollar s and the as sociated operations and maintenance costs are
67, 000 dollars annually in addition to the 1977 expenditure levels.
The industrial costs are based on the normal growth defined 9Y
the OBERS projections of, and as before, a low rate of energy
development. Growth due to energy will be of a specific nature
and no single group of industries will experience a uniform
predictable growth rate. Therefore calculations to determine
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the cost of pollution control equipment were not possible. Thus,
for anlysis under the alternative futures for energy development,
it is as sumed that industrial costs will not be significantly affected
by energy development. The costs to municipal and commercial
dischargers due to expanding population are included.
Summary of Cost for Control of Point

D~scharges

A summary of the capital costs for control of point discharges in the Colorado River Basin is presented in Table 3 .. 14.
These costs do not include the costs for the electrical power generating industry or other industrial costs associated with expected
energy development in the basin. However, they do represent
a reasonable estimate with the limited data. available. Additional
data is required before an accurate and conclusive estimate can
be made.
The total capital cost for control of point sources under
1977 BPT requirements in the Colorado River Basin is estimated
to be 158.93 million dollars. The total capital cost for achieving
the 1983 BAT requirements of PL 92- 500 will result in an additional 35.23 million dollars. An estimate of achieving 1985 Eon
requirements could only be made for municipal and commercial
sources. This cost is estimated to be between 83.54 and 93.45
million dollar s e The total capital costs in the year ., 000 will be
between 100.36 and 162.94 million dollars in addition to the 1983
costSe The development of energy resources in the Colorado
River Basin may increase the capital costs of pollution control
by as must as 60 percent.
A.bility to Finance Wastewater and
Sewage Treatment Facilities
The financial burden on citizens in the basin as sociated
with. building treatment plants is outlined in Tables 3-15 through
3- 17. Table 3- 15 shows the cost of meeting the 1977 standard;
Tables 3- 16 and 3-17 show the incremental cost of meeting the
1983 standard and the cost in the year 2000. The latter two
tables show the costs on a low and most likely energy development
basis. Data for 1983 (Table 3-16) are analyzed in detail below;
the general conclusion would apply to the other two years.
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Table 3-14.

Total capital costs for 1977 and the additional costs for 1983-85 and 2000
for control of point discharges in the Colorado River Basin
1983 (1985)

1977
Economic
Sector

2000

Energy Development Level Ener gy Development Level Energy Development Level
Low

Most
Likely

Low

Most
Likely

Low

Most
Likely

93,450

100,360

162,940

::::: 0

::::: 0

(Thousand Dollars)
147,440

147,440

Commercial

3,010

3,010

=

0

::::: 0

Industrial a

8,480

8,480

1,690

1, 690

158,930

158,930

85,230

85,230

Municipal

83,540

NA

NA

t'V
N

ro

Estimated Total
Capital Cost b

a Does not include energy related industries.
b Data were not available to determine industrial cost due to growth.
c Does not include industrial growth costs.

100,360 c

162, 940 c

Table 3-15.

Cost of financing wastewater and sewer treatITlent plants necessary to meet
1977 standards, Colorado River Region

Water Resources
Subarea

Projected
Population
in 1977

Projected
Per Capita
Income 1977

Required
Investment
(Thousands)

P & I (a) Annual
P & I
Payments
Payments
(Thousands)
Per Capita

Per Capita
P & I Payments
as a % of Per
Capita Income

Upper Region:

o.

1401

38,446

$4,220

$1,880

$171

$4.45

1402

17,533

4,310

1,340

122

6.96

0.2

1403

41, 000

3,000

3,080

280

6.83

0.2

1405

93,533

3,559

6,380

581

6.21

0.2

N
N

1406

28,066

3,463

2,120

193

6.88

0.2

-...0

1407

91,461

3,260

790

72

.79

1408

17,733

2,612

500

46

2.68

O. 1

1501

126,395

2,636

1,894

172

1. 36

O. 1

1502

422,008

4,427

81,210

7,390

17. 51

0.4

1503

52,730

3,587

1, 130

103

1. 95

O. 1

1504

570,933

3,900

44,780

4,075

7.14

0.2

1505

1,268, 633

4,095

432

39

.03

1506-

66,200

4,193

1,900

173

2.61

1808

12,351,285

4,852

0

0

Lower

1%

b

Region~

(a) Principal and interest payments on 20 year municipal bonds yielding 6.5%.
(b)
Less than 0.05 percent.

b
O. 1

Table 3 -16.

Water Resources
Subarea

Increm.ental cost of financing construction of wastewater and sewage treatm.ent
plants to m.eet 1983 standards with low and m.ost likely energy developm.ent,
Colorado River Region
Projected
Population, 1983

Energy Thvelorznert Rate:

Low

Most Likely

Projected
Per Capita
Income 1983
Low

Upper Basin:

N
VJ
0

Incrernental
Inve stmp.nt
Low
Most Likel~
(Thousands)

P & I(a) Annual
Payments to
Service Debt
Low
Most Likely:
(Thousands)

P & I

Per Capita P & I Payments
Payments
as a % of Per Capita Income
Per Ca]:lita
Low Most Likely ~ow
Most Likelv_

1401

38,720

53,464

4,960

2,900

264

4.94

O. 10/0

1402

16,880

22,069

5,060

2,250

205

9.29

0.2

1403

40,320

46,387

3,660

3,280

298

6.42

0.2

1405

95,780

95,780

4,260

9,440

859

8.97

0.2

1406

28,060

28,060

4,160

1407

93,900

127,962

3,900

4,540

413

3.23

O. 1

1408

17,840

31,845

3,200

1,445

131

4.11

0.1

Lower Basin:
1501

126,320

131,052

3,140

1502

479,920

489,726

5,100

1503

50,060

50,060

4,200

12,030

12,030

1,095

1,095

2.28

2.23

b

b

1504

622,340

623,102

4,500

34,640

34,640

3, 152

3,152

5.06

5.06

0.1

O. 1

1505

1,460,520

1,467,674

4,760

17,680

17,680

1,609

1,609

1. 10

1. 10

b

b

1506

70,360

70,360

4,860

80

80

0.10

0.10

b

b

1808

12,780,400

12,780,400

5,660

(a) Principal and interest payments on 20 year municipal bonds yielding 6.50/0.
(b)

Less than 0.05 percent.

Table 3 -17.

Incremental cost of financing construction of wastewater and sewage treatment
plants to meet 2000 standards, with low and most likely rate of energy development,
Colorado River Region
Projected
Population, 2000

Water Resources
Subarea
Ener gy Thvel92rrEnt Rate:

Projected
Per Capita
Income
(Constant Dollars)

Low M~glt Lil!;~l~

P & I Annual (a)
Payments to
Service Debt

Incremental
Inve stment

LQ:lll
MQflt
(Thousands)

P &I
Payments
Per Capita

I.ikel~

Per Capita P & I Payments
as a % of Per Capita Income

l,o:lll Most I,jkeh[ I,o:lU Mos1 I
(Thousands)

jke]~[

Id2:2l

MQ5t I ike]!1

Upper Basin:

tv
lJ.)

......

1401

41,600

76,435

7,800

5,780

526

6.88

1402

16,300

99,756

8,000

4,800

437

4.38

1403

39,900

87,929

6,100

5,330

485

5.52

1405

101,900

113,912

6,900

1406

28,000

28,000

6,800

1407

101,500

134,732

6,·400

1408

17,000

45, 111

5,500

4,340

20,440

395

850
1,960

4,890

1860

3.88

77
178

1,775

445

16.33

- -0/0

0.1
O. 1
0.1

0.2

c

.0. 1

c

2.75
1. 75

162

3.30

0.10/0

3.59

o.

.70

c

1

Lower Basin:
1501

134,700

139,432

5,300

1502

624,000

634,999

7,700
6,800

1,067
14,060

14,060

97
1279

1279

2.05

2.01

1503

47,500

47,500

1504

763,800

764,662

7,100

22,510

22,510

2048

2048

2.68

2.68

c

c

1505

1,975,000

1,994,379

7,300

44,840

80,730

4080

7346

2.07

3.68

c

0.1

710

710

65

65

77

77

c

c

1506

84,300

84,300

7,400

1808

15,488,400

15,488,400

8,800

a Principal and interest payments on 20 year municipal bonds yielding 6.50/0
b w / 0 and w refer to without and with energy development
c Less than 0.5 percent

If the investment costs were assessed on a per capita basis
outlays in some areas would impose a substantial burden on local
taxpayers. For example, in areas 1402 and 1405 the per capita
outlay would be $102 and $99, respectively, im~lying a tax increase
for one year of some $400 for a family of four.
Clearly, a more
rational approach to the financing of these capital investments is
through issuance of municipal bonds. At this time an average
municipal bond being sold would have a maturity of 20 year s
and bear intere st at the rate of 6. 5 per cent per annum. If it is
assumed that these projects were financed through bonding, 2 the
annual principal and interest payments (P&I) would total $91 per
$1,000 of debt sold. Total P&I payments required with low and
most likely energy development are shown in columns (7) and (8)
of Table 3-16. The per capita debt service charge (columns (9)
and (10)) range from $0. 10 to $9.29 for those areas where investments are required. These, of course, represent only the costs
of incrementing the waste treatment plants to meet the 1983 standards, and must be added to per capita costs, if any, of meeting
the 1977 standards.
The annual per capita costs of meeting the various yearly
standards are outlined in Table 3-18. These data assume that
bonds are sold in the year the standard is to be met. Fi ve periods
are outlined:
A) 1977- 1983, where only debt service on the plant built
to meet 1977 standards is included;
B) 1983- 1997, where debt service on both 1977 and 1983
standard plants is being paid. (By 1998 the bonds
is sued in 1977 will have matured. );
C) 1997-2000, where debt service only on the 1983 plants
is being paid;
D) 2000- 2003, debt service on the 1983 and 2000 plant is
being paid;
E) 2003-2020, debt service on the 2000 plant is being paid.

1All cost data are in constant dollar s.
2Because many of the communities in the region are quite
small, there is a seriQus que stion about their ability to finance
capital investment s by selling bonds.
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Table 3-18.

Annual per capita debt service costs of meeting standards by period,
Colorado River Region

Water ResourLow Rate of Energy Development
ces
Subarea
1977- 83 1983-97 1987- 2000
2000-03 2003- 20

Most Likely Energy Development

1977-83

1983- 97

1997- 00

2000- 03

2003- 2020

$ 4.45
6.96
6.83
6. 21
6.88
0.79
2.68

$ 9.29
16.25
13. 35
15. 18
6.88
4.02
6.79

$ 4.94
9.29
6.42
8.97
3.23
4. 11

$11. 82
13. 67
11. 94
25. 30
2.75
6.53
7.70

$ 6.88
4.38
5.52
16. 33
2.75
3.30
3.59

1. 36
17. 51
1. 95
7. 14
0.03
2.61

1. 36
19.74
1. 95
12.20
1.13
2.71

2.23

0.70
4.24

0.70
2.01

5.06
1. 10
O. 10

7.74
4.78
0.87

2.68
3. 68
0.77

Upper Region

1401
1402
1403
1405
1406
1407
1408
N
W
~

$ 4.45
6.96
6.83
6.21
6.88
0.79
2.68

$ 4.45
6.96
6.83
6. 21
6.88
0.79
2.68

1. 36
17.51
1. 95
7. 14
0.03
2. 61

1. 36
19.79
1. 95
12.20
1. 13
2. 71

$ 3.88

$ 3.88

1. 75

1. 75

2.28

4.33

2.05

5.06
1. 10
O. 10

7.74
3. 17
0.87

2.68
2.07
0.77

L()wer Region

1501
1502
1503
1504
1505
1506
1808

There is significant variation in the per capita cost among
subareas. In the 1983-1997 period, these costs range from zero
in 1808 to $19. 79 in 1502. The most important implication of
energy development is that costs continue for a much longer period
of time and at a higher per capita level in many subareas.
It is difficult to determine at what point these costs would
become excessively burdensome. A per capita costs of $5. 00
(i. e., $20 for an average fam ily) may not be excessive, but it
does become a touchy issue for local community leaders who must
impose the tax on citizens. 3
Two other points are relevant. Fir st, the costs are not
evenly distributed over the population of the water resources .subarea, but tend to concentrate on the residents of the cities in those
areas. Furthermore, the per capita costs will tend to be higher
in the lower population (and usually lower income) cities because
of economics of scale in constructing waste treatment plants.
Second, the federal government may be expected to provide funds
for plant construction of up to 75 percent of the capital cost. This
as sistance would reduce the local burden to only one- fourth of its
original level.
It must also be emphasized that this analysis has only considered capital costs--maintenance and operating costs must also
be paid. These must be included to determine the total cost of
the treatment system.
INSTITUTIONA.L IMPACTS OF PL 92-500
ON MUNICIPAL AND INDUSTRIAL SOURCES
Local governments and the industrial sector of the economy
are major participants in the effort to upgrade water quality. Local
governments are charged with planning and carrying out the construction of major wastewater treatment plants. Although the

3payment of debt service charges need not come from tax
revenue. Monthly sewer and water charges and/ or hookup fees
could be used instead of or in addition to higher taxes. The way
the debt is serviced is, however, largely irrelevant; local citizens
,:viII have to pay the costs one way or another. A tax levy does have
the advantage of being deductible for income tax purposes.
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financial burden of this task is shared by the federal government
(and states in many areas), the operation and maintenance is carried out by the local governmentse Unless the plants are operated
efficiently, the objectives of PL 92-500 will not be achieved.
The region! s industries also face major expenditures for
wastewater treatment facilities. It will be particularly difficult
for some industries to meet water quality standards when the II best
practicablell control is zero discharge of water into streams. This
polluted water is presently being used by others, and if it is kept
out of a stream by a zero discharge policy the customary user of
the water will be injured. There is only one federal program to
aid industrie s for facility constructi on, that being the small busine s s loan program. Indirect help is, however, given by allowing
accelerated amortization of pollution control facilities for federal
income tax purposes.
Will the availability of capital, public and
private, be a constraint for achieving the objectives of PL 92-500?
In 1973, EPA estirnated that $60.1 billion would be needed
in construction funds for publicly owned facilities if the objectives
of PL 92- 500 ·were to be meL It was further estimated that $12
billion will be needed fo:r
stry to meet just the 1977 standards.
In£lation would raise botb. of these estimates by at least 20 percent
since the 1973 sur ve y" The industrial facilitie s and the local government share of the
£acilitie s will be direct competitor s in
the national capital
s
The federal share of facilitie s may
also require going
capital market, depending on future
budget deficits.
competitors in this market will be seeking
the considerable
that is needed to develop the ener gy resources of the eRE as the nation moves to accomplish the goals of
Project Independence. How elastic that capital market is for this
heavy capital need is not v'lell establishede It is not, however, unrealistic to expect much higher interest rates for municipal and
industrial bonds than would ordinarily be the case, and to expect
some issues of bonds to have considerable trouble in finding
'vVriters and ultimate buyers"
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Second Issue Area: Will the lack of trained personnel
impede the accomplishment of PL 92- 500 objective s?
In interviews with directors of state water quality agencies,
it was pointed out in every eRB state that one of the major problem s confronting the state program to improve water quality was
the lack of trained facility operators. An earlier study for EPA
found that 11 • e • a more concerted effort on a regional or state
level will be required to satisfy the need for short-term (training)
pr 0 gr ams. II It appear s that the lack of tr ained oper atOl" sand shortter m training for profe s sionals and technicians in this area is
already recognized and future program plans and funding will
have to be reoriented in order to satisfy this recognized need.
Third Issue Area: Will the fragmentation of authority
among units of local government impede regional programs
to improve water quality?
In 1967 there were 952 active local governments in the
CRB. Policy for these units of government were made by 4, 615
elected officials. The area-wide planning requirements under
Section 208 envision the use of the knowledgeable policy maker s
and the s tafl of the se local gover nments in order to [or mulate
area-wide plans for the treatment of wastewater and for tile prevention of other forms of water pollution from non-point sources.
In many portions of the basin, councils of gover nment already
exist with staff expertise in various types of planning. These
groups of governments have been receiving continuing federal grants
under Section 701 of the National Housing Act for more than a
decade and the staff capability of these as sociations will be of
considerable value for Section 208 planning.
To the extent that the traditional facilitating agencies of
intergovernmental cooperation are used for achieving the objectives of better water quality, the problem of fragmented and overlapping governmental authority of the substate level may be a
non-is sue. Caution, however, needs to be used when new relationships among local governments must be forged in order to under ..
take Section 208 plans that do not fall within the traditional
geographic spheres of cooperation. It may be instructive to look
at the pitfalls of Section 701 agencies so that the same mistakes
will not be made again.
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Conclusions
The following conclusions are based on the findings presented in this section:

1. There are 182 municipal point dischar ger s in the
Colorado River Basin; most of these dischargers have average
daily flows of less than 1. 0 MGD. Ninety-three of these municipal
point dischargers will require additional treatment facilities to
satisfy the requirements of PL 92- 500.
2. There are 67 commercial point dischargers in the
Colorado River Basin. Most of these dischargers have an average
daily flow of less than O. 10 MGD. At least 45 of these dischargers
will require additional treatment facilities to satisfy the requirements of PL 92-500.
3. There are 130 industrial point dis char ger s in the
Colorado River Basin. Most of these dischargers have flows of
less than L 0 MGD. A.t least 67 industrial point dischargers will
require additional treatment facilities to satisfy the requirements
of PL 92- 500.
4. The total biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) loading in
the Colorado River Basin resulting from only municipal and commercial point discharges is estimated to be 80, 304 lbs. BOD/day
in 1970. Implementation of PL 92-500 will reduce this load to
53, 02L 5 lbs~ BOD/day in 1977. However, due to expected
growth within the basin, this load will increase to 105,546.8 lbs.
BOD/day in the year 2000 unless additional measures are taken
beyond those required fore 1977. Estimates of other pollutant
loads were not calculated due to a lack of reliable data.
5. The achievement of If BPT' or" BAT' under PL 92- 500
will result in measurable changes in receiving stream water quality
at approximately one-third of the point discharge sites in the
Colorado River Basin. At approximately one-third of the sites
measurable changes in receiving stream water quality will probably not re sult from achievement of'1t BPTrt or It BA T. It In addition,
approximately one-third of the sites lacked sufficient information
to determine the anticipated changes in receiving stream water
quality.
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6. The total capital cost for control of point discharges
under the 1977 BPT requirements of PL 92- 500 in the Colorado
River Basin is estimated to be 158.93 million dollars. The total
capital cost for achieving the 1983 BAT requirements of PL 92500 will result in an additional 35.23 million dollars. The total
capital cost of achieving the 1985 EOD requirements of PL 92- 500
for municipal and commercial point discharges (excluding industrial sources) is estimated to be between 83 .. 54 and 93.45 million
dollar s.
70 There is a significant variation in the per capita costs
of complying with PL 92- 500 throughout the basin. Costs tend to
concentrate on the residents of major cities.
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